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Established in 1992, one of China's earliest partnership-type law firms to be
approved

One of China's 8 most prestigious “Red Circle” law firms

10 offices, located in Beijing, Shanghai, Shenzhen, Chengdu, Tianjin, Nanjing, Hangzhou, Guangzhou, Sanya and Hong Kong

200+

200+ partners

460+

460+ practicing lawyers and paralegals
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What Have We Done in 2020

189
RMB

Billion
Total amount exchanged
in mergers & acquisitions
transactions

86

147
RMB

Billion

Total capital raised through
listing transactions

Listing transactions

1071
RMB

Billion

279
Personal awards or
recommendations

In bond issues, private placements
and fund formation

995
RMB

284
Professional awards or
recommendations

JINGTIAN & GONGCHENG

Billion

Total amount of capital
markets projects transacted

Message from the Chairman of the Management Committee

Message from the Chairman of the Management Committee

2020 has been an extraordinary and unforgettable year.
The covid epidemic has been raging, the global economy
went into a recession, and global governance faced challenges…The words "pandemic", "distancing" and "contact
tracing" became common this year, reﬂecting a diﬃcult
time in our human experience.

those on the same boat assist each other."
This past year, we have experienced many unforgettable
"ﬁrsts" and "ones". The epidemic has brought the country
and the family more closely together. Jingtian & Gongcheng as one of the nation's law ﬁrms active in charity , has
called uponour partners to raise funds and donate in kind

This great change of fortune, this worldwide epidemic

to rush to the front lines of the ﬁght against the epidemic

forces every country to face the challenge of extricating

for the sake of our nation's "big family". As for the "little

itself from this predicament as soon as possible. One can

family" of Jingtian, we convened the ﬁrst online partner

be proud that China, relying on ﬁve thousand years of

meeting in the history of Jingtian -- everybody gathered in

great wisdom and profound civilization, and on the deter-

the "cloud" to discuss "Where to go from here?" This

mination and united will of the whole country, has not

year, we gathered together. Our Guangzhou branch cele-

only become a model of success in the ﬁght against the

brated its ﬁrst anniversary, and it is full of talent and out-

epidemic, it has moreover become a country with eco-

standing achievements. We held a "Greater Bay Area"

nomic stability and physical safety, an embodied experi-

annual meeting for the ﬁrst time, where colleagues from

ence and example of the phrase "Victory comes when

Guangzhou and Shenzhen deepened their bonds and

those on the top and the bottom hold the same desire".

tuned their perspective on the beautiful future of the

Thanks to the stability and development of our country, in
the past year the ship of Jingtian cleft the waves and rode
the winds to forge ahead. All colleagues in the ﬁrm
worked together with united hearts in these turbulent

"Greater Bay Area". This year we also a "one" that ﬁlled
us with great sadness: we lost a Jingtian family member.
We will forever remember this wonderful colleague who
fought side by side with us.

circumstances to carry out our mission of legal practi-

Being a lawyer is a tough job, and behind every lawyer are

tioners. This year we have welcomed many outstanding

family members who provide silent understanding and

new colleagues joining us. The members of the Jingtian

support. Lawyers cannot do without the trust and help of

family are thriving, and the ﬁrm's size has been further

clients and partners either. Particularly in the special cir-

expanded. It is inspiring to note that this year the ﬁrm's

cumstances of this diﬃcult past year, everyone supported

income continued to grow despite the adverse circum-

and accompanied each other. In the year ahead, we sin-

stances. This year, various projects of the ﬁrm received

cerely wish good fortune, joy and health to Jingtian's cli-

media coverage, with many lawyers entering the lists of

ents and partners, as well as our Jingtian members.

major awards, and thus indeed "Prosperity comes when
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Message from the Chairman of the Management Committee

Regardless of sorrow and joy, the past has become a
memory. In the new year, the outside world may still be
grim, but " Victory comes when those on the top and the
bottom hold the same desire. Prosperity comes when
those on the same boat assist each other." The grimmer
the circumstances, the more necessary it is to be of one
heart and a single mind from top to bottom, and to join
hands to advance together. In the year ahead, the Management Committee will continue to carry out market
analysis and risk assessment in order to serve and protect
the ﬁrm's internal aﬀairs and Jingtian members. Meanwhile, we will further promote coordination and collaboration among our oﬃces in various regions, unite the
forces of all colleagues to propel the development of our
ﬁrm.
Spring is here, and life is returning to the land. People's
hearts are rejoicing, and prosperity is beckoning. Let us
pray for well-being across our mountains and rivers,
peace for all mankind, a prosperous nation and people!
Let us all wish for the accomplishment of the great plans
of Jingtian and for the prosperity of its business!

Zhao Yang
Chairman of the Management Committee,
Jingtian & Gongcheng

JINGTIAN & GONGCHENG
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Rankings & Awards

Partial List of 2020 Rankings and Awards

# 1 Globally

#3 Globally

Chinese Overseas IPOs

Chinese Overseas IPOs

Legal Advisor-Manager
Ranked by Deal Count

Legal Advisor-Issuer
Ranked by Deal Count

#1 Globally

#1 in Asia

Chinese Overseas Equity & Equity-related

Asia ex-Japan Equity IPOs

Legal Advisor-Manager
Ranked by Deal Count

Legal Advisor-Manager
Ranked by Deal Count

#1 in Asia

#1 in Asia

China Corporate USD HY Bond League Tables

Asia Pacific ex-Japan Corporate USD HY Bond League Tables

Legal Advisor-Manager
Ranked by Deal Count

Legal Advisor-Manager
Ranked by Deal Count

#2 in China

#2 in Asia

Announced Merger & Acquisition Transactions Deals

Private Capital Deals in Asia-Pacific

Legal Advisor
Ranked by Deal Count

Legal Advisor
Ranked by Deal Count

*Data taken from 2020 Annual Ranking Reports
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Partial List of 2020 Rankings and Awards

2021 Annual Ranking Recommendation Areas
Capital Markets: Domestic Issuance

Banking and Finance

Dispute Resolution

Capital Markets: Hong Kong and Overseas Issuances

Corporate M&A

Corporate/Commercial Matters

Private Equity: Buyouts & Venture Capital Investment

Investment Funds

Technology, Media, Telecoms(TMT)

International & Cross-Border Transactions

2021 Annual Ranking Recommendation Areas
Capital Markets

Banking and Finance

Projects and Energy

Corporate and M&A

Private Equity

Real Estate and Construction

Investment Funds

Dispute Resolution: Litigation

Insolvency and Restructuring

TMT

Dispute Resolution: Arbitration

Data Protection

2021 Annual Ranking Recommendation Areas
Capital Markets (Bonds)

Banking and Finance

Private Equity

Capital Markets (Equities)

Investment Funds

Project Development

Capital Markets (Structured Finance and Securities)

Corporate Mergers & Acquisitions

Insolvency and Restructuring

2021 Annual Ranking Recommendation Areas
Capital Markets

Banking and Finance

Corporate M&A

Dispute Resolution

Investment Funds

Private Equity

Tax

Life Sciences

Real Estate

Banking and Financial Services

Energy

Infrastructure

Media and Entertainment

Mining

JINGTIAN & GONGCHENG

Partial List of 2020 Rankings and Awards

2020 Annual Ranking Recommendation Areas
Securities and Capital Markets: Overseas Issuance

Banking & Finance

Antitrust and Competition Law

Securities and Capital Markets: Domestic Issuance

Asset Securitization and Derivative

Cybersecurity and Data Privacy

Securities and Capital Markets: Mergers &

Products

Compliance

Acquisitions and Reorganizations

Technology, Media &

Bankruptcy, Restructuring and

Corporate and M&A

Communications

Insolvency

Overseas Investment

Education

Maritime and Admiralty

Investment Funds

Energy and Natural Resources

Sports and Entertainment

Private Equity and Venture Capital Investment

Real Estate

Dispute Resolution: Litigation

Infrastructure and Project Finance

Dispute Resolution: Arbitration

Medicine and Life Sciences
Government Matters

2020 Annual Ranking Recommendation Areas
Recommended Intellectual Property Law Firm 2020: Copyright / Trademarks
Recommended M&A Law Firm 2020

2020 Annual Ranking Recommendation Areas
Capital Markets

Arbitration

Banking

M&A and Governance

Litigation

Private Funds

Labor Law
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Partial List of 2020 Rankings and Awards

2020 Asia Legal Awards
Asian Law Firm of the Year

New Asian Office of the Year

China Law & Practice Awards 2020
FIRMS OF THE TEAR: Capital Markets

FIRMS OF THE TEAR: Labor & Employment

FIRMS OF THE YEAR: Regulatory & Compliance

2020 ALB China Employer of Choice
Top 15 Best Employers in Mainland China

Asian Legal Business China Law Awards 2020
Debt Market of the Year: Bank of China's landmark issuance of USD 3.8bn equivalent multi-currency bonds for the
Belt and Road Initiative
M&A Deal of the Year: Carrefour's disposal 80% equity stake in Carrefour China to Suning

JINGTIAN & GONGCHENG

Partial List of 2020 Rankings and Awards

Asian Legal Business Hong Kong Law Awards 2020
Debt Market Deal of the Year-Bank of China Macau Branch Anti-Epidemic Themed Bond

China Business Law Awards 2020
Golden League (Nationwide Elite Law Firms)

Overseas Capital Markets

Asset Management

M&A (Inbound & Domestic)

Banking & Finance

Media, Entertainment & Sports

Dispute Resolution (Domestic)

Technology & Telecom

China Business Law Deals of the Year 2020
Burning Rock Biotech's Nasdaq listing

Trip.com Group issues exchangeable bonds

KE Holdings' US IPO

WIMI's US public offerings

MINISO's US IPO

Yum China's HK secondary listing

Nongfu Spring's HK listing

LEGALBAND China Law Awards 2020
Best Managing Partner of the Year 2020: Zhao Yang
Best Securities & Capital Markets: Overseas Issuance Law Firm of the Year 2020
Best Asset Securitization and Derivative Products Law Firm of the Year 2020
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Partial List of 2020 Rankings and Awards

Benchmark Litigation Asia Paciﬁc Law Awards 2020
Firm of the Year-China (Runner up)

Global Law Experts Annual Awards 2020
Cross Border Investments Law Firm of the Year in China-2020

Dispute Resolution Law Firm of the Year in China-2020

Art Law-Law Firm of the Year in China-2020

Corporate INTL Global Law Awards 2021
Cross Border Investments Law Firm of the Year in China
Art Law Firm of the Year in China

IFLR China Awards
Best M&A Transaction of the Year

JINGTIAN & GONGCHENG

Dispute Resolution Law Firm of the Year in China

Partial List of 2020 Rankings and Awards

IFLR APAC Law Awards 2020
Most Innovative National Firms-Debt Firm of the Year: China
Deals of the Year: Debt and Equity-Linked-Bank of China Macau Branch SOFR Bond

Mergermarket China M&A Awards 2020
Best "Industry and Industrialization" M&A Transaction of the Year
– Chery Automobile Co., Ltd. and Chery Holding Group

2020 China Venture Capital & Private Equity Annual Ranking
2020 (VC/PE Support) China Overseas Mergers & Acquisitions Market Best Legal Counsel Organization
2020 China VC/PE Fund Investment Best Legal Counsel Organization
2020 (VC/PE Support) China Enterprise Overseas Listing Legal Counsel Organization Top 10
2020 China Most Influential VC/PE Support IPO Deal-Shell USA Share Listing
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Hong Kong Office

Hong Kong Oﬃce

Jingtian & Gongcheng LLP is a law ﬁrm established under Hong
Kong law, qualiﬁed to practice Hong Kong law and with the ability
independently to provide Hong Kong law legal services. The lawyers of Jingtian & Gongcheng Hong Kong Oﬃce are committed to
providing clients with quality legal services and practical commercial advice, in order to design innovative legal structures for transactions and to provide creative solutions to resolve complex cases
involving multiple ﬁelds.

Commercial Management Holdings (09909.HK), Taizhou Water
Group (01542.HK), Cirtek Holdings (01433.HK), and VESYNC
(02148.HK). The Hong Kong oﬃce's practice areas not only cover
traditional ﬁelds such as capital markets, mergers & acquisitions,
regulatory & compliance and dispute resolution, but also include
providing ﬁnancial technology and Internet company clients with
data protection, encryption currency and blockchain compliance
and regulatory opinions and related services.

From 2016 to 2020, Jingtian & Gongcheng has participated in 194
Hong Kong listing deals, accounting for above one-third of the
market share of the business of Hong Kong listings of enterprises
containing Mainland equity. Jingtian & Gongcheng's market share
in the Hong Kong capital market listing business has always ranked
ﬁrst among Chinese law ﬁrms and has won wide acclaim in the industry. The Hong Kong oﬃce has provided Hong Kong legal services for the Hong Kong listings for ten enterprises: Peiport Holdings (02885.HK), Bonny Holdings (01906.HK), Fire Rock Holdings
(01909.HK), Tu Yi Holdings (01701.HK), Ludashi Holdings
(03601.HK), Speed Apparel Holdings Ltd (03860.HK), Powerlong

Hong Kong used to be China's window to the outside world, but
now it is a springboard for Chinese companies to "step out". We
plan, while operating the Hong Kong oﬃce independently, to
expand and strengthen the Shenzhen oﬃce and Guangzhou oﬃce.
While serving existing clients well, to develop more new clients,
and make full use of the hub status of Hong Kong in the "One Belt,
One Road" initiative and in the strategic center of the Guangdong-Hong Kong-Macau Greater Bay Area, to serve as a linchpin
among the three places and so serve the construction of the country's Greater Bay Area.

Red Chips Listing

Red Chips Listing

Red Chips Listing

Red Chips Listing

PEIPORT HOLDINGS

BONNY HOLDINGS

FIRE ROCK HOLDINGS

TU YI HOLDINGS

Main Board, HKEx

Main Board, HKEx

Switch from GEM to Main Board, HKEx

Main Board, HKEx

Issuer's PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter's Hong Kong Legal Counsel

Underwriter's PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter's PRC Legal Counsel

Issuer's Hong Kong Legal Counsel

Issuer's Hong Kong Legal Counsel

Issuer's Hong Kong Legal Counsel

Jan. 2019

Apr. 2019

Jun. 2019

Jun. 2019

Red Chips Listing

Red Chips Listing

Red Chips Listing

H Shares Listing

LUDASHI

SPEED APPAREL HOLDINGS

POWERLONG COMMERCIAL

TAIZHOU WATER GROUP

Main Board, HKEx

Switch from GEM to Main Board, HKEx

Main Board, HKEx

Main Board, HKEx

Issuer's PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter's Hong Kong Legal Counsel

Underwriter's Hong Kong Legal Counsel

Issuer's PRC Legal Counsel

Issuer's Hong Kong Legal Counsel

Issuer's Hong Kong Legal Counsel

Oct. 2019

OCTDec. 2019

Red Chips Listing

Red Chips Listing

CIRTEK HOLDINGS

VESYNC

Main Board, HKEx

Main Board, HKEx

Underwriter's Hong Kong Legal Counsel

Issuer's PRC Legal Counsel

Dec. 2019

Dec. 2019

Issuer's Hong Kong Legal Counsel
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Capital Markets
Overseas Equity Securities Markets
Overseas Bond Markets
Domestic Bond Markets
Domestic Equity Securities Markets

Capital Markets

Overseas Equity Securities Markets

Jingtian & Gongcheng has a good reputation in overseas capital market listing services for Chinese companies. According to the rankings
for underwriter counsel and issuer counsel in Reﬁnitiv's 2020 Global Capital Market Legal Counsel Report, Jingtian & Gongcheng won
the crown among Chinese law ﬁrms for "China Overseas IPOs" and "China Overseas Equity and Equity Related".

# 1 Globally

Hong Kong IPO Market

China Overseas IPOs
Legal Advisor-Manager
Ranked by Deal Count

# 1 Globally
China Overseas Equity and Equity Related
Legal Advisor-Manager
Ranked by Deal Count

#3 Globally
China Overseas IPOs
Legal Advisor-Issuer
Ranked by Deal Count

After more than a hundred years of development, Hong
Kong's capital market has a sound system, mature rules, and
tremendous volume, and it has become a leading ﬁnancing
"harbour" globally. Despite the deﬁnite impact in 2020 of the
outbreak of the novel coronavirus epidemic and uncertainties
in politics, society, the economy, etc. on overall market
sentiment and investor conﬁdence, the Hong Kong IPO market
has shown its resilience. Although the IPO market slowed
down to a certain extent in the ﬁrst half of the year, it
recovered lost ground in the second half of the year. The total
amount of IPO funds raised in 2020 by the HKEx reached HKD
398,694 million, ranking number 2 in global IPO fundraising,
and setting a new record since 2011 in total fundraising.
The eﬀect of the reform of the HKEx's listing system in 2018
has continued to manifest itself, and it continues to attract
companies in emerging industries from all over the world,
including nine China concepts stock companies with secondary listings in Hong Kong, for a total capital raised of HKD 131.3
billion, and accounting for about 34% of the total funds raised
in the Hong Kong market. When companies choose to pursue
a second listing in Hong Kong, it reﬂects on the Hong Kong's
solid fundamentals and important position in the international
capital markets, and the continuous development of its
ecosystems can meet the needs of innovative companies and
those in the new economy.
In 2020, 154 companies were newly listed on the HKEx, 144 of
which were IPOs (136 companies on the Main Board, and 8 on
GEM), with a total of IPO funds raised of HKD 398,69 million.
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Among these, 112 were mainland companies, collectively
raising HKD 390.1 billion, and accounting for 99% of the IPO
funds raised.
In the ﬁeld of assisting mainland Chinese companies to list in
Hong Kong, Jingtian & Gongcheng has ranked ﬁrst among
mainland Chinese law ﬁrms for ten consecutive years and has
the richest experience in legal services for Hong Kong listings.
In 2020, Jingtian & Gongcheng participated in 51 Hong Kong
IPO deals, which accounted for 40.48% of Hong Kong
companies listed that year, among which are the following:
In terms of well-known individual stocks, included are Nongfu
Spring (09633.HK), which has maintained no.1 market share
position in China's bottled drinking water market for eight
consecutive years; Pop Mart (09992.HK), China's largest
trendy toy company; Yum China (09987.HK), China's largest
food service company; Ming Yuan Software (00909.HK), the
largest software solutions provider for Chinese real estate
developers; Zero2IPO Ventures (01945.HK), China's
well-known comprehensive equity investment service
business platform; Peijia Medical (09996.HK), the ﬁrst medical
device company in 2020 to comply with the listing rules of
Chapter 18A on the HKEx; etc.
In terms of industries, Jingtian & Gongcheng performed well in
the real estate area in 2020. Companies served included
Ganglong China Property (06968.HK), Radiance Holdings
(09993.HK), Sunkwan Properties (06900.HK), Shinsun
Holdings (02599.HK), Leading Holdings (06999.HK), Datang
Group (02117.HK), for six real estate companies landed on the
HKEx, with the ﬁrm continuing to maintain a leading share of
over 80% of the industry. With respect to helping with the
listing of companies in the property service area, the ﬁrm
maintained its leading position, included Ye Xing Group
(01941.HK), RSun Service (01971.HK), Zhenro Services
(06958.HK), KWG Living (03913.HK), China Resources MIXC
Lifestyle Services (001209.HK), Jiayuan Services (01153.HK),
Sino-Ocean Service (06677.HK), for seven property services
companies whose Hong Kong IPO implementation were
assisted by Jingtian & Gongcheng. In 2020, 14 biotech
companies that had not yet become proﬁtable were listed.
Jingtian & Gongcheng cumulatively assisted the following
companies to complete IPOs, including Immunotech-B
(06978.HK), Peijia Medical-B (09996.HK) and HBM Holdings-B
(02142.HK). In the area of TMT, Jingtian & Gongcheng assisted
several 2C and 2B companies to complete IPOs, including LVJI
Techology (01745.HK), Edensoft Holdings (01147.HK), Joy
Spreader Interactive Technology (06988.HK), Ming Yuan
Software (00909.HK) and Netjoy Holdings (02131.HK). In
addition, Jingtian & Gongcheng continues to lead the Hong
Kong listing services market in the areas of large consumer
industries and traditional industries.

JINGTIAN & GONGCHENG

2020

2020

2020

HKEx Main Board

HKEx GEM Board

HKEx

Red Chip Listings

Red Chip Listings

H Share Listings

108

5

Deals Participated in

46

13

Deals Participated in

2

42.6%

Deals Participated in

3

40.0%

23.0%

In 2020,
Jingtian & Gongcheng
participated in 51 Hong Kong
listing deals, accounting for

40.5%
of annual listing deals
on HKEx.

Note: According to data published by the HKEx and the corresponding company prospectus
and announcements, the statistical data refers to all deals involving equity interests from
mainland China.

2020 Statistics of the industries for the participation of Jingtian &
Gongcheng in the Hong Kong IPO industry
Culture, Entertainment
and Media: 7

TMT: 7

Large Consumer
Industry: 6

Medicine
and Biology: 6

Property
Management: 7

Real Estate: 6

Traditional Industry: 9

Service Industry: 1

Education: 2

Capital Markets

Assisted Nongfu Spring to List H Shares on the Main Board of the HKEx

Nongfu Spring Co., Ltd. ("Nongfu Spring")(09633.HK) completed its initial public oﬀering of overseas listed foreign invested shares (H
shares) on 8 September 2020 and was listed on the Main Board of the HKEx. Nongfu Spring's global issuance of 388,231,800 shares
(before exercise of the over-allotment option), was at HKD 21.50 per share, for a total fund-raising of approximately HKD 8,347 million
(before exercise of the over-allotment option).
As of 31 December 2020, Nongfu Spring has a market value of HKD 617,431 million.
The lawyer team of Jingtian & Gongcheng, as the mainland legal counsel to the issuer Nongfu Spring, participated in the whole listing
process.

The ﬁrst company to successfully achieve "full circulation" of H shares at the time of the IPO
"Deal of the Year 2020" by China Business Law

Assisted Pop Mart to List on the Main Board of the HKEx

Pop Mart International Group Ltd. ("Pop Mart") (09992.HK) made its initial public oﬀering and listing on the Main Board of the HKEx on 11
December 2020. Its share price doubled at the opening, and its market value exceeded HKD 110 billion.
According to the Frost & Sullivan Report, Pop Mart is China's largest and fastest-growing trendy culture company, with IP as the core business. In addition, it has established an integrated platform covering the entire production chain of trendy toys.
The lawyer team of Jingtian & Gongcheng, as the mainland legal counsel to the issuer Pop Mart, participated in the whole listing process.

China's largest and fastest-growing trendy culture company

Assisted Yum China to Carry Out a Secondary Listing on the HKEx

The lawyer team of Jingtian & Gongcheng acted as the mainland China legal counsel to Yum China Holdings Inc. ("Yum China") (09987.HK)
(NYSE:YUMC) and assisted it in completing its secondary listing on the Main Board of the HKEx. The net amount of funds raised was HKD
17,002 million, to raise funds for the largest food service industry listing in the history of the world.
This secondary listing in Hong Kong made Yum China the fourth US listed company to be listed in Hong Kong in accordance with Chapter
19C of the Listing Rules of the HKEx, and it was also the ﬁrst non-TMT industry company to successfully conduct a secondary listing in Hong
Kong.

The ﬁrst non-TMT company to carry out a secondary listing in Hong Kong
"Deal of the Year 2020" by China Commercial Law
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Assisted Ming Yuan Software to List on the Main Board of the HKEx
Ming Yuan Software Group Holdings Ltd. ("Ming Yuan Software") (00909.HK) was listed on the Main Board of the HKEx on 25 September
2020, with a global issuance of 374,204 million shares (before exercise of the over-allotment option), with a total amount of funds raised
of approximately HKD 6,174 million.
Ming Yuan Software is the largest software solution provider for Chinese real estate developers, focusing on providing enterprise-level ERP
solutions and SaaS products for Chinese real estate developers and other participants in the real estate industry chain, helping them to
achieve more precise and digitised business operations.
The lawyer team of Jingtian & Gongcheng, as the mainland China legal counsel for the sponsor and the underwriter, participated in the
whole listing process.

The largest software solution provider for Chinese real estate developers

Assisted Huazhu Group to Carry Out a Secondary
Listing on the Main Board of the HKEx
Huazhu Group Ltd. ("Huazhu Group") (01179.HK) (NASDAQ:HTHT) carried out a secondary listing on the Main Board of the HKEx on 22 September 2020.In this global oﬀering of 20,422,150 shares, net proceeds of approximately HKD 5,924.8 million were raised.
Huazhu Group operates more than 5,000 hotels in more than 400 cities across the country and has more than 80,000 employees. It operates a number of well-known hotel brands, including Xiyue, Huajiantang, Novotel, Mercure, Crystal Orange, All Seasons, Ibis, Hanting, etc.
The lawyer team of Jingtian & Gongcheng, as the mainland Chinese legal counsel to the underwriter, participated in the whole listing process.

National well-known hotel operator
More than 5,000 hotels in more than 400 cities across the country

Assisted China Resources MIXC Lifestyle to List on the Main
Board of the HKEx
The spin-oﬀ by China Resources Land (01109.HK) of its property sector, China Resources MIXC Lifestyle Services (01209.HK), was initially
publicly oﬀered and listed on the Main Board of the HKEx on 9 December 2020. The funds amounted to HKD 12 billion, ranking no. 9 for
the year 2020.
According to the Frost & Sullivan Report, based on the number of luxury shopping malls managed by the nation's shopping mall operation
service providers in China in 2019, China Resources MIXC Lifestyle ranked ﬁrst.
The lawyer team of Jingtian & Gongcheng, as the issuer's mainland China legal counsel, participated in the whole listing process.

The ﬁrst property management company with a central state-owned enterprise background to list in 2020
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U.S. IPO Market

In 2020, 34 Chinese companie carried out IPOs in the United States,
with a total fundraising of more than USD 12.25 billion, which is
about 3.6 times the total fundraising of China concept stocks in the
whole year of 2019, and which is a four-year high in the amount of
funds raised. In addition, many Chinese companies have completed
their listings through use of a Special Purpose Acquisition Company
(SPAC), and this has been the most active year in a long time for
completing listings through SPACs. As regards listing exchanges, in
2020 NASDAQ continued to be the ﬁrst choice for Chinese
companies for listing in the United States. Among the above-mentioned China concept stocks, more than 70% (25 companies) chose
to list on the NASDAQ Stock Market, and nearly 30% (9 companies)
were listed on NYSE.

2020 Statistics of the industries for the Participation by Jingtian & Gongcheng
in the US IPO Business
Technology, Media & Telecom
6

Large
Consumer
1

Medicine and Life Sciences
2

Logistics and
Distribution
1

About the above-mentioned US IPO deals for China concept stocks
in 2020:
In terms of the number of listings: Jingtian & Gongcheng assisted 10
companies in completing the US IPO, and the number of listed
companies served by domestic ﬁrms ranked ﬁrst, accounting for
29.4% of the market share, which was about twice the second
place.
In terms of fundraising: companies in whose US IPOs Jingtian &
Gongcheng participated raised more tha USD 3.75 billion, accounting for about 1/3 of the total China concepts stock US IPO funds
raised in 2020. Jingtian & Gongcheng also ranks ﬁrst among
domestically invested law ﬁrms. Among these deals, the China
concepts stock IPOs ranked as having the biggest scale of ﬁnancing
include Shell Search (USD 2.12 billion), MINISO (USD 600 million),
Legendary Bio (USD 424 million), etc.
In terms of well-known individual stocks: Jingtian & Gongcheng
assisted KE Holdings Inc. (NYSE:BAKE), China's largest real estate
trading and service platform, to become listed on NYSE. Jingtian &
Gongcheng assisted MINISO, the world's largest private-label
integrated retailer (NYSE:MNSO) successfully to list on NYSE. In
addition, China's largest pet platform Boqi.com (NYSE:BQ) was
successfully listed on NYSE. The ﬁrst stock of the new era of
"Augmented Reality" (AR), Wimi Hologram (NASDAQ:WIMI), was
listed on NASDAQ; and the ﬁrst stock of China's CAR-T, Legendary
Bio (NASDAQ:LEGN) was listed on NASDAQ.

Jingtian & Gongcheng is one of the ﬁrst mainland law ﬁrms to provide legal services to Chinese companies' listings in the United States.
Since 1994, when acting as legal counsel for the listing of issuer China Yuchai on NYSE, Jingtian & Gongcheng has provided legal services to assist
the listing in the United States of many Chinese companies, such as China Mobile, China Telecom, China Southern Airlines, PetroChina, China
National Oﬀshore Oil Corporation, NetEase, Sohu, China.com, Ctrip, Country Style Cooking, China Pharmaceuticals, 3SBio, China Distance
Education, Gridsum Holdings, Pinduoduo, iQiyi, Qutoutiao, WiMi Hologram, KE Group and MINISO, the industries covered including machinery
manufacturing, communications, civil aviation, media, internet, petroleum, food services, medicine, education, big data analysis, etc.
As of the present, Jingtian & Gongcheng has provided legal services for listing in the United States to more than 60 China concept stock
companies listing in the United States, occupying a leading position among Chinese law ﬁrms, for which it enjoys an excellent reputation.
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Assisted KE Holdings in Its Listing on NYSE

KE Holdings Inc. (NYSE:BEKE) made its IPO on 13 August 2020 and was listed on NYSE, with fundraising in the amount of USD 2.12 billion,
making it the new economy company with the largest scale of fundraising in the US after iQiyi's US listing.
KE Holdings' BEKE House Search is China's largest real estate transaction and service platform, and it is also China's largest new house sales
platform. According to GTV calculations, the volume of commercial housing searched by BEKE ranks no. 2 in China, being second only to
Alibaba.
Jingtian & Gongcheng's lawyer team, as the issuer's Chinese legal counsel, assisted throughout the listing proess.

China's largest real estate transaction and service platform and new house sales platform
"Deal of the Year 2020" by China Commercial Law

Assisted MINISO in Its Listing on NYSE

MINISO (NYSE:MNSO) had its IPO on 15 October 2020 and was listed on NYSE. This issuance of 30.4 million American depositary shares
raised USD 608 million.
According to the prospectus, MINISO, founded in 2013, had by 30 June 2020 built a retail network of more than 4,200 stores in more than
80 countries and regions around the world. MINISO has become the world's largest private-label comprehensive retailer.
Jingtian & Gongcheng's lawyer team, as the Chinese legal counsel to the underwriter, assisted throughout the listing process.

The world's largest private-label comprehensive retailer
"Deal of the Year 2020" by China Business Law

Assisted Legend Biotech in Its Listing on NASDAQ

Legend Biotech (NASDAQ:LEGN) was successfully listed on NASDAQ in the United States on 5 June 2020, with an issue size of USD 423.8
million (excluding over-allotment rights), becoming China's ﬁrst CAR-T stock.
Legend Biotech is a clinical-stage biopharmaceutical company under Genscript Biotech (01548.HK), a listed company on the Main Board
of the HKEx.
Jingtian & Gongcheng's lawyer team, as the Chinese legal counsel to the underwriter, assisted throughout the listing process.

Legend Biotech created the largest US biotechnology IPO: its stock price rose 60% on the ﬁrst day, and its market
value reached USD 4.8 billion
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Assisted Burning Rock Biotech in Its Listing on NASDAQ

Burning Rock Biotech (NASDAQ:BNR) successfully listed on NASDAQ on 12 June 2020, and issued 2,243,000 American Depositary Shares
(ADS) in December 2020.
Founded in 2014, Burning Rock Biotech is primarily engaged in the research and development of tumor detection reagents and in the
tumor detection business. It is one of the leading companies in the second generation of cancer genetic testing in China. This is also the
second Chinese biotech company listed on NASDAQ recently after Legend Biotech.
Jingtian & Gongcheng's lawyer team, as the Chinese legal counsel to the underwriter, assisted throughout the listing process.

One of the leaders in the second generation of cancer genetic testing companies
"Deal of the Year 2020" by China Business Law

Assisted WiMi Hologram in Its Listing on NASDAQ

WiMi Hologram (NASDAQ:WIMI) was successfully listed on NASDAQ on 1 April 2020.
WiMi Hologram is the largest holographic platform in China, ranking no. 1 in the industry in terms of revenue and proﬁt, client scale, and
number of intellectual property rights. The WiMi Hologram listing deal is the ﬁrst IPO in the holographic ﬁeld and has been the only such
IPO listed in the entire US stock market since the continuous meltdown that started 12 March 2020.
Jingtian & Gongcheng's lawyer team, as the issuer's Chinese legal counsel, assisted throughout the listing process.

China's largest holographic platform / First IPO in the holographic ﬁeld
"Dear of the Year 2020" by China Commercial Law

Assisted Ucommune in Its Listing on NASDAQ Through SPAC
On 18 November 2020, US Eastern Time, Ucommune Group and Orisun Acquisition Corp formally completed their merger, landing on
NASDAQ through SPAC, with the joint company renamed Ucommune International Ltd. (NASDAQ:UK) after the merger.
Ucommune Group Holdings Limited's domestic operating entity Ucommune (Beijing) Venture Service Co., Ltd. ("Ucommune") is China's
largest shared oﬃce space operator.
Jingtian & Gongcheng's lawyer team, as the Chinese legal counsel to Youke Workshop, provided specialized and eﬃcient legal services for
this deal.

China's largest shared oﬃce space operator
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ICON CULTURE

WISE ALLY INTERNATIONAL

GENCH EDUCATION

GEM, HKEx

Main Board, HKEx

Main Board, HKEx

VALUES CULTURAL
Main Board, HKEx

Underwriter's PRC Legal Counsel

Issuer's PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter's PRC Legal Counsel

Issuer's PRC Legal Counsel

Jan. 2020

Jan. 2020

Jan. 2020

Jan. 2020

ACTIVATION GROUP

LVJI TECHNOLOGY

GHW INTL

CHINA BRIGHT CULTURE GROUP

Main Board, HKEx

Main Board, HKEx

Main Board, HKEx

Main Board, HKEx

Issuer's PRC Legal Counsel

Issuer's PRC Legal Counsel

Issuer's PRC Legal Counsel

Issuer's PRC Legal Counsel

Jan. 2020

Jan. 2020

Jan. 2020

Mar. 2020

PEIJIA MEDICAL-B

YE XING GROUP

JIANZHONG CONSTRUCTION

CIRTEK HOLDINGS

Main Board, HKEx

Main Board, HKEx

Main Board, HKEx

Main Board, HKEx

Issuer's PRC Legal Counsel

Issuer's PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter's Hong Kong Legal Counsel

Issuer's PRC Legal Counsel

Mar. 2020

Mar. 2020

Mar. 2020

May. 2020

EDENSOFT

FINELAND REAL ESTATE SERVICES GROUP

HAINA INTEL

RSUN SERVICES

Main Board, HKEx

Switch from GEM to Main Board, HKEx

Main Board, HKEx

Main Board, HKEx

Issuer's PRC Legal Counsel

Issuer's PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter's PRC Legal Counsel

Issuer's PRC Legal Counsel

May. 2020

May. 2020

Jun. 2020

Jun. 2020

ZHENRO SERVICES

HONLIV HEALTHCARE MANAGEMENT

YIK WO INTERNATIONAL HOLDINGS

IMMUNOTECH BIOPHARM-B

Main Board, HKEx

Main Board, HKEx

GEM, HKEx

Main Board, HKEx

Underwriter's PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter's PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter's PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter's PRC Legal Counsel

Jul. 2020

Jul. 2020

Jul. 2020

Jul. 2020
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GANGLONG CHINA PROPERTY

SINO-ENTERTAINMENTTECHNOLOGY HOLDINGS

ADTIGER CORP.

JIAXING GAS

Main Board, HKEx

Main Board, HKEx

Main Board, HKEx

H-Share Main Board, HKEx

Issuer's PRC Legal Counsel

Issuer's PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter's PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter's PRC Legal Counsel

Jul. 2020

Jul. 2020

Jul. 2020

Jul. 2020

JOY SPREADER INTERACTIVE

LEADER EDUCATION

NONGFU SPRING

YUM CHINA-S

Main Board, HKEx

H-Share Main Board, HKEx

Secondary Main Board, HKEx

Main Board, HKEx

Issuer's PRC Legal Counsel

Issuer's PRC Legal Counsel

Issuer's PRC Legal Counsel

Issuer's PRC Legal Counsel

Aug. 2020

Sep. 2020

Sep. 2020

Sep. 2020

HUAZHU GROUP-S

MING YUAN SOFTWARE

FOURACE INDUSTRIES GROUP HOLDINGS

GANFENG LITHIUM

Secondary Main Board, HKEx

Main Board, HKEx

Main Board, HKEx

H Shares Main Board Additional Issuance, HKEx

Underwriter's PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter's PRC Legal Counsel

Issuer's PRC Legal Counsel

Placement Agent Legal Counsel

Sep. 2020

Sep. 2020

Sep. 2020

Sep. 2020

SIMCERE PHARMACEUTICALS

CN LOGISTICS

RADIANCE HOLDINGS

KWG LIVING

Main Board, HKEx

Main Board, HKEx

Main Board, HKEx

Main Board, HKEx

Issuer's PRC Legal Counsel

Issuer's PRC Legal Counsel

Issuer's PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter's PRC Legal Counsel

Oct. 2020

Oct. 2020

Oct. 2020

Oct. 2020

CHANNEL MICRON

SUNKWAN PROPERTIES

SHINSUN HOLDINGS GROUP

JIAYUAN SERVICES

Main Board, HKEx

Main Board, HKEx

Main Board, HKEx

Main Board, HKEx

Issuer's PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter's PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter's PRC Legal Counsel

Issuer's PRC Legal Counsel

Oct. 2020

Nov. 2020

Nov. 2020

Dec. 2020
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CHINA RESOURCES MIXC LIFESTYLE

HBM HOLDINGS-B

POP MART

Main Board, HKEx

Main Board, HKEx

Main Board, HKEx

Main Board, HKEx

Issuer's PRC Legal Counsel

Issuer's PRC Legal Counsel

Issuer's PRC Legal Counsel

Issuer's PRC Legal Counsel

Dec. 2020

Dec. 2020

Dec. 2020

Dec. 2020

LEADING HOLDINGS

NETJOY

SINO-OCEAN SERVICE

VESYNC

Main Board, HKEx

Main Board, HKEx

Main Board, HKEx

Main Board, HKEx

Underwriter's PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter's PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter's PRC Legal Counsel

Issuer's PRC Legal Counsel / Hong Kong Legal Counsel

Dec. 2020

Dec. 2020

Dec. 2020

Dec. 2020

HUISEN HOUSEHOLD

RAILY AESTHETIC MEDICINE

WENLING MCT

ZERO2IPO

Main Board, HKEx

Main Board, HKEx

H-Share Main Board, HKEx

Main Board, HKEx

Underwriter's PRC Legal Counsel

Issuer's PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter's PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter's PRC Legal Counsel

Dec. 2020

Dec. 2020

Dec. 2020

Dec. 2020

AVICHINA INDUSTRY & TECHNOLOGY
Directional Issuance of Shares Acquisition Deal

Issuer's PRC Legal Counsel
Dec. 2020
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WIMI HOLOGRAM

METEN EDTECHX EDUCATION

GRID DYNAMICS

Listed on NASDAQ

Backdoor Listing on NASDAQ

Backdoor Listing on NASDAQ

Listed on NASDAQ

Issuer's PRC Legal Counsel

Meten's PRC Legal Counsel

ChaSerg's PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter's PRC Legal Counsel

Apr. 2020

Apr. 2020

May. 2020

Jun. 2020

LEGEND BIOTECH

UCLOUDLINK

EBANG INTERNATIONAL

KE HOLDINGS

Listed on NASDAQ

Listed on NASDAQ

Listed on NASDAQ

Listed on NYSE

Underwriter's PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter's PRC Legal Counsel

Issuer's PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter's PRC Legal Counsel

Jun. 2020

Jun. 2020

Jun. 2020

Aug. 2020

YALLA GROUP

BURNING ROCK BIOTECH

ME2ZEN

BOQII HOLDING

ICLICK INTERACTIVE

Listed on GEM, KOSDAQ

Listed on NYSE

Additional Issuance on NASDAQ

Listed on NYSE

Issuer's PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter's PRC Legal Counsel

Issuer's PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter's PRC Legal Counsel

Aug. 2020

Sep. 2020

Sep. 2020

Oct. 2020

MINISO

HANJIAO INTERNATIONAL

KITCHEN CULTURE

KE HOLDINGS

Listed on NYSE

Backdoor Listing on NASDAQ

Reorganization and Acquisition Deal

Additional Issuance , NYSE

Underwriter's PRC Legal Counsel

Hanjiao International's PRC Legal Counsel

Kitchen Culture's PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter's PRC Legal Counsel

Oct. 2020

Oct. 2020

Oct. 2020

Nov. 2020

UCOMMUNE

PINDUODUO

BURNING ROCK BIOTECH

IQIYI INC.

Backdoor Listing on NASDAQ

Additional Issuance , NASDAQ

Additional Issuance , NASDAQ

Additional Issuance , NASDAQ

Ucommune's PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter's PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter's PRC Legal Counsel

Issuer's PRC Legal Counsel

Nov. 2020

Nov. 2020

Dec.2020

Dec. 2020
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Overseas Bond Markets

In 2020, bonds issued by China in foreign currencies (including
USD, Japanese yen, and Euros) totaled USD 220 billion. Despite the
meltdown of US stocks at the beginning of the year and ﬁnancial
turmoil around the world, many major central banks after the
second quarter adopted loose monetary policies and increased
liquidity support. The bond market rebounded rapidly, sweeping
away the pessimism, and total bond issuance amounts for the
whole year exceeded the total for 2019. As regards issuance
volume, the issuance volume of Chinese companies accounted for
about 65% of the total Asian volume, occupying a dominant
position.
Jingtian & Gongcheng has always been a leader in the issuance of
overseas bonds by Chinese-funded enterprises. In 2020, it has
completed more than 80 overseas bond issuance deals, with a
total ﬁnancing amount raised of more than RMB 660 billion.
Among such deals, large state-owned enterprises served include:
Industrial and Commercial Bank of China, Bank of China, China
National Chemical Corporation, CNLP, SIPG, Guangxi Transportation Investment Group, Jiangsu Zhongnan Construction Group,
Taizhou Urban Construction and Gezhouba. Well-known private
companies served include: Xiaomi Group, Baidu, Ctrip Travel,
Pinduoduo, iQiyi, Country Garden, Agile, Anta Sports, LVGEM
China Real Estate and Zhou Hei Ya. Listed companies served
include: Yili Group, Vcredit, Poly Real Estate, China Foreign Land
and Investment, China SCE Group, KWG Group Holdings, JY
Grandmark Group, DoThink Group, Shinsun Holding Group.
Jingtian & Gongcheng won "Most Innovative National Firms-Debt
ﬁrm of the year: China" in IFLR Asia Paciﬁc Awards 2020 of
International Financial Law Review (IFLR) for its outstanding
business level and outstanding performance in innovation.
Jingtian & Gongcheng participated in "Ctrip's Issuance of Up to
USD 500 million of Convertible Bonds" and won the China Business
Law Journal's Outstanding Deal of the Year. Ctrip, China's leading
comprehensive travel services company, has issued convertible
bonds with a total value of USD 500 million and maturing in 2027.
The bond can be converted to part of the shares of Huazhu Group
held by Ctrip. This is the ﬁrst convertible bond deal issued by a
foreign listed Chinese company in the United States.
Jingtian & Gongcheng participated in the Bank of China's landmark

JINGTIAN & GONGCHENG

issuance of USD 3.8 billion equivalent multi-currency bonds for the
"Belt and Road Initiative", which won the "Debt Market of the Year
2020" given by Asian Legal Business.
Jingtian & Gongcheng participated in the "Bank of China Macau
Branch Issuance of Anti-epidemic Themed Social Responsibility
Bonds" deal, which won the "Debt Market of the Year 2020" given
by Asian Legal Business.
Jingtian & Gongcheng assisted Inner Mongolia Yili Industrial Group
Co., Ltd. ("Yili Group") through its foreign wholly-owned subsidiary
Yili Holding Investment Limited successfully to issue 5-year bonds
of USD 500 million for 5-year term on 20 November 2020. This USD
bond issuance is the ﬁrst time Yili Group has issued bonds in the
international bond market, setting a new low coupon rate for
similar bonds of similar companies, and obtaining the highest
international credit rating of any Chinese consumer goods
companies, which is a historic breakthrough in ﬁnancing in the
industry. The volume of this bond issuance was USD 500 million,
but a total of up to USD 3.6 billion in subscriptions were received,
which was a 7-fold subscription multiple.

Capital Markets

Assisted Ctrip in Its Issuance of USD 500 Million of Convertible
Bonds Maturing in 2027
Ctrip.com.cn ("Ctrip") (NASDAQ:TCOM) has completed the issuance of convertible bonds to the amount of USD 500 Million due in 2027,
which can be converted into part of the shares of Huazhu Group held by Ctrip.
Ctrip is China's leading comprehensive travel service company with a leading position in the online travel service market. It has been
named China's No. 1 Travel Group for four consecutive years and is currently the world's second-largest online travel service company by
market value.
Jingtian & Gongcheng's lawyer team, as legal counsel to the underwriter, has assisted them complete various bond and American Depositary Shares deals issued over many years.

The ﬁrst convertible bond issue by an overseas listed Chinese-funded company in the United States
"Dear of the Year 2020" by China Commercial Law

Assisted Yili in Its Issuance of USD 500 Million Bonds for 5-Year Term
Inner Mongolia Yili Industrial Group Co., Ltd. ("Yili Group"), through its wholly-owned overseas subsidiary Yili Holding Investment Limited,
successfully issued bonds of USD 500 million for 5-year term on 20 November 2020.
This USD bond issuance was the ﬁrst time Yili Group has issued bonds in the international bond market, setting a new low coupon rate for
similar bonds of similar companies, and obtaining the highest international credit rating of any Chinese consumer goods company, which
is a historic breakthrough in ﬁnancing in the industry.
Jingtian & Gongcheng's lawyer team, as the underwriter's Chinese legal counsel, provided a full range of legal services for this bond issuance.

Setting a new low coupon rate for similar bonds of similar companies

Assisted China National Chemical Corporation to Issue USD And Euro Bonds
CNAC (HK) Finbridge Company Limited, a foreign subsidiary of China National Chemical Corporation , issued bonds of USD 2.4 billion and
and 500 million euros in Singapore on 22 September 2020.
China National Chemical Corporation is wholly-owned by the State-owned Assets Supervision and Administration Commission of the State
Council, with total assets of RMB 377.624 billion and sales revenue of RMB 300.127 billion in 2016. It is the largest chemical company in
China.
Jingtian & Gongcheng's lawyer team, as the issuer's China legal counsel, provided all-round legal services for this bond issue.

Assisted China National Chemical Corporation over many years to complete overseas bond issuance, now in excess
of USD 10 billion
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Assisted SIPG in Its Overseas Issuance of USD bonds
Shanghai International Port (Group) Co., Ltd. ("SIPG"), through its overseas subsidiary, successfully completed the issuance and pricing of
dual-term foreign high-grade bonds with a total amount of USD 1 billion on 6 July 2020, including USD 300 million in bonds with a ﬁve-year
maturity and USD 700 million in 10-year bonds. The scale of this issue is the largest of USD bond issues by SIPG. The peak order book exceeded USD 11 billion and was oversubscribed 11 times. After substantially revising the price guidance, it still achieved an oversubscription
of 7 times.
Jingtian & Gongcheng's lawyer team has continuously participated in several overseas bond issuance deals of SIPG in recent years, and this
time once again acted as the underwriter's Chinese legal counsel, providing all-round legal services for this bond issuance.

The 5-year issuance yield is the lowest in the global transportation industry since 2015

Assisted Anta Sports to Issue 1 Billion Euro Convertible Bonds

Anta Sports Products Limited ("Anta Sports") completed the issuance of a 1 billion euro zero-coupon guaranteed convertible bond due in
2025 on 5 February 2020.
Anta was founded in 1991 and is a leading sporting goods company in China. Since 2015, Anta Group has been China's largest sporting
goods group, with a market value of more than HKD 170 billion in August 2019, ranking third in the global sporting goods industry.
Jingtian & Gongcheng's lawyer team, as the underwriter's Chinese legal counsel, provided all-round legal services for this bond issuance.

The ﬁrst overseas bond issuance deal since Anta Sports landed on the Hong Kong stock market in 2007

Assisted LVGEM China Real Estate to Issue Overseas USD Notes

LVGEM (China) Real Estate Investment Co., Ltd. ("LVGEM China Real Estate") (00095.HK) listed on the Singapore Stock Exchange on 10
March 2020 and issued USD 450 million in three-year notes, of which USD 227.39 million was used in an exchange oﬀer to replace existing
notes.
LVGEM China Real Estate is a well-known comprehensive real estate development and commercial property operator in Shenzhen. It has
three business segments: real estate development and sales, commercial property investment and operation, and general services. It was
listed on the HKEx in December 2005.
Jingtian & Gongcheng's lawyer team, as the underwriter's China legal counsel, provided all-round legal services for this bond issuance.

LVGEM China Real Estate won the "2019 China Listed Real Estate Enterprise Growth Potential Award" by Gelonghui
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CHINA COMMUNICATIONS CONSTRUCTION

DOTHINK GROUP

LONGFOR GROUP

BENGBU HIGH TECH INVESTMENT GROUP

USD Bonds

USD SENIOR NOTES

USD Senior Notes

Credit Enhancement Bonds

Underwriter's PRC Legal Counsel

UNDERWRITER'S PRC LEGAL COUNSEL

Underwriter's PRC Legal Counsel

Issuer's PRC Legal Counsel

Jan. 2020

Jan. 2020

Jan. 2020

Jan. 2020

ZHEJIANG ENERGY INTERNATIONAL

HESTEEL GROUP

SHINSUN HOLDING GROUP

COUNTRY GARDEN

Medium Term Notes

Corporate Bonds

USD Bonds multiple times

USD Bonds multiple times

Underwriter's PRC Legal Counsel

Issuer's PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter's PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter's PRC Legal Counsel

Jan. 2020

Jan. 2020

Jan.-Jul. 2020

Jan.-Aug. 2020

CHINA SCE GROUP

KWG GROUP HOLDINGS

ZHONGGUANCUN DEVELOPMENT

ANTA SPORTS

USD Priority Notes 2 times

USD Bonds 2 times

USD Bonds

Convertible Bonds (Euro)

Issuer's PRC Legal Counsel

Issuer's PRC Legal Counsel

Issuer's PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter's PRC Legal Counsel

Jan., Nov. 2020

Jan., Nov. 2020

Feb. 2020

Feb. 2020

TONGLING DEVELOPMENT INVESTMENT GROUP

BEIJING PROPERTIES

YIDA CHINA

ZENSUN ENT.

USD Senior Bonds

USD Secured Bonds 2 times

USD Bond Exchange Offer

Guaranteed Notes

Issuer's PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter's PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter's PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter's PRC Legal Counsel

Feb. 2020

Feb., Aug. 2020

Mar. 2020

Mar. 2020

XIAOMI GROUP-W

GUANGHUI GROUP

LVGEM CHINA REAL ESTATE

JY GRANDMARK

Convertible Bonds (USD)

USD Bonds

USD Bonds

USD Bonds

Underwriter's PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter's PRC Legal Counsel

Issuer's PRC Legal Counsel

Issuer's PRC Legal Counsel

Mar. 2020

Mar. 2020

Mar. 2020

Apr. 2020
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BAIDU

CHINA NATIONAL CHEMICAL CORPORATION

CHINA TOURISM GROUP

USD Bonds

USD Bonds

USD Bonds

USD Senior Bonds

Underwriter's PRC Legal Counsel

Issuer's PRC Legal Counsel

Issuer's PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter's PRC Legal Counsel

Apr. 2020

Apr. 2020

Apr. 2020

May. 2020

Yincheng International

Neijiang Investment Holding Group

CNLP

CSFG

USD Bonds

USD Senior Bonds

Convertible Bonds (USD)

Medium Term Notes

Issuer's PRC Legal Counsel

Issuer's PRC Legal Counsel

Issuer's PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter's PRC Legal Counsel

Jun. 2020

Jun. 2020

Jun. 2020

Jun. 2020

NAN HAI CORP.

JIAYUAN INTL

LONGTOU GROUP

YINCHUAN TONGLIAN CAPITAL

USD Bonds

USD Bonds

USD Bonds

USD Bonds 2 times

Underwriter's PRC Legal Counsel

Issuer's PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter's PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter's PRC Legal Counsel

Jun. 2020

Jun. 2020

Jun. 2020

Jun., Jul. 2020

HANGZHOU FINANCE AND INVESTMENT

XI'AN NATIONAL CIVIL AEROSPACE INDUSTRIAL BASE

CFLD

AGILE GROUP

SIPG

USD Bonds multiple times

USD Bonds multiple times

USD Senior Bonds

USD Bonds

Underwriter's PRC Legal Counsel

Issuer's PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter's PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter's PRC Legal Counsel

Jun.-Sep. 2020

Jun.-Nov. 2020

Jul. 2020

Jul. 2020

TCL TECHNOLOGY

LINK CITY INVESTING

SKYFAME REALTY

CTRIP

Credit Enhancement Bonds

USD Senior Notes

Convertible Bonds (USD)

USD Senior Bonds

Issuer's PRC Legal Counsel

Issuer's PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter's PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter's PRC Legal Counsel

Jul. 2020

Jul. 2020

Jul. 2020

Jul. 2020
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DAFA PPT

GREENTOWN CHINA

JIAYUAN INTL

USD Bonds 2 times

High-Yield USD Bonds 2 tranches

USD Bonds multiple times

USD Senior Notes

Issuer's PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter's PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter's PRC Legal Counsel

Issuer's PRC Legal Counsel

Jul., Sep. 2020

Jul., Oct. 2020

Jul.-Nov. 2020

Aug. 2020

ZHONGNAN CONSTRUCTION GROUP

YUNNAN ENERGY INVESTMENT GROUP

KEWEI HOLDINGS GROUP

CENTRAL CHINA SECURITIES

USD Senior Bonds

USD Senior Bonds

USD Bonds

USD Bonds

Underwriter's PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter's PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter's PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter's PRC Legal Counsel

Aug. 2020

Aug. 2020

Aug. 2020

KWG GROUP HOLDINGS

Sep. 2020

AVIC INTERNATIONAL

CHINA NATIONAL CHEMICAL CORPORATION

TANGSHAN FINANCE HOLDING GROUP

NANTONG SANJIAN

USD Bonds

USD and Euro Bonds

USD Bonds

USD Bond Exchange Offer

Underwriter's PRC Legal Counsel

Issuer's PRC Legal Counsel

Issuer's PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter's PRC Legal Counsel

Sep. 2020

Sep. 2020

Sep. 2020

Oct. 2020

TAIZHOU URBAN CONSTRUCTION

XIANGTOU GROUP

HBSTI

NANTONG SANJIAN

USD Bonds

Euro Bonds

USD Bonds

Senior Secured Bonds

Underwriter's PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter's PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter's PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter's PRC Legal Counsel

Oct. 2020

Oct. 2020

Oct. 2020

Oct. 2020

FOSUN INTERNATIONAL

YANZHOU COAL MINING COMPANY

CHANGDE URBAN CONSTRUCTION INVESTMENT

POLY PROPERTY

USD Senior Bonds

Senior Secured Bonds

USD Bonds

USD Bonds

Issuer's PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter's PRC Legal Counsel

Issuer's PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter's PRC Legal Counsel

Oct. 2020

Nov. 2020

Nov. 2020

Nov. 2020
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CSPG

LONGYUAN POWER GROUP

ZHOU HEI YA

AGILE GROUP

USD Bonds

USD Senior Bonds

Convertible Bonds (HKD)

USD Senior Placement Bonds

Underwriter's PRC Legal Counsel

Issuer's PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter's PRC Legal Counsel

Issuer's PRC Legal Counsel

Nov. 2020

Nov. 2020

Nov. 2020

Nov. 2020

GUANGXI COMMUNICATIONS INVESTMENT GROUP

Yili Group

PINDUODUO

LIUHE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ZONE

USD Bonds

USD Bonds

USD Bonds

USD Senior Bonds

Issuer's PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter's PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter's PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter's PRC Legal Counsel

Nov. 2020

Nov. 2020

Nov. 2020

Nov. 2020

YUEDA GROUP

VCREDIT

XIAOMI GROUP-W

IQIYI INC.

USD Bonds

Convertible Bonds

Convertible Bonds

USD Bonds

Issuer's PRC Legal Counsel

Issuer's PRC Legal Counsel

Issuer's PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter's PRC Legal Counsel

Dec. 2020

Dec. 2020

Dec. 2020

Dec. 2020

SUKONG GROUP

CHINA HUANENG GROUP

ZHENRO PPT

ZHONGLIANG HOLDING GROUP

USD Bonds

USD Perpetual Bonds

USD Senior Notes multiple times

USD Senior Notes multiple times

Underwriter's PRC Legal Counsel

Issuer's PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter's PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter's PRC Legal Counsel

Dec. 2020

Dec. 2020

Jan.-Dec. 2020

Jan.-Dec. 2020

CENTRAL CHINA

BANK OF CHINA

INDUSTRIAL AND COMMERCIAL BANK OF CHINA

BOC AVIATION

USD Senior Notes multiple times

USD Medium Term Notes multiple times

USD Medium Term Notes multiple times

Medium Term Notes multiple times

Underwriter's PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter's PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter's PRC Legal Counsel

Underwriter's PRC Legal Counsel

Jan.-Dec. 2020

Jan.-Dec. 2020

Jan.-Dec. 2020

Jan.-Dec. 2020
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Domestic Bond Markets

According to the condition of the operation of the ﬁnancial market
in 2020 as reported by the Central Bank, the scale of our country's
bond market issues has increased signiﬁcantly: a total of 57.3
trillion yuan of various types of bonds were issued in the bond
market throughout the year, an increase of 26.5% over the
previous year. Among these, bonds issued in the inter-bank bond
market amounted to 48.5 trillion yuan, a year-on-year increase of
27.5%. As of the end of December 2020, the bond market custody
balance was RMB 117 trillion, of which the inter-bank bond market
custody balance was RMB 100.7 trillion. In 2020, national debt
issues amounted to RMB 7 trillion, local government bond issues
were RMB 6.4 trillion, ﬁnancial bond issues were RMB 9.3 trillion,
government-backed organization bond issues were RMB 358
billion, asset-backed securities issues were RMB 2.3 trillion,
interbank deposit certiﬁcates issues were RMB 19 trillion, and
corporate credit bond issues were RMB 12.2 trillion.

In terms of credit defaults, a total of 187 bonds defaulted in 2020,
with a total amount of RMB 196.8 billion. Since the concentrated
default of bonds in 2018, the trend of large-scale defaults of
private enterprise bonds has improved in 2020. At the same time,
the default balance of high-rated state-owned enterprise bonds
has reached a historical high.
In terms of foreign holdings, as of the end of December 2020,
foreign institutions held RMB 3.25 trillion in interbank market
bonds, accounting for approximately 3.2% of the total interbank
bond market custody. Foreign institutions have gradually become a
new force that cannot be ignored in China's bond market, and they
have already had a certain market pricing inﬂuence on government
bonds.

The impact of the covid epidemic in 2020 continued throughout
the year, and the overall yield of the Chinese bond market has
ﬂuctuated ﬁrst down and then up. At the beginning of the year,
aﬀected by the sudden outbreak of the epidemic, the maintenance
of a stable and more ﬂexible and appropriate monetary policy,
ample market liquidity, and rising market risk aversion, issue
interest rates and main yields of major bond types showed a
widespread and continuous downward trend. Since May, the
prevention and control of our country's epidemic situation has
gradually improved, market liquidity is expected to weaken, and
other factors such as the oversupply of interest rate bonds have
resonated, which has pushed up the ﬂuctuation of yields.

Jingtian & Gongcheng has performed well in the domestic bond market in 2020, assisting many large state-owned enterprises, well-known
private enterprises, and listed companies to participate in more than 40 bond issue deals, with a total amount of funds raised exceeding RMB
100 billion.
Jingtian & Gongcheng's elite lawyer team has rich experience and outstanding capabilities. In the face of the ever-changing regulatory environment and the diﬀerences in market segments, we provide high-quality and eﬃcient legal services.
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Assisted Nanjing Pharmaceutical to Issue "Epidemic Prevention
and Control Bonds"
On 19 February 2020, Nanjing Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd. (600713.SH) successfully issued the "Nanjing Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd. 2020
Phase 1 Medium-Term Notes (Epidemic Prevention and Control Bonds)."
The "Epidemic Prevention and Control Bonds" issued by Nanjing Pharmaceutical are the ﬁrst batch of "Epidemic Prevention and Control Bonds" issued in the Jiangsu region. The funds raised will be used to supplement Nanjing Pharmaceuticals' expenditure on ﬁghting
the covid epidemic and urgently needed working capital for those who have been personally impacted by the epidemic.
Jingtian & Gongcheng's lawyer team, as issuer's legal counsel, has received high praise from clients and other intermediaries.

The ﬁrst batch of "Epidemic Prevention and Control Bonds" issued in Jiangsu

Assisted Huainan Construction Investment to Issue "Green Bonds"

On 23 April 23 2020, Huainan City Construction Investment Co., Ltd. successfully issued 2020 green corporate bonds with a total issue
of RMB 1.5 billion , having the lowest interest rate for corporate bonds of the same maturity and rating in the country since 2017.
The funds raised by the deal will be used for the construction and operation of Huainan's green travel public transportation system,
marking the initial results of Huainan's practice of green ﬁnance, which is conducive to promoting the construction of a green ecological city and accelerating the construction of a resource-saving and environment-friendly society.
Jingtian & Gongcheng's lawyer team, as issuer's legal counsel, has received high praise from clients and other intermediaries.

Since 2017, the country has the lowest interest rate of corporate bonds issued compared to bonds
of the same maturity and rating

Assisted Shougang Publicly to Issue Corporate Bonds

On 6 August 2020, Beijing Shougang Co., Ltd. (000959.SZ) was approved by the China Securities Regulatory Commission to publicly
issue corporate bonds with a total face value of no more than RMB 10 billion to professional investors. The bonds were to be issued in
installments.
Shougang has a world-class level of equipment and technology, with a complete production process for coking, ironmaking, steelmaking, steel rolling, heat treatment, etc., as well as a full range of cold and hot plate product series with supporting speciﬁcations.
Jingtian & Gongcheng's lawyer team, as issuer's legal counsel, has received high praise from clients and other intermediaries.

Shougang Group was selected as one of "China's Top 500 Manufacturing Companies",
"China's Top 500 Enterprises", and "Fortune Global 500"
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CNBM

CNBM

CHINA TOURISM GROUP

NANJING PHARMACEUTICAL

Medium Term Notes for Phase I

Ultra-short-term Financing Bonds for Phase I

Ultra-short-term Financing Bonds for Phases I to V

Ultra-short-term Financing Bonds for Phases I to III

Issuer's Counsel

Issuer's Counsel

Issuer's Counsel

Issuer's Counsel

Jan. 2020

Jan. 2020

Jan.-Jul. 2020

Jan.-Oct. 2020

HUAINAN JIANFA GROUP

BOE TECHNOLOGY GROUP

NANJING PHARMACEUTICAL

TONGKUN GROUP

Directional Debt Financing Instruments for Phase I

Corporate Bonds for Phases I to III

Medium Term Notes for Phases I and II

Convertible Corporate Bonds

Issuer's Counsel

Issuer's Counsel

Issuer's Counsel

Issuer's Counsel

Feb. 2020

Feb., Mar. 2020

Feb., Apr. 2020

Mar. 2020

CHINA TOURISM GROUP

DBS GROUP

HUAWEI INVESTMENT & HOLDING

GONGTOU LEASING

Medium Term Notes for Phases I and II

Medium Term Notes

Medium Term Notes for Phases I to IV

Debt Financing Instruments for Phases I and II

Issuer's Counsel

Issuer's Counsel

Issuer's Counsel

Issuer's Counsel

Mar. 2020

Mar. 2020

Mar.-Jun. 2020

Mar., Aug. 2020

GREAT WALL SECURITIES

KWG GROUP

HUAINAN CITY INVESTMENT

XINXING CATHAY GROUP

Corporate Bonds for Phases I to V

Public and Private Issuance of Bonds

Ultra-short-term Financing Bonds for Phases I to III

Medium Term Notes

Issuer's Counsel

Issuer's Counsel

Issuer's Counsel

Issuer's Counsel

Mar.-Oct. 2020

Mar.-Oct. 2020

Mar.-Dec. 2020

Apr. 2020

NANJING FINANCIAL CITY

HUAINAN CITY INVESTMENT

JINGYUNTONG

CONCH GROUP

Green Project Income Notes

Green Bonds

Ultra-short-term Financing Bonds

Medium Term Notes

Issuer's Counsel

Issuer's Counsel

Issuer's Counsel

Issuer's Counsel

Apr. 2020

Apr. 2020

Apr. 2020

May. 2020
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TEFANG CONSTRUCTION

HUAINAN JIANFA GROUP

FLAT

GOME

Private Issuance of Debt Financing Plan

Medium Term Notes for Phases I to III

Convertible Bonds

Corporate Bonds

Issuer's Counsel

Issuer's Counsel

Issuer's Counsel

Issuer's Counsel

May. 2020

May.-Nov. 2020

Jun. 2020

Jun. 2020

PINGAN JINKE

BEZ HIGH TECH

BEZ HIGH TECH

AGILE GROUP

Private Issuance of Bonds for Phases I to III

Corporate Bonds

Ultra-short-term Financing Bonds

Private Bonds Issue Two Phases

Issuer's Counsel

Issuer's Counsel

Issuer's Counsel

Issuer's Counsel

Jun.-Nov. 2020

Jul. 2020

Jul. 2020

Jul., Oct. 2020

XINGHU INVESTMENT

XINGHU WASTE WATER MANAGEMENT

hina National Arts & Crafts Group

SANYI GROUP

Corporate Bonds

Local Government Single Purpose Bonds

Medium Term Notes

Ultra-short-term Financing Bonds

Issuer's Counsel

Issuer's Counsel

Issuer's Counsel

Issuer's Counsel

Aug. 2020

Aug. 2020

Sep. 2020

Sep. 2020

SHOUGANG

PEARL RIVER INVESTMENT

TEFANG GROUP

TOYOTA FINANCE

Corporate Bonds

Corporate Bonds

Private Bonds

Financial Bonds for Phases I and II

Issuer's Counsel

Issuer's Counsel

Issuer's Counsel

Issuer's Counsel

Sep. 2020

Sep. 2020

Sep. 2020

Sep., Nov. 2020

Nanjing Ecological Technology Island

CHINA SCE GROUP

TONGTAI HOLDINGS

CHOYA EDU

Debt Financing Plan

Corporate Bonds

Directional Debt Financing Instruments

Debt Financing Instruments

Issuer's Counsel

Issuer's Counsel

Issuer's Counsel

Issuer's Counsel

Oct. 2020

Oct. 2020

Oct. 2020

Nov. 2020
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PINGAN JINKE

LIANTAI GROUP

TEFANG GROUP

SHANDONG GOLD

Debt Financing Instruments

Corporate Bonds

Corporate Bonds

Convertible Corporate Bonds

Issuer's Counsel

Issuer's Counsel

Issuer's Counsel

Issuer's Counsel

Nov. 2020

Nov. 2020

Dec. 2020

Dec. 2020

CHINA HUADIAN

SIPG

BANK OF COMMUNICATIONS LEASING

BTL

Corporate Bonds

Debt Financing Instruments

Tier 2 Capital Bonds

Convertible Corporate Bonds (Post-Meeting)

Underwriter's Counsel

Issuer's Counsel

Issuer's Counsel

Issuer's Counsel

Dec. 2020

Dec. 2020

Dec. 2020

Dec. 2020

PINGAN YUANXIN
Private Issuance of Bond for Phases I and II
Issuer's Counsel
Oct., Dec. 2020
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Domestic Equity Securities Markets

2020 was the ﬁrst year of the implementation of the new
Securities Law. With the introduction of a series of new regulatory
rules and changes in regulatory concepts after the implementation
of the new Securities Law, China's domestic equity capital markets
have entered a new stage of development. The situation with
respect to several areas of the business is as follows:
1. A-Share IPOs
The advancement of the registration system reform hashas further
improved a more inclusive multi-level capital market. Driven by the
reform of the registration system, and despite the impact of the
covid epidemic and other unfavorable factors, the number of
A-share IPOs and the scale of ﬁnancing continued to grow steadily
throughout the year. In 2020, 396 companies have landed on the
A-share market, and the cumulative amount raised in IPOs is about
RMB 469,963 million , such ﬁgures representing increases of
95.07% and 85.57% year-on-year, respectively, compared with
2019. The funds raised hit a new ten year high.
2. Reﬁnancing of Listed Companies
In February 2020, the China Securities Regulatory Commission
issued the "Decision on Amending the Measures for the Administration of Securities Issuance of Listed Companies", the "Decision
on Amending the Interim Measures for the Administration of
Securities Issuance of Listed Companies on the Growth Enterprise
Market", and "Regarding the Amendment to the Non-public
Securities Issuance Measures of Listed Companies". New reﬁnancing regulations have promoted the recovery of the ﬁxed-income
market and the further development of the convertible bond
market. In 2020, A-share listed companies issued 893 ﬁxed
increase plans, which is about 2.75 times that of 2019 and is a
record high for the past ﬁve years; 348 ﬁxed increase plans were
implemented, involving 314 listed companies, and the total actual
amount of funds raised was about RMB 827,661 million; The
number of ﬁxed increase plan implementations and the total
amount of funds raised respectively increased by 43.80% and
21.75% year-on-year, achieving positive growth for the ﬁrst time
since 2016; there were 192 public convertible bond issued, with
funds raised amounting to RMB 261.2 billion, both ﬁgures creating
new records in terms of number of issues and scale.
3. Major Asset Restructuring of Listed Companies
In 2020, the registration system for mergers and acquisitions and
reorganization of listed companies on the Science and Technology
Innovation Board and ChiNext was oﬃcially implemented. As
aﬀected by the registration system reform and the covid epidemic,
the number of mergers and acquisitions of listed companies in
2020 has decreased compared with 2019. In the whole year, 1
Science and Technology Innovation Board listed company and 5
ChiNext listed companies have had transactions approved and
registered by the China Securities Regulatory Commission. The
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China Securities Regulatory Commission's M&A and Restructuring
Committee held 54 meetings in 2020, reviewed 79 major asset
reorganizations of A-share listed companies, approved
transactions of 64 companies and rejected those of 15 companies,
leading to an approval rate of 81.01%.
4. Acquisition of Listed Companies
In 2020, the acquisition of listed companies was an active area. 233
listed companies announced changes in control rights during the
year, an increase of 61.81% compared to 144 in 2019. The new
reﬁnancing policy that was implemented in February 2020 allows
listed companies to add a ﬁxed increase to new actual controlling
parties at a base price of 20% oﬀ the average price, making ﬁxed
increases a popular component of change of control plans.
5. Delisting of Listed Companies
In 2020, 16 A-share listed companies were forced to delist, and
another 13 companies were delisted by means of mergers and
acquisitions and reorganizations. 29 companies were delisted
during the year. On 31 December 2020, the Shanghai Stock
Exchange and the Shenzhen Stock Exchange respectively issued
new delisting rules, and the rules came into eﬀect on the date of
issuance. On the basis of retaining the "face value delisting" and
other transaction delisting standards, the new rules set a "300
million market value" standard, increased the standards for refusal
to correct major defects in information disclosure and operations,
and increased the detailed identiﬁcation of major illegalities in
delisting, etc. At the same time, in accordance with the new
Securities Law, the links between the suspension of listing and the
resumption of listing have been cancelled, and the delisting sorting
out period has been optimized, which have improved the
eﬃciency of delisting.
6. New OTC (Over the Counter)
On 25 October 2019, the China Securities Regulatory Commission
announced the comprehensive launch of a deepening of the
reform of a new OTC (for over-the-counter trading). In 2020, the
reform oﬃcially entered the implementation stage, and the main
lines of the new OTC reform have become clearer. Lowering the
threshold for investors, setting up a select elite layer, and introducing a board transfer system have played key roles in enhancing
market liquidity and increasing market attractiveness. The select
layer opened on 27 July 2020, and the market formed a progressive structure of "basic layer-innovation layer-select layer". As of
the end of 2020, 41, 1,138 and 7,008 listed companies were in the
select layer, innovation layer and basic layer, respectively.
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Assisted SINOMACH to Relist on the Main Board of Shanghai Stock Exchange

On 8 June 2020, SINOMACH Heavy Equipment Group Co., Ltd. (601399.SH) completed the delisting from the old "Third Board" and the reconﬁrmation, registration, custody and other related procedures for the company's shares, and relisted on the Shanghai Stock Exchange.
With the cancellation of the stock suspension system and the further improvement of the delisting system, the practice of delisting may
become normal in the domestic capital market. As the ﬁrst example in the domestic capital market, this deal established new precedents
for the practice of domestic capital market delisting and relisting.
Jingtian & Gongcheng's lawyer team, as the company's legal counsel, participated in the whole relisting process and have been highly recognized by the client.

The ﬁrst company in China's domestic capital market to actively delist and then relist

Assisted Cosmos Shares to List on the GEM
On 21 July 2020, Nanjing Cosmos Chemical Co., Ltd. (300856.SZ) completed its initial public oﬀering and listed on the GEM Board.
Cosmos Chemical is mainly engaged in the research and development, production and sales of daily chemical raw materials. It is one of
the world's leading chemical sunscreen manufacturers and one of the few domestic manufacturers of daily chemical raw materials that
has passed the US FDA audit and the European Union Cosmetic Raw Material Speciﬁcation (EFfCI) certiﬁcation.
Jingtian & Gongcheng's lawyer team, as the issuer's legal counsel, participated in the whole listing process and have been highly appreciated by the client.

In the top 100 in the 2016 "China Medical and Health Products Export Ranking", ranked 59th

Assisted Labtech to List on the SSE Star Market
On 2 September 2020, Beijing Labtech Instruments Co., Ltd. (688056.SH) completed its initial public oﬀering and listed on the Science and
Technology Innovation Board of Shanghai Stock Exchange.
Labtech is a technology company specializing in the research and development, production and sales of experimental analytical instruments. It has R&D and production bases in China and the United States, and has product marketing, sales and service centers in Beijing
and Hong Kong in China, Boston in the USA, as well as other places.
Jingtian & Gongcheng's lawyer team, as the issuer's legal counsel, participated in the whole listing process and heve been highly recognized by the client.

Recognized as "Most Inﬂuential Enterprise" in China's instrumentation industry by the industry media for many
consecutive years
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Assisted EFORT to List on the SSE Star Market
On 15 July 2020, EFORT Intelligent Equipment Co., Ltd. (688165.SH) completed its initial public oﬀering and listed on the Science and Technology Innovation Board of Shanghai Stock Exchange.
EFORT's main business is the system integration development, production and sales of industrial robots and their core components, and
Eft has achieved outstanding results in international market development. It has 19 subsidiaries around the world and is a ﬁrst echelon enterprise of industrial robots in China.
Jingtian & Gongcheng's lawyer team, as the issuer's legal counsel, planned the legal work as a whole and coordinated with foreign legal
counsel to issue relevant veriﬁcation opinions, addressing the overseas compliance situation and M&A matters that the review agency focused on in the multiple rounds of inquiries, and participated in the whole listing process.

China Robot TOP10 Enterprise

Assisted Rayhoo Motor Dies to List on the SME Board of Shenzhen Stock Exchange
On 3 September 2020, Rayhoo Motor Dies Co., Ltd. (002997.SZ) completed its initial public oﬀering and listed on the SME Board of Shenzhen Stock Exchange.
Rayhoo is one of the few domestic enterprises that can provide clients with complete automotive car-body-related intelligent manufacturing technology and intelligent equipment overall solutions at the same time.
Jingtian & Gongcheng's lawyer team, as the issuer's legal counsel, participated in the entire listing process. Since 2014, Jingtian & Gongcheng has been entrusted by a state-owned enterprise to participate in the deal for the transfer of the controlling rights of Rayhoo Mold,
assisted Rayhoo Motor Dies to implement its mixed ownership reform, and guided Rayhoo Motor Dies from the introduction of investors,
listing and delisting on the NEEQ through to this share issuance, won highly recognization from the client and other intermediaries.

Key backbone enterprise of China's automobile panel mold industry

Assisting Shuhua Sports to List on the Main Board of Shanghai Stock Exchange
On 15 December 2020, Shuhua Sports Co., Ltd. (605299.SH) completed its initial public oﬀering and became listed on the main board of
Shanghai Stock Exchange.
As a leading domestic ﬁtness equipment and sports health solution provider, Shuhua Sports' main business includes the research and development, production and sale of ﬁtness equipment and display rack products.
Jingtian & Gongcheng's lawyer team, as the issuer's legal counsel and long-term partner of Shuhua Sports, has cooperated with the company since 2011 and accompanied Shuhua Sports from the listing on the New NTC to the design and implementation of the plan for this
oﬀering and listing, assisted Shuhua Sports successfully to complete this public oﬀering and listing.

Top Ten Enterprises in China's Light Industrial Fitness Equipment Industry
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AMETHYSTUM STORAGE

ROCKONTROL

BEIJING ORIGINWATER

Listed on SSE Star Market

Listed on SSE Star Market

Additional Issuance , Listed on SSE Star Market

CHANGYUAN DONGGU
Listed on Main Board

Underwriter Offering Witness Legal Counsel

Underwriter's Legal Counsel

Underwriter's Legal Counsel

Underwriter Offering Witness Legal Counsel

Feb. 2020

Mar. 2020

Mar. 2020

May. 2020

WUYANG PARKING

CEC CORECAST

SINO CELL TECH

TINAVI

Additional Issuance, Listed on SSE Star Market

Major Asset Restructuring

Listed on SSE Star Market

Listed on SSE Star Market

Underwriter's Legal Counsel

Investor's Legal Counsel

Underwriter's Legal Counsel

Underwriter Offering Witness Legal Counsel

May. 2020

May. 2020

Jun. 2020

Jun. 2020

ST COUNTRY HEAVY EQUIPMENT

EFORT

COSMOS CHEMICAL

FARASIS ENERGY

Renewed Listing on the Main Board

Listed on SSE Star Market

ChiNext Board

Listed on SSE Star Market

Company's Legal Counsel

Issuer's Legal Counsel

Issuer's Legal Counsel

Issuer's Legal Counsel

Jun. 2020

Jul. 2020

Jul. 2020

Jul. 2020

GLOBAL INFOTECH

GUANAITONG

China State Shipbuilding Corporation

HANBO HIGH TECH

Additional Issuance, Listed on SSE Star Market

Additional Issuance, NEEQ

Major Asset Restructuring

NEEQ Select Level Issues

Issuer's Legal Counsel

Issuer's Legal Counsel

Investor's Legal Counsel

Underwriter Offering Witness Legal Counsel

Jul. 2020

Jul. 2020

Jul. 2020

Jul. 2020

GOME

RAYHOO MOTOR DIES

LABTECH

FOXIT SOFTWARE

Major Asset Restructuring 2 times

Listed on SME Board

Listed on SSE Star Market

Listed on SSE Star Market

Listing Company's Legal Counsel

Issuer's Legal Counsel

Issuer's Legal Counsel

Issuer's Legal Counsel

Aug., Dec. 2020

Sep. 2020

Sep. 2020

Sep. 2020
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JINGYUNTONG

JOUAV

BSC

Additional Issuance , Main Board (Post-Meeting)

Listed on SSE Star Market (Post-Meeting)

ChiNext Board (Post-Meeting)

ZHONGYAN TECHNOLOGY
Listed on SME Board

Issuer's Legal Counsel

Underwriter's Legal Counsel

Issuer's Legal Counsel

Issuer's Legal Counsel

Sep. 2020

Sep. 2020

Oct. 2020

Sep. 2020

SUGON

TAIHUA NEW MATERIAL

CHEMCLIN DIAGNOSTICS

HUATONG HUATONG WIRES AND CABLES

Additional Issuance, Main Board

Additional Issuance , Main Board(Post-Meeting)

Listed on SSE Star Market (Post-Meeting)

Listed on Main Board (Post-Meeting)

Investor's Legal Counsel

Issuer's Legal Counsel

Issuer's Legal Counsel

Issuer's Legal Counsel

Nov. 2020

Nov. 2020

Nov. 2020

Nov. 2020

LIFEON PHARMACEUTIAL

SHUHUA SPORTS

EPOINT SOFTWARE

Listed on SME Board

Listed on Main Board

Listed on SSE Star Market (Post-Meeting)

Issuer's Legal Counsel

Issuer's Legal Counsel

Underwriter's Legal Counsel

Dec. 2020

Dec. 2020

Dec. 2020
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M&A
Domestic M&A
Outbound Investment

M&A

2020 is marked out as an unusual year. Aﬀected by the covid
epidemic, the global economy continued to decline in the ﬁrst half
of 2020, and the M&A market was greatly aﬀected as well. In the
second half of the year, with China's eﬀective control of the covid
epidemic, the rate of resumption of work and production
increased, which led to the economy picking up and recovering.
After experiencing the freezing of economic activities caused by
the covid epidemic in the ﬁrst half of 2020, the global M&A market
experienced a "blow-out" in the second half of the year. According
to data from PricewaterhouseCoopers, "In 2020, the transaction
value of China's M&A activities increased by 30% to USD 733.8
billion, the highest level since 2016." The Reﬁnitiv China
Investment Bank report stated that "M&A transactions involving
China reached a three-year high in 2020, with a total transaction
volume of USD 581.3 billion, an increase of 30.1% year-on-year."
According to data collected by Bloomberg, "In 2020, there were
8,010 M&A activities involving companies or assets in Greater
China. The transaction value totaled USD 659.85 billion. In terms of
the number of transactions, it increased by 22.60% from last year.
The transaction value also increased by 34.0% from USD 492.53
billion in 2019."
In 2020, although the global economy continued to be aﬀected by
the covid epidemic, our country's overseas investment activities
still maintained positive growth. According to data released by the
Ministry of Commerce on 21 January, in 2020, our country's
outbound investment cooperation will maintains a steady and
healthy development, and outbound investment will increases
overall. According to statistics from the Ministry of Commerce and
the State Administration of Foreign Exchange, our country's
foreign direct investment was USD 132.94 billion, a year-on-year
increase of 3.3%, of which foreign non-ﬁnancial direct investment
was USD 110.15 billion, a year-on-year decrease of 0.4%. Foreign
contracted projects remained stable, with the value of newly
signed contracts being USD 255.54 billion, a year-on-year decrease
of 1.8%; and with a completed turnover of USD 155.94 billion, a
year-on-year decrease of 9.8%.

JINGTIAN & GONGCHENG

In 2020, Jingtian & Gongcheng also experienced unprecedented
challenges brought by the covid epidemic, but still performed well
in the global investment and acquisition market, showing
extraordinary resilience. We have not only participated in many
major asset restructuring deals involving A-share listed companies,
but also in a number of major M&A deals, including outbound
investment deals. Examples include: Huaneng Renewables Co.,
Ltd. (00958.HK)'s H-share privatization transaction project;
Shenzhen Hive Box Technology and China Post Sudiyi’s RMB 20
billion merger deal; the social media platform Huanju Times
(NASDAQ:YY)’ s domestic and overseas acquisition deals; TCL
Technology (000100.SZ) 's acquisition of 100% equity of the
Central Holding Group and the mixed share reform project of
Central Holding Group; the Hesteel Group's acquisition of the
equity of the Beijing Iron Ore Trading Center (COREX), etc. In
addition, we also represented other clients, both new and old, in
completing a number of M&A transactions, including Xiaomi
Group (01810.HK), Newborn Town (09911.HK), Shandong Gold
(600547.SH) (01787.HK), BOE Technology (000725.SZ), C.Banner
(01028.HK), Beijing Electronic Zone (600658.SH), New Zhongliang
Real Estate Group, Boill Holding Group, Lianhuan Pharmaceutical
Group, National Military-Civilian Integration Industry Investment
Fund, etc.

M&A

Huaneng Group's Tender Offer to Acquire H-share of Huaneng Renewables
in A Privatization Deal
On 5 February 2020, the privatization transaction of China Huaneng Group Co., Ltd. involving the acquisition of H shares of Huaneng Renewables Co., Ltd. (00958.HK) with a cash oﬀer of approximately HKD 16 billion was announced to be fully and unconditionally eﬀective.
This privatization transaction is the ﬁrst successful H-share privatization deal after the Hong Kong Securities Regulatory Commission raised
the threshold for the privatization of H-share oﬀers in 2018. It is also the largest privatization deal of the HKEx since 2018.
This privatization deal had a large transaction scale, a complex transaction structure, and a very high transaction time requirement. Jingtian & Gongcheng, as both Mainland legal counsel and Hong Kong legal counsel for the oﬀeror, gave full play to the advantages of the
ﬁrm's domestic and foreign linkages and the overall professional strength of the division of labor and cooperation of the diﬀerent professional teams, and participated in-depth throughout the whole process of this privatization, facilitating the conclusion of the relevant transaction.

Hive Box Technology Merger Deal with China Post Sudiyi
On 5 May 2020, Jingtian & Gongcheng represented China Post Capital, the controlling shareholder of China Post Sudiyi, completing the
merger deal of Hive Box Technology and China Post Sudiyi. After the merger, the merged company was valued at nearly RMB 20 billion.
The merger proposal was very complicated. Jingtian & Gongcheng led multiple lawyer teams in designing the transaction structure and
the post-merger control systems on behalf of China Post Capital, the controlling shareholder of China Post Sudiyi. The team not only satisﬁed the many requirements of value preservation and appreciation of state-owned assets, bidding, auditing, evaluation, etc., but also
balanced the commercial demands of other shareholders besides the two parties to the merger, while taking into account the Hong Kong
IPO requirements for large red chips and VIE structures, winning unanimous praise from both parties.

TCL Technology (000100.SZ) Acquired 100% of the Equity of Central Holding Group,
And the Mixed Ownership Reform Project of Central Holding Group Was Completed
On 28 September 2020, TCL Technology (000100.SZ) acquired a 100% equity interest in the Central Holding Group and completed the
Central Holding Group's mixed equity reform project. The total transaction value exceeded RMB 12 billion.
This deal will help the two parties to leverage their advantages in capital, technology and experience, make breakthroughs through the
means of collaborative integration, industry development and demand guidance, and grasp the development wave of clean upgrades of
semiconductors and energy supply, and rendering of smart networking into electronic devices.
Jingtian & Gongcheng's lawyer team, representing TCL Technology, provided full legal services for the acquisition, including overall industry due diligence, bidding plan design, transaction document negotiation, project delivery, and anti-monopoly assistance.
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AVIC (02357.HK) Acquired AVIC Helicopter and Its Subsidiary Project
Represented AviChina Industry & Technology Co., Ltd. (02357.HK), in its acquisition of a 100% equity interest in AVIC Helicopter Co., Ltd.
and a 10.21% equity interest in its subsidiary Harbin Aircraft Industry Group Co., Ltd., as well as a 47.96% equity interest in Changhe Aircraft
Industry (Group) Co., Ltd.
The acquisition of AVIC Helicopter and its subsidiaries is in line with the military-civilian integration development strategy and the AVIC helicopter industry development strategic plan, and will beneﬁt the development of the company's helicopter business.
Jingtian & Gongcheng's lawyer team, as the acquirer's legal counsel, provided full legal services for this acquisition.

Hesteel Group Aquired North Railway Center project
Represented Hesteel Group's Beijing International Trade Co., Ltd. in its acquisition of the equity of Beijing Iron Ore Trading Center Co., Ltd.
(North Railway Centre), which was held by the Beijing Equity Exchange, with a transaction consideration of RMB 12.562 million. After the
completion of this transaction, Hesteel Group Beijing International Trade Co., Ltd. and Baosteel Resources Holdings (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.
become the largest shareholders of the North Railway Centre.
The North Railway Centre is the operating organization of China's iron ore spot trading platform. Relying on China's having the largest iron
ore market share in the world, it will build an independent, open and transparent iron ore trading comprehensive service platform to establish a scientiﬁc and reasonable iron ore pricing.
Jingtian & Gongcheng's lawyer team, as the acquirer's legal counsel, provided full legal services for this acquisition.

National Integrated Circuit Industry Fund Invested in Chip Industry Project
Represented the National Integrated Circuit Industry Fund Phase 2 and the Shanghai Integrated Circuit Industry Fund Phase jointly to increase the capital of the 14nm production base of SMI's subsidiary, SMI Southern Integrated Circuit Manufacturing Co., Ltd., by USD 2.25
billion.
Jingtian & Gongcheng's lawyer team, representing the two investors, i.e., the National Integrated Circuit Industry Fund Phase 2 and the
Shanghai Integrated Circuit Industry Fund Phase 2, assisting in the legal due diligence, drafting and negotiating transaction documents,
and facilitating the eﬃcient and high-quality completion of the transaction.

JINGTIAN & GONGCHENG

M&A

Domestic M&A

Represented Shanghai Guijiu Enterprise Development Co., Ltd. in

Represented Shanghai Chengpu Touzi Co., Ltd. in its acquisition of

the transfer of 19.5% of the shares of ST Yanshi Enterprise

the partnership share of Ningbo Sairong Equity Investment Fund

Development Co., Ltd. (600696.SH) through agreement

Partnership (Limited Partnership)

Represented AviChina Industry & Technology Co., Ltd. (02357.HK)

Represented China Post Capital, the controlling shareholder of

in its acquisition of 100% of the shares of AviCopter PLC, 10.21%

China Post Sudiyi, in completing the merger project of Hive Box

shares of Harbin Aircraft Industry Group Co., Ltd., and 47.96%

Technology and China Post Sudiyi

shares of Changhe Aircraft Industries Corporation

Represented China Aviation Oil Holding Logistics Co., Ltd. in the

Represented the "Ceramic King" Yesheng Capital, a subsidiary of

sale of 100% of the equity of Zhejiang AVIC Petrochemical Storage

Foshan New Pearl Ceramics Group, to receive part of the shares

and Transportation Co., Ltd., and assisted its subsidiary Pinghu

held by the old shareholders of 36Kr Holdings Co., Ltd., and

AVIC Port Co., Ltd. to introduce Shanghai Petrochemical

completed the signing and delivery on the 36Kr (NASDAQ:KRKR)

Investment Development Co., Ltd. as a new investor

listing date
Represented GOME Retail Holdings Ltd. (00493.HK) in introducing
the strategic investment of Pinduoduo (NASDAQ:PDD) in GOME
Retail, realizing a new consumption model where GOME and
Pinduoduo have joined forces to lead the online and oﬄine
integration of the retail industry

Represented Jiangsu Lianhuan Pharmaceutical Group Co., Ltd. in
its strategic investment in Jiangsu Ruiyuan Biotechnology Co., Ltd.
Represented HBIS Beijing International Trade Co., Ltd. in its
acquisition of the equity held by the Beijing Equity Exchange in the
Beijing Iron Ore Trading Centre (COREX). After the completion of
the acquisition, HBIS Beijing International Trade Co., Ltd. and

Represented GOME Retail Holdings Ltd. (00493.HK) in introducing

Baosteel Resources Holdings (Shanghai) Co., Ltd. became the

the strategic investment of JD.com (NASDAQ:JD) in GOME Retail,

largest shareholders of Beijing Iron Ore Trading Centre

and assisting GOME and JD.com to cooperate on multiple
dimensions such as supply chain, logistics, services, etc.

Represented Hella Group, as the anti-monopoly declaration legal
counsel, in declaring to the Anti-Monopoly Bureau of the State

Represented Shanghai Bingsheng Technology Co., Ltd. in the

Administration for Market Regulation the new joint venture

reorganization of the smart parking industry Unicorn "ETCP"

project of Hella International Holdings Co., Ltd. and Minth

Project, involving more than 10,000 parking lots, with a total

Investment Co., Ltd., which project was approved without

investment of more than RMB 300 million

conditions

Represented Cordiant in its acquisition of a domestic communication

Assisted Shandong Jingu Group to acquire through debt ﬁnancing

tower business A-share listed company Shuzhi Technology (300038.SZ), ,

100% of the equity held by the Shandong Geo-Mineral Group in

by means of convertible bonds

two major iron ore assets as well as the creditor's rights of RMB

Represented Leadmax International Limited in the sale of shares of
Suzhou Fushunhong Electronic Co., Ltd.
Represented GTM Electronics Ltd. in the sale of shares in Shanghai
Zhongqin Bioelectronics Industry Co., Ltd.
Represented iQIYI (NASDAQ:iQIYI) to invest USD 95 million in a

2,262 million through debt ﬁnancing, and to acquire 100% of the
equity held by the Shandong Gold Group in three iron ore assets as
well as RMB 2,467 million projects under Shandong Gold Group
Represented ByteDance in its strategic investment, through its
wholly-owned investment platform Beijing Quantum Jump
Technology Co., Ltd., to strategically invest in China's leading

domestic comics platform company

mobile

Represented SKS Ventures Limited in its acquisition of a cosmetics

shares of Palmy Technology, accounting for 11.23% of the total

packaging material manufacturing company in Zhejiang

share capital of Palmy Technology, with an investment amount

Represented Newborn Town Inc. (09911.HK) in its acquisition of a

reading

distribution

platform

Palmy

Technology

(603533.SH). In this transaction ByteDance acquired 45,045,046

exceeding RMB 1.1 billion

controlling interest in Beijing Mico World Technology Co., Ltd.
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Assisted Shandong Jingu Holding Group Co., Ltd. in completing its

Represented the acquired party in the acquisition of all the shares

equity restructuring and introducing a government fund investor,

of City-Media (Shanghai) Corporation, Limited by an indirect

which project involved more than 20 subsidiaries and attracted

wholly-owned subsidiary of CG Services Holdings Co., Ltd.

more than RMB 350 million in capital
Assisted Chongqing Xiaomi Consumer Finance Co., Ltd. in its
preparation and business opening, with a registered capital of RMB
1.5 billion, with Xiaomi Communication Technology Co., Ltd. as the
main investor, and Chongqing Rural Commercial Bank Co., Ltd., and
Chongqing Jinshan Holdings (Group) Co., Ltd. as general investors,
jointly contributing capital for the establishment. It is the ﬁrst
domestic consumer ﬁnance company initiated and established by
an Internet+ company
Represented National Integrated Circuit Industry Fund Phase II and
Shanghai Integrated Circuit Industry Fund Phase II jointly to
increase the capital of SMIC's 14nm production base under SMIC
(NYSE:SMI) by USD 2.25 billion
Represented Beijing AVIC Phase I Aviation Industry Investment
Fund to participate in the capital increase and share expansion of
Shenyang Xinghua Huayi Rail Transit Electric Co., Ltd., a subsidiary
of AVIC Optoelectronics (002179.SZ)
Represented Ikan Group by providing full legal services for the
establishment and commissioning of Sunzen Medical, including
factory site selection, company establishment, equipment and raw
material procurement negotiations, etc., as well as consulting
services such as medical device production regulatory assistance,
emergency ﬁling and registration approval, assistance with
protective equipment import and export policies and international
certiﬁcation, etc.
Represented BOE Technology Group Co., Ltd. (000725.SZ) in its
acquisition of the assets of the People's Hospital of Suzhou
Wujiang Economic and Technological Development Zone
Represented the seller in the transfer of its 29% equity stake in
Yangguang (000608.SZ) to Kingkey Group. After completion of the
transaction, Kingkey Group became the largest shareholder of
Yangguang
Represented Ningbo Credit Suisse Enterprise Management Co.,
Ltd. in the sale of the equity of the Beijing Yuexiucheng project at
an overall sale price of approximately RMB 3 billion, which was one
of the largest foreign acquisitions in Beijing during the global covid
epidemic
Represented Zhejiang Zheshang Asset Management Co., Ltd. in
completing the second round of a capital increase project, which
simultaneously brought in new external shareholders Guoxin

Represented Gold Bond Group Holdings Ltd. (00172.HK) in its
acquisition of Shanghai Nanlang Financial Leasing Co., Ltd.
Represented TCL Technology (000100.SZ), as legal counsel for the
acquirer lawyer and anti-monopoly ﬁling lawyer, in its acquisition
of 100% of the equity of Central Holding Group and the mixed
equity reform project of Central Holding Group, with a total
transaction amount exceeding RMB 12 billion
Provided specialized legal services for the equity integration
project of Chengdu Lan Kwai Fong Xingjin Commercial Operation
Management Co., Ltd.
Provided legal services for business concentration declaration for
Shenzhen Shenye Industrial Co., Ltd. (a subsidiary of Dah Chong
Hong) in the case of acquiring the equity of six automobile 4S
stores
As the antitrust ﬁling lawyer, represented China Synthetic Rubber
Corp. in applying to the State Administration of Market Supervision
and Administration's Anti-Monopoly Bureau for a new joint
venture between China Synthetic Synthetic Rubber Corp. and Ordu
Yardimlasma Kurumu, which project was passed unconditionally
Represented Hunan Qiancheng Medical Management Co., Ltd., as
anti-monopoly ﬁling legal counsel, in applying to the State
Administration of Market Supervision and Administration's
Anti-Monopoly Bureau for a new joint venture between Hunan
Qiancheng Medical Management Co., Ltd. and SPR ESC Holdings,
L.P., which project was passed unconditionally
Provided anti-monopoly analysis legal services for a fund's
acquisition of equity in a target company engaged in the food
industry
Provided specialized legal services to Chengdu Urban Investment
Education Investment Management Group Co., Ltd. for its
investment in Sichuan Wanhui Cultural Investment Co., Ltd. and for
ﬁnancing, M&A and listing
Conducted legal due diligence services for Lan Kwai Fong
(Chengdu) Property Management Co., Ltd. and Chengdu Tianhehui
Commercial Operation Management Co., Ltd. for the acquisition of
equity in a project company
Represented Chengdu Shidi Estate Development Co., Ltd. in its
acquisition of Baoji Hongbo Yuanda Real Estate Co., Ltd.

Shuangbai Yihao (Hangzhou) Equity Investment Partnership

Represented Beijing Xiaoning Information Technology Co., Ltd. in

(Limited Partnership) and Huzhou Transportation Investment

introducing investor Zhongsheng Group Holdings Ltd. (00881.HK)

Group Co., Ltd., allowed part of the original shareholders to make
additional investments, and implemented the employee stock
ownership plan, for a capital increase exceeding RMB 2 billion

JINGTIAN & GONGCHENG

Represented a domestic subsidiary of Goldbond Group Holdings
Ltd. (00172.HK) in establishing a joint venture with Shenzhen
Nengxiaotong Network Co., Ltd.

M&A

Provided legal due diligence services for Shenzhou Tianli Education

Represented Beijing Electronic City High-Tech Group Co., Ltd.

Investment Co., Ltd. (01773.HK) in its acquisition of Changsha

(600658.SH) in cooperating with relevant parties to establish a new

Zhuohua Senior High School Co., Ltd.

company project

Represented China Orient Asset Management (International)

Represented Beijing Electronic City High-Tech Group Co., Ltd.

Holdings Co., Ltd. in its plan to withdraw from an equity investment

(600658.SH) in its acquisition of the control rights of Zhiyu Zhilian

project with the Georgia Institute of Technology in Atlanta through

Technology (Fujian) Co., Ltd.

a transfer agreement
Represented the acquired party in completing the acquisition of
Beijing Shuimuyuan Art Education Company by Cathay Media and
Education Group Inc. (01981.HK) for RMB 300 million
Represented China Kepei Education Group Ltd. (01890.HK) in its
RMB 1.45 billion acquisition of the Harbin Petroleum Institute
Represented Suzhou Weiyi Industrial Investment Development
Co., Ltd. in its acquisition of Zhejiang Dingpei Education Investment
Management Co., Ltd.
Represented Zhangjiagang Ivy Experimental School in its
investment in Zhangjiagang Ailunbao Kindergarten Co., Ltd.
Represented Ivy Education Group in its acquisition of a kindergarten in Jiangbei District, Ningbo
Represented Oranger Financial Leasing in its acquisition of an
equity interest in a Shanghai car leasing company held by
Hangzhou Jinwang
Represented Jinmao Commercial in its acquisition of a commercial
complex project in Yangpu District, Shanghai
Represented Shandong Jingu Holding Group and Xinneng Energy
Group for the establishment of a joint venture project, i.e., Xinneng
Industry and Trade Company
Represented Alibaba in establishing a joint venture company with
a registered capital of RMB 50 million in Ningbo with Ningbo
Commercial Group and Ningbo Digital Investment
Represented Hella and Minth Investment Co., Ltd. in the establish-

Represented a chain restaurant company to complete a strategic
cooperation project with a listed company
Represented Sino-Ocean Capital to invest in real estate projects in
cities such as Huizhou, Zhengzhou, Jinan and Wuhan
Represented New Zhongliang Real Estate Group in its acquisition of
Dingxi Oasis Town Project
Represented Beijing Capital Urbanization to complete its project of
absorbing and merging an infrastructure company and a smart
environment company
Represented Yixin Group Co., Ltd. (02858.HK) in its acquisition of a
Beijing automobile license plate company
Assisted Huamai Tyco Medical Equipment Co., Ltd. to complete its
restructuring project
Assisted Ueda Yagi Short Capital Co., Ltd. in obtaining a license for
China's ﬁrst foreign-invested currency brokerage company
Assisted Sichuan Huan Media Technology Co., Ltd. by providing
legal services for building a VIE structure
Assisted the German Apleona Group in conducting legal due
diligence on its domestic subsidiaries in China for ﬁnancing
purposes
Assisted a well-known European production line manufacturer in
withdrawing from a Sino-foreign joint venture project
Provided seller legal due diligence services for a cyberspace
infrastructure service provider's spin-oﬀ and listing project

ment of a joint venture in Jiaxing, Zhejiang
Represented Suzhou Qice Real Estate Co., Ltd. in its acquisition of
the "Zhongyang International Garden" project in Daxie, Ningbo for
approximately RMB 150 million
Represented Baoji Holding Group Co., Ltd. in its acquisition of Cixi
Yuanda Real Estate Project for RMB 60 million
Represented Huarong Rongde Asset Management Co., Ltd. in its
acquisition of the non-performing assets of Zhengzhou Sinian Food
Co., Ltd.
Represented a fund of Tianfu Group in its equity investment in a
Shenzhen pharmaceutical company and its aﬃliates
Assisted Sierra Wireless in the sale of its domestic companies and
assets
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Outbound Investment

Represented China Huaneng Group Co., Ltd. in a privatization

Represented Beijing Huatong Jizhi Medical Equipment Co., Ltd. in

involving the acquisition of H Shares in Huaneng Renewables Corp.

cooperation with foreign experts to establish an R&D platform

Ltd. (00958.HK) by cash oﬀer of approximately HKD 16 billion

project company in the United States, and provided legal counsel

Represented Hermes Epitek in the acquisition of Westone (Hong
Kong) Limited
Represented Shun Tak – China Travel Shipping Investments Ltd. in

for the purchase of intellectual property rights
Represented Excellen Mining Holding (Hong Kong) Co., Ltd. in its
acquisition of the equity of a company in Congo (DRC)

the acquisition of some companies operating cross-border bus

Represented Hong Kong Excellen Mining Investment Co., Ltd. in its

services in the Hong Kong China Travel Service Group and Shun Tak

acquisition of the equity of a company in Congo (DRC)

Group
Represented the British Virgin Islands company Trade Goal Ltd. as
seller in the sale of its Hong Kong shares in Vincheer (China)
Industrial Ltd. and Cheersu (China) Development Ltd.
Represented a domestic investment fund in the successful
acquisition of the British high-end Michelin-rated Chinese
restaurant Hakkasan, and obtained brand authorization and
preferential rights for Hakkasan's business in China
Represented a Chengdu investment and development limited
company in its proposed acquisition of the Chryzanow station

Represented a company to bidd for a Congo (DRC) company's
equity acquisition project
Represented Xinjiang Zhonghe Co., Ltd. (600888.SH) in completing
the Guinea Alumina investment project
Represented Guangxi Jinmeng Manganese Group in its investment
in the construction of a manganese smelter in Vietnam and drafted
the transaction documents
Represented the investor in its debt investment in Australia's CPD
Baulkham Hills Holdings Ltd.

project owned by Andrex-Logistics-Andrzej Kononczuk in Poland by

Represented Taikang Insurance in its cross-border investment in

providing legal due diligence services

Cutia Therapeutics

Represented Joyy (NASDAQ:YY) in its acquisition of Hong Kong

Represented the consortium led by Wise Road Capital and the

e-commerce platform Shopline Corporation Limited

Hong Kong listed company ASM Paciﬁc to establish a high-tech

Represented a fund owned by Joyy Inc. (NASDAQ:YY) in its
acquisition of AjMall, a cross-border e-commerce platform
Represented Shanghai Sunic Capital Co., Ltd. in its acquisition of a
South Korean chip company
Represented Eight Square Capital in its investment in Nod, a
provider of artiﬁcial intelligence system solutions
Assisted Hita EdAi Inc. to complete a overseas round A ﬁnancing
Represented Hillhouse Capital in the completion of Ruipeng Pet
Group Inc.'s more than USD 350 million round B ﬁnancing project

joint venture in Hong Kong
Assisted Arrail Group Limited in completing a debt-to-equity swap
ﬁnancing of RMB 200 million. The investor is Abax Global Capital
Assisted C. Banner International Holdings Limited (01028.HK) in
the sale of its holdings of Huiying International Group (China) Co.,
Ltd. and its domestic assets
Assisted China Nonferrous Mining Corp. Ltd. in the joint
exploration and development of the Gombov mining project
Provided legal services for a company in western on a mining
development and investment project in the Congo (DRC)

Represented investors to complete a major Canadian mining
investment project-Kami Iron Ore Bankruptcy and Special Assets

Provided legal services for the establishment of a branch of Norinco

Disposal Project

International Cooperation Ltd. in an African country

JINGTIAN & GONGCHENG

M&A

Provided legal services for a large private steel production company in
its South African mine acquisition project and overseas restructuring
Provided legal services on the restructuring project of an Italian
subsidiary of a NEEQ listed company
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Banking & Finance
Commercial Loan & Structural Finance
Asset-Backed Securities & Derivatives
Trusts
Other Financial Legal Services

Banking & Finance

The year 2020 has been an extraordinary year in history. It has
been the year for China to bring to a close its battle campaign to
mitigate ﬁnancial risks. Regulatory bodies have required the
industry to do a good overall job in preventing and controlling the
epidemic and serving economic and social development in
accordance with the requirements of "stability in six areas" and
"meeting six priorities". The ﬁnancial work throughout the year
revolved around the following key points: (1) the safe handling of
high-risk institutions, (2) the increase in pressure on high-risk
shadow banking operations, (3) the continued strengthening of
the disposition of non-performing assets, (4) the resolute
implementation of the requirement of not speculating on housing
and the continuation of the curbing of the real estate ﬁnancialization bubble, (5) the serious investigation and handling of illegal
activity in connection with the establishment of ﬁnancial groups in
violation of laws and regulations, assuming stability of the overall
situation, (6) the crackdown on Internet lending and increase in
the strength of Internet insurance standards, (7) the continued
striving to coordinate with local governments in deepening the
reform and restructuring of state-owned enterprises and
accelerating the adjustment of the economic structure, and (8)
eﬀectively guarding against the risk of external shocks and
stabilizing market expectations, (9) further remedy for regulatory
shortcomings, increase in the use of technology in regulatory
supervision, speeding up of the construction of a regulatory big
data platform, and the eﬀective raising of regulatory capacity and
standards.

In terms of the types of projects served by the banking and
ﬁnancial business department of Jingtian & Gongcheng, it mainly
serves the above-mentioned key business areas, especially in the
disposal of non-performing assets and debt restructuring,
additional ﬁnancing for stock and eﬃcient assets, standardized
management of ﬁnancial groups, and using ﬁnancial technology to
cater to regulatory supervision and ﬁnancial opening. In this way,
we assist clients in complying with the market situation, catering to
regulatory requirements, actively developing business, and
managing compliance risks.

Jingtian & Gongcheng was one of the ﬁrst mainland law ﬁrms to step into the banking and ﬁnancial services ﬁeld.

Jingtian & Gongcheng's banking and ﬁnancial business team has accumulated rich experience in banking and ﬁnancial business through serving clients
constituting all types of ﬁnancial institutions. We have an in-depth understanding of various banking and ﬁnancial services under Chinese law and
internationally accepted project ﬁnancing practices. We regularly represent clients from diﬀerent countries and regions in handling transactions in multiple
currencies and jurisdictions. The contract documents we draft and produce meet the requirements of Chinese laws and regulatory authorities as well as
international standards for similar transactions.
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Assisted China Construction Eighth Engineering Co., Ltd. Successfully In the
Issuance of the Third Phase of A Supply Chain Financial Asset Support Special Program
26 March 2020, China Construction Factoring-Haitong-China Construction Eighth Bureau Phase III Supply Chain Financial Asset Backed
Special Plan ("ABS") was successfully released, with a shelf oﬀering of RMB 5 billion, an AAA rating and an issue rate of 2.75%. It helped
build the epidemic prevention infrastructure throughout the country.
Jingtian & Gongcheng's lawyer team have provided legal services for the asset securitization business of various engineering bureaus
under the China State Construction Engineering Corporation for many years. As the special legal consultant for this ABS issuance, participating in the project transaction structure design, legal opinions, and the drafting of transaction documents, providing the client with professional, eﬃcient and meticulous legal services.

RMB 8.55 Billion Syndicated Loan Project for A Shantytown Renovation Project in Shanghai

In May 2020, the Agricultural Bank of China, as a syndicate of arranging banks, provided a syndicated loan of RMB 8.55 billion to a shantytown renovation project in Shanghai ﬁrst for relocation and then for development and construction.
This loan was guaranteed by Bright Food (Group) Co., Ltd. and other shareholders in accordance with the shareholding ratio, and the land
use rights and construction in progress of the project were fully mortgaged.
Jingtian & Gongcheng's lawyer team, as the legal counsel for the bank syndicate, assisted in designing the transaction structure, drafting
a full set of ﬁnancing documents, participating in negotiations, reviewing the lending conditions, and participated in the whole project process, won highly recognition from the client.

Assisted LBX Pharmacy in Obtaining Loan From IFC
LBX Pharmacy Co., Ltd. is a large-scale domestic drugstore chain. Through this loan from the International Finance Coporation, the borrower will expand stores, build a logistics network, and acquire business within China. Its business is expected to increase to approximately
1,800 directly-operated stores through organic growth in the next three years, with approximately 1,200 stores added through acquisition.
In addition, the borrower will through this ﬁnancing cooperation use IFC's global leading investment experience, industry connections and
industry knowledge to accelerate the company's integration and development in China's pharmaceutical retail industry.
Jingtian & Gongcheng's lawyer team provided full legal services for LBX Pharmacy in obtaining loans from the International Finance Corporation.

JINGTIAN & GONGCHENG

Banking & Finance

Assisted Hangzhou Qiantou Group in Its Issuance of Zhejiang's First Single SPV Structure CMBS

23 October 2020, Zhongjin-Qiantou-Hangzhou International Conference Center commercial mortgage-backed securities (CMBS) was successfully issued on the Shanghai Stock Exchange, with an issue size of RMB 2,001 million , an AAA rating and an issue rate of 3.98%. It is
the largest CMBS in Zhejiang Province and is also the ﬁrst single SPV structure CMBS in Zhejiang Province.
Single SPV structure CMBS involves the special plan directly transferring the subject loan credit rights and registering as the mortgagee of
property assets. This has the advantages of shortening the transaction chain, improving the eﬃciency of issuance and reducing the cost
of corporate ﬁnancing. Jingtian & Gongcheng, as the legal counsel to the plan manager, participated in the legal due diligence, transaction
structure design, legal issue argumentation, review and modiﬁcation of transaction documents and plan speciﬁcations of the project
throughout the whole process, reﬂecting Jingtian & Gongcheng's ability to understand and master innovative ﬁnancial products.

Assisted GDS in Syndicated Loan Project
As the world's third largest and China's largest data infrastructure and service provider, Global Data Solutions (GDS) has been approved for
the Pujiang Data Centre project in Shanghai (only ﬁve companies have obtained indicators showing the ability to be evaluated in 2019).
The ﬁnancing of the project had attracted major banks in Shanghai. Shanghai Rural Commercial Bank became the lead bank, and the Industrial and Commercial Bank, China Merchants Bank, and Bank of Communications were the joint lead banks. The six participating banks
formed a syndicate with a total loan amount of RMB 1.96 billion.
The loan project was to bundle the real estate owners, data operation equipment holders and data operation entities with IDC and ISP
qualiﬁcations into a complete data center project for loan approval. This approach not only meets the actual need of listed companies for
asset-light operations, but also implements uniﬁed risk control of assets and operations by lending banks. It has become the usual ﬁnancing structure for current data centre projects.
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Commercial Loan & Structural Finance

Provided legal services to the Beijing Branch of China Construction

Assisted a syndicate led by Bank of Communications and HSBC to

Bank and SinoHydro in connection with the accounts receivable

provide ﬁnancing for Huabao Leasing

ﬁnancing for ten infrastructure projects in Ghana

Provided legal services for Bank of Communications as the lead

Provided legal services to the Export-Import Bank of China for its

bank in the provision of a syndicated loan project to Guohui

provision of working capital loans to Hong Kong energy transporta-

Logistics by the Chinese-funded syndicate

tion companies

Assisted Cathay United Bank to provide domestic and

Provided legal services to a syndicate that the Export-Import Bank

foreign-linked ﬁnancing to the Blackstone Group for the equity

of China as arranging bank for a construction loan project for the

acquisition in Shanghai Ruidi Logistics

Dairi lead-zinc mine project in Indonesia

Provided services to Bank of Ireland for M&A ﬁnancing provided to

Provided legal services to the Export-Import Bank of China in

a syndicate led by Westcastle Bidco Limited in respect of related

providing loans to Tus-S&T Service Co., Ltd. for the construction of

Chinese guarantees

Cambridge Tus Technology Park at Cambridge University

Provided services to China CITIC Bank International Limited,

Provided legal services to China Merchants Bank for its 5 billion

Singapore Branch as lending bank for ﬁxed term ﬁnancing to

Hong Kong dollar loan project to the Hong Kong subsidiary of

Rongsheng Petrochemical (Singapore) Pte. in respect of related

Beijing Energy Investment Holding Co., Ltd.

Chinese guarantees

Provided legal services for Sasseur Real Estate Investment Trust's

Provided services to China CITIC Bank International Limited,

domestic and overseas syndicated loan restructuring projects

Singapore Branch as lending bank for ﬁxed term ﬁnancing to

Provided legal services for the Syndicated Loan Project for the
Urban Village Reconstruction Project for the Seafood Market on
Tongchuan Road, Wuxing Village, Changzheng Town, Putuo District
Provided services for the overseas syndicated group led by the

Oriental Energy (Singapore) International Trading Pte. in respect of
related Chinese guarantees
Provided legal services for Leoch International Technology
Limited's USD 100 million domestic guarantee foreign loan project

Bank of East Asia to provide ﬁnancing to Huarong Hong Kong in

Assisted an overseas syndicate led by Bank of East Asia in providing

relation to Chinese guarantee matters

cross-border overseas debt ﬁnancing to Haitong UniTrust Leasing

Provided legal services to Bank of Communications as the lead

Assisting an overseas syndicate led by Bank of East Asia to provide

bank in the provision of a syndicated loan project to Shanghai

cross-border overseas debt ﬁnancing to Ping An Leasing

Powerlong by the Chinese-funded syndicate

Assisted a domestic and overseas syndicated group led by

Provided legal services to Bank of Communications as the lead

Standard Chartered Bank to provide reﬁnancing to Nuveen Real

bank in the provision of a syndicated loan project to Central Real

Estate Fund's Tianjin Florence Township

Estate by the Chinese-funded syndicate

Assisted Taishin Bank in respect of Chinese guarantees related to

Assisted Cathay United Bank to provide domestic and

its ﬁnancing Orthosie Investment Holdings Limited's acquisition of

foreign-linked ﬁnancing to the Blackstone Group for the equity

an integrated circuit company

acquisition in the logistics real estate project of Goldman Sachs in
Chengdu and Zhengzhou

JINGTIAN & GONGCHENG

Assisting DBS Bank in ﬁnancing for LaSalle Group's logistics real
estate project in Xi'an

Banking & Finance

Assisted Handan Iron and Steel Group Co., Ltd. and Hebei Iron and
Steel (Hong Kong) International Trade Co., Ltd. in obtaining a RMB
500 million overseas investment working capital loan from the
Hebei Branch of the Export-Import Bank of China
Assisted LBX Pharmacy Co., Ltd. by providing legal services for
obtaining loans from the International Finance Corporation
Assisted the borrower by providing legal services for overseas
ﬁnancing projects of Shenzhen Alphafeed Group Co., Ltd.
Represented the ﬁnanced party by providing legal services on a
structured trade ﬁnancing project of the US commodity giant ADM
Represented the borrower in the ﬁnancing and issuance of notes
by Suning International Co., Ltd. to Shenwan Hongyuan (Hong
Kong)
Represented a lender by providing legal services on the merger
and acquisition ﬁnancing project of a large domestic enterprise
with state-owned assets
Provided legal services for the amendment of a loan agreement of
ABCI Holdings Co., Ltd.
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Banking & Finance

Asset-Backed Securities & Derivatives

China Construction Factoring-Haitong Shenzheng-China Construc-

The ﬁrst-phase asset-backed special plan of CICC-Splendid-LinkLo-

tion

gis Supply Chain Finance, the issuance scale of RMB 150 million

Second

Bureau

Fourth

Supply

Chain

commercial

mortgage-backed securities (CMBS), with an issue size of RMB 301
million (shelf size RMB 5 billion)

(storage scale RMB 2 billion)
China Communications Construction Phase II, Phase III, Phase IV,

China Construction Factoring-Shenwan Hongyuan-China Construc-

Phase V, and Phase VI supply chain asset support special plans,

tion Sixth Bureau Phase III and Phase IV Supply Chain commercial

with a total of RMB 875 millionissued (storage scale of RMB 10

mortgage-backed securities (CMBS), with a total of RMB 579

billion)

million issued (shelf size RMB 3 billion)

Ping An Securities-Yifang Hengrong-KWG Supply Chain Finance

CITIC Securities-Deyuan Factoring-China Construction Eighth

Nos. 1-15 Asset Backed Special Plan (issued through the 8th issue,

Bureau Phase II Supply Chain Asset Backed Special Plan, with an

3 issues this year)

issue size of RMB 381 million (shelf size of RMB 3 billion)

Beijing Capital Development Co., Ltd. (600376.SH) 2020 Phase I

China Construction Factoring-Haitong-China Construction Eighth
Bureau Phase III Supply Chain commercial mortgage-backed
securities (CMBS) (epidemic prevention ABS) was successfully
issued to assist in the construction of epidemic prevention
infrastructure across the country

Asset Backed Notes
Beijing Capital Land Co., Ltd. (02868.HK) Supply Chain Asset
Backed Notes project for the issuance of the last two phases
HBIS Group Co., Ltd. oﬀered a shelf issuance of RMB 5 billion, for

China Construction Factoring-Haitong-China Construction Eighth

an innovative and phenotypic debt reduction ABN project

Bureau Phase IV and Phase V Supply Chain commercial

Yuanshi Commercial Factoring (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd. 2020 Targeted

mortgage-backed securities (CMBS) was successfully issued, with a

Asset Backed Notes

total of RMB 788 million issued (shelf size of RMB 5 billion)
CITIC Securities-Yifang Hengrong-Fengyu Supply Chain Phases 1-X
CICC-Qiantou-Hangzhou

International

Conference

Centre

Asset Backed Special Plan

commercial mortgage-backed securities (CMBS) was successfully
issued on the Shanghai Stock Exchange, with an issue size of RMB

Huajin Securities-Pingyu Factoring Supply Chain Nos. 1-24 Asset

2.01 billion, an AAA rating, and an issue rate of 3.98%. It is the

Backed Special Plan (approved, unissued)

largest CMBS in Zhejiang Province and also the ﬁrst single SPV
structure CMBS in Zhejiang Province
Huatai-Zhongshan-Chengdu Tianfu Software Park Innovation and
Entrepreneurship Assets Support Special Plan. This project is the
ﬁrst CMBS for innovation and entrepreneurship in Southwest

China Merchants Wealth-Runhe No. 1 Single Asset Management
Plan (Private Equity)
Debon-Chuanghui and Win-Win Supply Chain Finance Nos. 1-50
Asset Backed Special Plan

China and the ﬁrst CMBS with a "single SPV" structure in Sichuan

CICC-LinkLogis-Zhongwu Shengxing Phases 1-10 Asset Backed

Province. The issue scale is RMB 1 billion

Special Plan

Ping An Huitong-Cuican Supply Chain Finance No. 11, No. 12, No.

Haitong Huatai-SDIC (Ningxia) Small Loan Asset Backed Special

13, No. 14, No. 14 and No. 15 asset-backed special plans, which

Plan

cumulatively issued RMB 3.077 billion(shelf size of RMB 10 billion)
CITIC Construction Investment -Xuzhou Suning Plaza asset backed
special plan, with an issue amount of RMB 3.21 billion

JINGTIAN & GONGCHENG

Ping An Securities-Shining Supply Chain Nos. 1-10 Asset Backed
Special Plan

Banking & Finance

Ping An Zhongshan-Shihe Supply Chain Finance Phases 1-10 Asset
Backed Special Plan
Changjiang Chuyue-Suning Phases 6-10 Supply Chain commercial
mortgage-backed securities (CMBS)
Kaiyuan Securities-Pingyu Factoring-Yuyuan Phases 2-40 Supply
Chain Finance Project
Orient Minerva-Pingyu Factoring Phases 5-15 Supply Chain
Financial Commercial Mortgage Backed Securities
Huatai-Yueying-Pingyu Factoring Phases 1-10 Supply Chain
Financial Commercial Mortgage Backed Securities
Orient Minerva-Pingyu Supply Chain Finance Phases 1-10
Commercial Mortgage Backed Securities
Orient Minerva-Pingyu Factoring Tianzhi Phases 1-10 Supply Chain
Financial Commercial Mortgage Backed Securities
Orient Minerva-Pingyu Factoring Dongyu Phases 1-10 Supply
Chain Financial Commercial Mortgage Backed Securities
Pingyu Factoring-Guangzhou Urban Construction Asset Backed
Notes (ABN) Project
Pingyu Factoring-Cotai Targeted Asset Backed Notes (ABN) Project
Linklogis-Guangzhou Urban Construction Asset Backed Notes
(ABN) Project
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Banking & Finance

Trusts

Provided legal services to China Minsheng Trust Co., Ltd. for

Guangxin·Guanglu·China Securities 500 Index Linear Income

the establishment of more than 50 trust plans. The types of

Enhancement No. 1 Collective Fund Trust Plan

trust products include real estate equity investment trusts,
ﬁnancing trusts, securities investment trusts, overseas
investment trusts, other alternative investment trusts and
charitable trusts

Guangxin·Guanglu·China Securities 500 Index Linear Income
Enhancement No. 2 Collective Fund Trust Plan
Everbright Health Sciences A8 Index Marginal Income

Provided legal services to SDIC Taikang Trust Co., Ltd. for the

Enhancement No. 1 Collective Fund Trust Plan

establishment of more than 40 trust plans. The types of trust

China Minsheng Trust-Zhixin No. 908 On-site Optimal

products include real estate trusts, infrastructure trusts,

Collective Fund Trust Plan

securities

investment

trusts

and

other

alternative

investment trusts, insurance trusts, family trusts and

Industrial Trust·Zhidi Q013 (Huiquan Real Estate) Collective

charitable trusts

Fund Trust Plan

Provided legal services to Zhongrong International Trust Co.,

Bohai Trust·2020 Baohe No. 16 Collective Fund Trust Plan

Ltd. for the establishment of more than 30 trust plans. The
types of trust products include real estate equity investment
trusts, ﬁnancing trusts and securities investment trusts
Provided legal services to China Everbright Xinglong Trust
Co., Ltd. to establish more than 20 trust plans. The types of
trust products include real estate trusts, infrastructure trusts
and securities investment trusts
Provided legal services to Zheshang Jinhui Fiduciary Co., Ltd.
for the establishment of a number of trust plans, the main
type of trust products was real estate equity investment
trusts
Provided legal services to CITIC Trust Co., Ltd., China Credit
Trust Co., Ltd., Hwabao Trust Co., Ltd., China Foreign
Economy and Trade Trust Co., Ltd., and China Railway Trust
Co., Ltd. for the establishment of more than 30 trust plans.
The main types of trust products are infrastructure trusts,
real estate equity investment trusts, supply chain ﬁnancial
trusts and family trusts
CCB Trust Co., Ltd. established Chuanxiang No. 35 Collective
Fund Trust Plan
Everbright Health Science A8 Index Fund No. 1 Collective
Fund Trust Plan

JINGTIAN & GONGCHENG

Hwabao Trust-Rongyao130 Series No. 2 Actively Managed
Single Trust

Banking & Finance

Other Financial Legal Services

Represented Amundi, applied for the ﬁrst batch of QDLP fund
management enterprises in Beijing to be qualiﬁed as pilots, and a
private equity fund to be issued in Beijing was approved as a QDLP
pilot fund with a cap of USD 300 million. The ﬁrm has provided
legal services to its clients such as legal compliance advice, drafting
or reviewing application materials, providing written legal
opinions, and drafting fund contracts

Provided legal services to a state-owned bank's Shanghai branch
for operator joint modeling, internal guarantees and foreign loan
systems based on blockchain technology and real-name authentication services
Provided legal services related to Chinese law to a ﬁnancial
institution in connection with its establishment of a cross-border
supply chain ﬁnancial platform

Represented Income Partners in the issuance of its ﬁrst private
equity fund. The ﬁrm provided legal services to the client such as
legal compliance advice, drafting fund contracts and fund ﬁling
Provided legal services to Bank of China Co., Ltd. and Bank of China
Wealth Management Co., Ltd. for the establishment of wealth
management products. The wealth management products mainly
involve investment in more than 20 non-standardized debt assets
Represented a local urban and rural construction company and
provided legal services for the disposal of non-performing debts of
rural commercial banks in the region, involving a total of more than
RMB 700 million of non-performing debts
Represented China Orient Asset Management Co., Ltd. in conducting legal due diligence on China Merchants Bank's non-performing
asset package
Ping An Huitong Sixiang Tianli No. 100 Collective Asset Management Plan
China Life Investment-China Railway Construction Investment Debt
Investment Plan (Phase 1)
Shanghai International Port (Group) Co., Ltd. 2020-2022 Debt
Financing Instrument (DFI) Registration
Zhejiang Bank-Shaanxi Environmental Protection 2020 Phase 1
Accounts Receivable Debt Financing Plan
Xingye-Dingcheng Guangwu 2019 Phase 1 Accounts Receivable
Debt Financing Plan
Provided legal services in the ﬁnancial ﬁeld for China Agrochemical
(Hong Kong) Xianqiao Co., Ltd. in the issuance of convertible bonds
Represented Parallels Software (Beijing) Co., Ltd. and Parallels
Software (Xiamen) Co., Ltd. By providing legal services relating to a
project to process claims and debt
Provided legal services for collaboration between Bank of Communications and Ant Blockchain
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ONSHORE AND OFFSHORE
INVESTMENT FUNDS
Fund Formation And Operation

Investment Manager/ Investment Fund Registration & Compliance
Private Equity And Venture Capital

Fund Formation and Operation

Aﬀected by the 2020 epidemic, the development of the private
equity investment fund industry has not been smooth. From the
beginning of the year, development was blocked, and then the
industry gradually entered an adjustment period. The scale of
management requirements reached a new level. Throughout
2020, while their strict regulation of industry, relevant
departments also introduced special policies during the epidemic
prevention and control period and related preferential policies for
venture capital funds, including but not limited to extension of the
time limit from 6 months to 12 months for ﬁling an application for
the ﬁrst private equity product by newly registered private equity
fund managers. This also correspondingly extended the time limit
for the submission and update of various information by private
equity fund managers and private equity funds. The departments
also encouraged the development of venture capital for the
support the real economy through measures such as the introduction of new regulations on reduced holdings. At the level of
self-regulation, the Asset Management Association of China
(AMAC) has implemented a pilot reform of the private equity
product ﬁling application system, involving a "separate channel
system + random spot inspection system". Special inspections of
private equity funds have gradually become a normalized
supervision method, and local securities regulatory bureaus have
launched self-inspection work requirements on the risk private
equity fund managers. Private equity fund managers are required
to submit self-examination reports and other related materials
within a time limit. At the same time, after about six years of work,
the China Securities Regulatory Commission issued the "Regulations on Strengthening the Regulation of Private Investment Funds
(Draft for Solicitation of Comments)" on 11 September 2020. After
nearly four months of discussion, opinions from all parties had
been heard. After that, the China Securities Regulatory Commission issued its ﬁrst regulatory document "Regulations on Strengthening the Regulation of Private Equity Investment Funds" for the
supervision of the private equity industry on 30 December 2020
(this document was published on 8 January 2021). This reiterated
and strengthened the standardization of the bottom-line minimum
required code of conduct in the private equity industry. This will
have a profound impact on the development of the private equity
industry.

management reached RMB 3,585,400 million. The trend of
institutional centralization is becoming more apparent.
In 2020, Jingtian & Gongcheng completed more than 100 domestic
and overseas fund establishment projects, with a cumulative
amount raised equivalent to more than RMB 100 billion, and
received unanimous praise from clients and recognition by many
authoritative legal rating agencies. In 2020, Jingtian & Gongcheng's
investment fund team has successively won ratings and key
recommendations from well-known legal and commercial media
such as Legal Band, Asialaw Proﬁles, Who's Who Legal (WWL),
Chambers and Partners, The Legal 500, etc.
Jingtian & Gongcheng investment fund team actively participates
in the formulation of, publicity for and implementation of many
new private equity regulations and practical guidelines, and in the
process of new introduction or revision of QFLP/QDLP/QDIE
systems in various locations. The ﬁrm continues to play a leading
role in fund frontier areas, such as S funds, non-performing asset
funds, GP equity funds, etc.
Jingtian & Gongcheng has beneﬁted from the wealth of knowledge
and experience accumulated over the years in providing
professional legal services to numerous domestic and foreign
private equity investment institutions, securities companies,
insurance/insurance asset management companies, trust
companies, public equity funds and their subsidiaries, and various
other asset management institutions, provided comprehensive,
one-stop legal services for the establishment, fundraising,
operation and investment of domestic and foreign currency and
cross-border investment funds (QFLP, QDLP, QDIE, QFII/RQFII,
QDII), including PE funds, VC funds, industrial funds, M&A funds,
funds of funds, government guidance funds, private equity
secondary share takeover funds, real estate funds, logistics funds,
non-performing asset funds, securities investment funds, etc. , had
a comprehensive and in-depth understanding and grasp of the
interest requirements of all parties in fund transactions (including
fund promoters, managers, investors, etc.) and occupies a leading
position in the industry in many subﬁelds related to investment
funds.

According to data disclosed by AMAC, in terms of geographic
distribution, Shanghai's private equity fund management scale
surpassed Beijing for the ﬁrst time in October 2020, becoming the
region with the highest number and scale of private equity fund
managers in the country. As of the end of December 2020, the
scale of Shanghai's private equity fund management reached RMB
3,703,807 million, and the scale of Beijing's private equity fund
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Sequoia China-Establishment of RMB Fund
Represented Sequoia China in the establishment of an RMB fund with Starbucks.
This top level VC and coﬀee giant laid out a competitive track for the consumer, and jointly carried out strategic investment and commercial cooperation in the new generation of food and retail technology.
Jingtian & Gongcheng's lawyer team represented the client throughout the whole process, providing legal services such as fund structure
design and establishment, drafting and modifying fund documents and assisting in subscription settlement.

FirstRed Capital-Establishment of RMB Mergers and Acquisitions Fund
Represented FirstRed Capital, established by Ms. Liu Xiaodan, the "M&A Queen" of China, in completing the establishment of its ﬁrst RMB
M&A fund, with a fund size of RMB 6.8 billion.
The fund's investors are mainly institutional investors, covering large insurance companies, well-known mother funds, listed companies,
etc. At the same time, the founders, core executives or their family oﬃces of many leading companies are also important contributors to
the fund.
Jingtian & Gongcheng's lawyer team represented the client throughout the whole process, providing legal services such as fund structure
designing and establishing, drafting and modifying fund documents and assisting in subscription settlement.

China Life Capital-Large Establishment of Mezzanine Fund
Represented China Life Capital in completing the establishment of its large-scale RMB mezzanine fund, with a fund size of more than RMB
9 billion.
This fund is the Chinese market's ﬁrst mezzanine tactical subscription-based equity investment fund initiated and established by a domestic institution to focus on holding tangible real estate. It is mainly funded and established by China Life.
Jingtian & Gongcheng's lawyer team represented the client throughout the whole process, participating in the structure design of the
large mezzanine fund and discussions thereon, drafting and modifying fund documents, negotiating with investors, assisting in subscription delivery and fund ﬁling.

JINGTIAN & GONGCHENG

Miracle Plus-Establishment of RMB Fund
Represented Miracle Plus, a venture capital organization founded by Dr. Lu Qi, CEO of Baidu Inc. and CEO of YC China, for its completion of
the establishment of its ﬁrst RMB fund.
Jingtian & Gongcheng's lawyer team represented the client throughout the whole process, providing legal services such as the establishment and construction of fund structures, drafting and revising fund documents, and assisting in the settlement of subscriptions.

Oceanpine Capital-Establishment of USD Fund

Represented Oceanpine Capital in the completion of the ﬁrst round of settlement of its USD 400 million Phase II USD Fund.
Oceanpine Capital is a cutting-edge PE institution that invests in hard core technology. It has invested in more than 20 leading companies
in the ﬁeld of hard technology in China and the United States, such as Horizon Robotics, Enﬂame Technology, Ansun Biopharma, TigerGraph, etc., with investments of more than USD 500 million.
Jingtian & Gongcheng's lawyer team represented the client throughout the whole process, providing legal services such as the establishment and construction of fund structures, drafting and revising fund documents, and assisted in the settlement of subscriptions.

Core Technology Innovation Investment Fund Establishment Project

Represented CPIC Core Technology Innovation Fund Management (Beijing) Co., Ltd. as the general partner and manager of the fund to initiate the establishment of CPIC Core Technology R&D Equity Investment Fund (Beijing) Partnership (Limited Partnership). The fund has a
size of RMB 50 billion and a ﬁrst phase of RMB 10 billion , making it the largest private equity investment fund in the TMT ﬁeld this year.
Jingtian & Gongcheng's lawyer team, as the legal counsel for the fund manager, assisted the client in communicating closely with fund industry associations, assisting in the whole process of designing the fund structure, drafting transaction documents, negotiating, arranging
settlements, fund ﬁling, etc. The ﬁrm will continue to assist the fund in carrying out equity investment in the core technology of national
cybersecurity and the core area of new infrastructure.
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Represented Sequoia China in establishing an RMB fund with

Assisted Missfresh in fund establishment, fund raising and private

Starbucks, and provided legal services to its clients throughout the

equity investment activities

whole process, including the designing and setting up of the fund
structure, drafting revised fund documents, and assisting in the
settlement of subscriptions
Represented FirstRed Investments, which was established by Ms.
Liu Xiaodan, the "M&A Queen" of China, in completing the
establishment of its ﬁrst RMB M&A fund, with a fund size of RMB
6.8 billion. The ﬁrm provided the client with fund structure
designing and setting up, drafting and revising fund documents,
and assisting in subscription settlement and other legal services
Represented CBRE Global Investors to complete the establishment
of Phase II of the CBRE RMB fund, with a fund size of more than
RMB 2 billion. Provided the client with legal services such as fund
structure design and setting up, drafting and revision of fund
documents, and assisting in subscription settlement
Represented China Life Capital in completing the establishment of
its large-scale RMB mezzanine fund, with a fund size of more than
RMB 9 billion. The ﬁrm represented the client throughout the
whole process, participating in the structure designing of the
large-scale mezzanine fund and discussions thereon, drafting and

Represented a French venture capital fund's Chinese fund team in
the transfering and reorganization of second-hand shares of its
USD fund
Assisted CPIC Core Technology Innovation Fund Management
(Beijing) Co., Ltd. as the general partner and manager of the fund
to initiate the establishment of CPIC Core Technology R&D Equity
Investment Fund (Beijing) Partnership (Limited Partnership), with a
total fund size of up to RMB 50 billion, with a ﬁrst phase of RMB 10
billion. It is the largest private equity investment fund in the TMT
ﬁeld this year
Represented the Service Trade Innovation Development Guidance
Fund (Limited Partnership) and Suzhou Innovation Industry
Development Guidance Fund (Limited Partnership) to invest in
Suzhou Jinhe Phase II Equity Investment Partnership (Limited
Partnership)
Represented fund manager Dragonstone Capital Management
Limited in the establishment of the sub-SP funds of certain Cayman
SPC funds

revising fund documents, and negotiating with investors and

Assisted Metori Investment (Zhuhai Hengqin) Co., Ltd., the ﬁrst

assisting with subscription settlement and fund ﬁling

French foreign-invested wholly-owned private equity fund

Represented Miracle Plus in the establishment of its ﬁrst RMB
fund. The ﬁrm provided legal services to the client such as fund

manager, to establish a private equity fund
Assisted China Elite Capital in completing two fund raising projects

establishing and setting up of the fund structure, drafting and
revising fund documents, and assisting in subscription settlement

Assisted Lingfeng Fund Phase II in its fundraising project

Represented Oceanpine Capital in completing the USD 400 million

Assisted Tianjin Xianzhilian Private Equity Fund to raise funds and

ﬁrst round of settlement of Phase II of its USD fund. Provided legal

set up project, with a fundraising size of approximately RMB 1.5

services to the client such as designing of fund structure establish-

billion

ment and setting up, drafting and revision of fund documents, and
assistance in subscription settlement
Represented Co-Win Ventures in completing the delivery of its
three-phase USD fund. Provided legal services to the client such as
the establishing and setting up of the fund structure, drafting and

Assisted the client in setting up Ledu No. 1 Private Equity
Investment Fund
Assisted the client in setting up Guangzhou Weilaizhuoshi Equity
Investment Fund (Limited Partnership)

modifying fund documents, and assisting in subscription

Assisted the client in setting up Zhuhai Cultural Industry

settlement

Investment Fund (Limited Partnership)

Represented GTJA Investment Group in the establishment of a

Assisted the client in setting up Ziguang Hongta Phase I (Zhuhai

medical USD fund. Provided legal services to the client such as the

Hengqin) Industrial Investment Fund Partnership (Limited

establishing and setting up of fund structures, drafting and

Partnership)

modifying fund documents, and assisting in subscription
settlement
Represented a leading brokerage ﬁrm's overseas investment
management team to complete the ﬁrst round of settlement of its
ﬁrst USD fund of approximately USD 250 million

JINGTIAN & GONGCHENG

Provided legal services to Huagai Capital for its investment in the
fund structure of ImmVira Group Company
Provided legal services to Huagai Capital for the establishment of
the fund structure of Huagai Capital's investment in Chinese-invested data

Private Equity And Venture Capital

In 2020, the private equity and venture capital market in China was

Chip Enterprises" and the Shanghai Stock Exchange issued the

aﬀected by the covid epidemic, new regulations for capital control,

"Notice on Red Chip Enterprises' Application for Issuance and

and Sino-US relations. The raising and investment of private equity

Listing on the Science and Technology Innovation Board" and other

funds continued to contract, with an overall downward trend.

regulations. This was to improve the support system for red-chip

According to the China Investment Research Institute's "Analysis

companies to return to the domestic capital market for direct

Report on China's VC/PE Market Data in 2020", there were 5,483

listing, drive the enthusiasm of China concepts stock companies to

newly established funds in the VC/PE market in 2020, a

return to the domestic capital market for privatization, and

year-on-year decrease of 4.61%, and a total subscription size of

increase the exit channels for private equity funds.

USD 451.8 billion , a year-on-year decrease of 2.80%. The subscription size has regressed to the level of 2015, but the size of individu-

In the ﬁeld of reﬁnancing, the China Securities Regulatory Commis-

al fundraising projects has reached a new ten-year high. The trend

sion issued four new reﬁnancing regulations and the "Questions

of concentrated capital ﬂow to the leading institutions is

and Answers on Issuance Regulatory Requirements for the

signiﬁcant; the decline of the VC/PE market investment size in

Non-Public Issuance of Stocks by Listed Companies to Introduce

2020 slowed down and continue to run at a low level. In 2020,

Strategic Investors" to improve the environment for reﬁnancing,

7,821 investment events occurred in the VC/PE market, and the

especially in the ﬁxed income market, to the beneﬁt of private

overall investment size totaled USD 176.7 billion. In 2020, the

equity funds participating in the ﬁxed income market.

investment activity in IT, medical, manufacturing, Internet,
consumer goods, corporate services, ﬁnance and other ﬁelds have

Second, encouraging regulations and policies to optimize the

been relatively high.

business and investment environment have continued to be
introduced, along with new regulations to regularize the chaos in

From the perspective of promoting the development of private

the industry.

equity and venture capital markets, in 2020, our country has
adopted a series of encouragement and promotion measures in

In the ﬁeld of foreign investment, the state continued to

the capital market and in laws, regulations and policies:

implement the principle of equal emphasis on openness and
security. The National Development and Reform Commission and

First, the new "Securities Law" was oﬃcially implemented,

the Ministry of Commerce issued the "Special Administrative

clarifying the fundamental importance of the full implementation

Measures for the Access of Foreign Investment (Negative List)

of the registration system, and then the Shenzhen Stock

(2020 Edition)", the "Special Administrative Measures for the

Exchange's growth enterprise market board reform and pilot

Access of Foreign Investment in the Pilot Free Trade Zone

registration system, and the board transfer system for the new

(Negative List) (2020 Edition)", the "Hainan Free Trade Port Special

third board were all oﬃcially implemented. This constituted a

Administrative Measures for Foreign Investment Access (Negative

deepening of the domestic capital market following on from the

List) (2020 Edition)" and the "Measures for the Security Review of

establishment of the Science and Technology Innovation Board,

Foreign Investment". These further reduced the negative list,

and a major reform measure which will promote the continued

continue to open pilot free trade zones, relax the market access to

rapid growth of domestic A-share listings.

Hainan Free Trade Port, and improved the foreign investment
security review system, all to secure the trajectory to a higher level

In the context of suppression of China concept stocks in the United

of opening up to foreign countries. In the ﬁeld of venture capital,

States, the China Securities Regulatory Commission issued the

the state has issued a series of policies to encourage the develop-

"Announcement on the Domestic Listing of Innovative Pilot Red

ment and further regulation of private equity funds. In order to
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alleviate the impact of the fundraising diﬃculties brought about by

enforcement by courts in the Mainland and Hong Kong

the new asset management regulations, the Central Bank

concurrently, and the relevant courts can take protective measures

announced that the transition period for the new asset manage-

to protect the legitimate interests of creditors and enhance the

ment regulations will be extended to the end of 2021. The China

eﬀectiveness of arbitral award enforcement. In the ﬁeld of foreign

Banking and Insurance Regulatory Commission issued the "Notice

exchange, the State Administration of Foreign Exchange ("SAFE")

on Matters Concerning the Financial Equity Investment of

issued the "Guidelines for Capital Account Foreign Exchange

Insurance Funds", opening up the hitherto restricted industry

Business (2020 Edition)" to simplify administrative licensing and

scope of insurance institutions to carry out ﬁnancial equity

further enhance the facilitation of cross-border investment and

investment in order to guide insurance funds to better serve the

ﬁnancing. The People's Bank of China and the State Administration

real economy. This greatly increased the enthusiasm of insurance

of Foreign Exchange issued the "Regulations on the Management

funds to enter the equity investment market. With respect to

of Domestic Securities and Futures Investment Funds by Foreign

shareholding reduction and exit, the China Securities Regulatory

Institutional Investors" to remove the limit on the investment

Commission issued the "Special Provisions for Listed Companies on

quota of qualiﬁed foreign institutional investors (QFII) and further

Shareholding Reduction of Venture Capital Fund Shareholders",

facilitate foreign institutional investors to participate in our

which once again relaxed restrictions on the reduction of venture

country's ﬁnancial market.

capital fund shareholders' holdings and eased the problem of
"diﬃcult exit" of venture capital funds, so as to facilitate the role of

In 2020, Jingtian & Gongcheng provided legal services for nearly

venture capital funds in promoting the development of the real

200 investment projects of more than 100 clients in the ﬁeld of

economy. Yi Huiman, the chairman of the China Securities

private equity and venture capital, with a total investment of

Regulatory Commission, also published a signed article stating that

more than RMB 60 billion, involving manufacturing, telecommu-

during the "14th Five-Year Plan" period, it is required to accelerate

nications, technology and media, energy and mining, international

the development of private equity funds and highlight the strategic

trade, public facilities, real estate, tourism, insurance, transporta-

role of innovative capital. In terms of tax incentives, the State

tion, education, medical treatment and agriculture.

Council agreed to develop a pilot area for corporate venture capital
income tax incentive policies in the Zhongguancun National
Autonomous Innovation Demonstration Zone. Qualiﬁed corporate
venture capital companies are exempted from corporate income
tax based on the proportion of individual shareholders at the end
of the year, encourag long-term investment. In response to the
chaos in the private equity investment industry, the China
Securities Regulatory Commission also issued "Several Regulations
Regarding Strengthening the Regulation of Private Equity
Investment Funds" to facilitate the private equity industry to
return to the origins of private equity and investment. With regard
to protecting the rights and interests of shareholders, following the
promulgation of the Civil Code of the People's Republic of China,
the Supreme People's Court made corresponding amendments to
four judicial interpretations of the Company Law in "Provisions of
the Supreme People's Court on Several Issues relating to Chapters
II, III, IV and V of the Company Law of the People's Republic of
China". These have clariﬁed the identity of those responsible for
liquidation and expanded the scope of those who can initiate the
company compulsory liquidation procedures. In the ﬁeld of civil
and commercial trials, the Supreme People's Court promulgated
the "Supplementary Arrangements for the Mutual Enforcement of
Arbitral Awards between the Mainland and Hong Kong Special
Administrative Region", allowing applicants to ﬁle applications for
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Time

Relevant Policies

Policy Environment Analysis

Foreign Investment
June 2020

"Special Management Measures for Foreign Investment
Access

(Negative

List)

(2020

Edition)",

Further compresses the negative list and continues to open pilot free trade zones

"Special

Management Measures for Foreign Investment Access
(Negative List) (2020 Edition) in Pilot Free Trade Zones"

June 2020

"Notice of the General Oﬃce of the Ministry of

Clariﬁes the division of responsibilities among local commercial authorities and

Commerce and the General Oﬃce of the State

market supervisory departments, establishes a sound communication and

Administration for Market Regulation on Further

coordination mechanism, insists on honest regulation, promotes fair competition,

Improving the Foreign Investment Information Reporting

and eﬀectively protects the legitimate rights and interests of foreign investment in

System and Strengthening and Improving Regulatory

accordance with the law

Work During and After the Foreign Investment
Establishment"

December 2020

December 2020

"Special Management Measures for Foreign Investment

Raises the level of investment liberalization and facilitation of the Hainan Free Trade

Access (Negative List) of Hainan Free Trade Port (2020

Port, and accelerates the formation of internationally competitive open policies and

Edition)"

systems

"Measures for the Security Review of Foreign

While actively promoting foreign investment, for foreign investment that aﬀects or

Investment"

may aﬀect national security, foreign investors or relevant domestic parties should
proactively report to the Oﬃce of the Foreign Investment Security Review Work
Mechanism before implementing the investment

Venture Capital
March 2020

"Special Provisions for the Reduction of Shareholding of

Simpliﬁes the applicable standards for delinking policies, removes the lock-up period

Venture Capital Fund Shareholders of Listed Companies"

restrictions on transferees under block trading, removes the restrictions on the
reduction of venture capital funds with an investment period of more than ﬁve years,
reasonably adjusts the calculation method of the investment period, and allows
private equity investment funds to refer to the applicable delinking policy

July 2020

"Optimizing the Arrangements for the Transition Period

After careful study, the People's Bank of China, in conjunction with the Development

of the New Asset Management Regulations to Guide the

and Reform Commission, the Ministry of Finance, the China Banking and Insurance

Stable Transformation of the Asset Management

Regulatory Commission, the China Securities Regulatory Commission, the State

Business"

Administration of Foreign Exchange and other departments have decided to extend
the transition period of the new asset management regulations to the end of 2021

August 2020

"Approval of the State Council on Deepening Beijing's

In the Zhongguancun National Autonomou Innovation Demonstration Zone, a pilot

New Round of Service Industry Expansion and Opening

program of preferential corporate income tax policies for corporate venture capital

up a Comprehensive Pilot Program to Build a National

will be carried out. During the trial period, qualiﬁed corporate venture capital

Service Industry Expansion and Opening up a

enterprises will be exempt from corporate income tax according to the proportion of

Comprehensive Demonstration Zone"

shares held by individual person shareholders at the end of the year, and long-term
investment will be encouraged

November 2020

"Notice on Matters concerning the Financial Equity

Insurance funds can carry out ﬁnancial equity investment and can, under the

Investment of Insurance Funds"

conditions of safety, liquidity and proﬁtability, comprehensively consider factors such
as solvency, risk preference, investment budget, assets and liabilities, and
independently select the industry scope of the investment company in accordance
with laws and regulations

December 2020

"Several Provisions on Strengthening the Regulation of

Further strengthens the regulation of private equity investment funds, standardizes

Private Equity Investment Funds"

the name, operation and business scope of private equity fund managers, optimizes
the regulation of group private equity fund managers, reiterates the detailed
requirements for non-public oﬀerings and qualiﬁed investors, clariﬁes the
requirements for private equity fund property investment, and strengthens
speciﬁcation requirements for private equity fund managers and other practitioners
in the business
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Time

Relevant Policies

Policy Environment Analysis

Protection of Shareholders' Interests

November 2020

Mutual

The applicant can apply to the courts of two places to enforce the arbitration award,

Enforcement of Arbitral Awards between the Mainland

and the relevant courts can take preservation or compulsory measures in accordance

and Hong Kong Special Administrative Region"

with the application and in accordance with the laws and regulations of the

"Supplementary

Arrangements

for

the

jurisdiction of enforcement
December 2020

"Provisions of the Supreme People's Court on Several

Amended according to the relevant provisions of the Civil Code to clarify that the

Issues Concerning the Application of the Company Law

directors, board members and other executive organs or members of decision-mak-

of the People's Republic of China" (2) (3) (4) (5)

ing organs of legal persons are the ones responsible for liquidation, and initiation of

(Amended in 2020)

the compulsory liquidation procedure is by the supervisory authority or interested
parties

Foreign Exchange
May 2020

August 2020

"Regulations on the Management of Domestic Securities

Cancels the investment quota restrictions of Qualiﬁed Foreign Institutional Investors

and Futures Investment Funds by Foreign Institutional

(QFII) to facilitate further foreign institutional investors to participate in our country's

Investors"

ﬁnancial market

"Guidelines on Capital Account Foreign Exchange

Simpliﬁes the administrative licenses, relaxes several registration requirements for

Business (2020 Edition)"

foreign direct investment all the way from the bank in the place of registration to the
local bank or foreign exchange bureau, relaxes the limits on the amount of foreign
exchange capital account inﬂow, etc.
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Assisted Investors to Participate in the Round D Financing WM Motor
On 22 September 2020, "WM Motor" announced that it had completed a round D ﬁnancing totaling RMB 10 billion. This project is currently the largest single round of ﬁnancing in the history of new forces in vehicle manufacturing. The funds raised will be mainly used for
smart technology research and development, brand building, digital marketing and channel expansion.
This round of ﬁnancing was jointly led by Shanghai State-owned Assets Supervision and Administration and SAIC Motor. Other investors
include Baidu, SIG, SDIC Venture Capital Fund, Hubei Yangtze Industrial Fund and other investors.
Jingtian & Gongcheng's lawyer team, as legal counsel for part of the participating investors, assisted investors to participate in the whole
process of this ﬁnancing project.

Assisted Missfresh to Complete Round F Financing

In December 2020, "Missfresh" completed the third settlement of its round F ﬁnancing. This round of domestic and foreign equity and
debt ﬁnancing exceeded USD 800 million. The main investors include Tencent, Tiger Fund, Changshu Government Guidance Fund, Qingdao Government. Guidance Fund, etc.
This ﬁnancing is the largest equity and debt portfolio ﬁnancing in the ﬁeld of online fresh food, and it has been listed among the "Top 10
Financing Events in China's VC/PE Industry" released by 36Kr.
Jingtian & Gongcheng's lawyer team, as the company's regular legal counsel and transaction legal counsel, assisted the company in completing project due diligence, transaction document review, issuance of legal opinions and settlement. Jingtian & Gongcheng has assisted
the company with nearly ten ﬁnancing projects from a round B to an round F.

Assisted Hillhouse Capital to Complete Multiple Investments in Pharmaceutical
And Medical Projects
In 2020, Hillhouse Capital completed over USD 350 million in round B+ ﬁnancing for Ruipeng Pet Group Inc. (the main operating entity of
New Ruipeng Pet Medical), over RMB 175 million in B+ round ﬁnancing for Thousand Oaks Biopharmaceuticals (Haimen) Co., Ltd., over
RMB 160 million in round B ﬁnancing for Jiangsu Bestbrain Health Medical Technology Co., Ltd., and over RMB 140 million in round B ﬁnancing for Shanghai Bestudy Medical Technology Co., Ltd.
Hillhouse Capital is one of the largest investment funds in Asia in terms of asset management. Jingtian & Gongcheng's lawyer team performed legal due diligence on the target companies on behalf of Hillhouse Capital, participated in the design and discussion of the transaction structure, drafted transaction documents, and completed all the delivery work, providing investors with a full range of high-quality
legal services.
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TMT
Represented National Integrated Circuit Industry Fund Phase II,
Fujian Anxin Industry Investment Fund and China Internet
Investment Fund in their strategic investment in Smartsenstech
(Shanghai) Electronic Technology Co., Ltd. prior to its listing
Represented investors in completing a round B ﬁnancing of Beijing
iSpace Technology Co., Ltd., a company engaged in the research
and development of commercial-use rockets and providing
systematic launch solutions, with a post-investment valuation of
approximately RMB 6.2 billion
Represented investors in completing a round C ﬁnancing of 1.2
billion for "LandSpace", a leading domestic commercial company
that develops and operates liquid rockets
Represented Eight Square Capital in its investment in artiﬁcial
intelligence system solution provider "Nod"
Represented China Elite Capital in its investment in a number of
domestic technology companies, including Montage Technology
(cloud computing and AI chips), Qi An Xin Technology (network
security), YUNEEC (drone), Qingsong Cloud (network security),
Integrity Tech (network security), Yuantiao Tech (traﬃc big data)",
Ziyun Cloud (IoT), Meichuang Technology (data security), and QXP
Technologies (optical technology)
Represented Walden International in its RMB 1.1 billion
investment in a high-tech company "Biren Technology" that
develops GPU and AI computing chips
Represented InnoVen in providing USD 2 million in debt ﬁnancing
to the cross-border Internet payment platform "Panda Remit",
providing USD 7 million in debt ﬁnancing to "Casstime", and
providing USD 3 million in debt ﬁnancing to "Cheche Technology"
Represented SIG in completing an investment of RMB 50 million in
"MLink Technology", an investment of USD 2.4 million in "Hanyi
Data", and participation in a RMB 100 million ﬁnancing of a
ﬁnancial big data-base wealth digital technology service platform
Represented GenBridge Capital in its RMB 33 million private equity
investment in the oﬄine retail operation company "Ruidi
Interactive" incubated by "Xiachufang APP"
Represented MFund Capital to complete its investment of RMB 20
million in Hitbot Technology (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd.
Represented CETC Core Technology R&D Equity Investment Fund
(Beijing) Partnership (Limited Partnership) in its RMB 150 million
investment in Wondersoft, a leading domestic provider of intranet
security, data security and mobile security solutions
Represented Xiaomi in its RMB 15.2 million investment in Ningbo
Air Touch Intelligent Technology Co., Ltd. through Hubei Xiaomi
Yangtze River Industry Fund Partnership (Limited Partnership)
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Represented FutureX Capital in its pre-IPO round of ﬁnancing of
Smartsentech (Shanghai) Electronic Technology Co., Ltd.
Represented Wuhu Industry Investment Fund Co., Ltd. and its
aﬃliates in completing a RMB 400 million investment project in
Shenzhen Huole Technology Development Co., Ltd.
Represented Juezi Investment and GSR Ventures in their participation in a RMB 16.5 million Series A ﬁnancing of Beijing Tayan
Technology Co., Ltd. (DearBoyfriend)
Represented Mirae Asset (a fund of Korea Mirae Asset) to
complete its USD 21 million investment in Beijing Ronglian Yitong
Information Technology Co., Ltd.
Represented Intel Capital in its investment in a special gas
production company in Fujian, a power management chip research
and development company in Hangzhou, a pressure-controlled
charging chip research and development company in Shanghai,
and a smart sensor chip research and development company in
Ningbo
Represented Lightspeed China in its A2 round investment in the
single-photon sensor chip research and development company
Adapsphotonics, its round B investment in the one-stop supply
chain platform for clothing accessories Fuliaoyi, its round B
investment in the marketing cloud company Convertible Lab, its
round B investment in the industrial mobile robot research and
development and manufacturer Standard Robots, its C+D round
investment in the human resources one-stop cloud service
provider Woqu 365, and its new round of investment of tens of
millions of in the wealth digital technology service platform Beta
Data
Represented Lightspeed Capital in completing a new round of
investment of USD 1.7 billion in the intelligent transportation
platform "Manbang Group"
Represented Capital Today in its round C of investment in the
self-operated fresh food platform "Dingdong MC"
Represented Tianjin Xianzhilian in its investment in the projects of
Suzhou Talant Optronics Technology Co., Ltd., Shenzhen Lowpowersemi Co., Ltd., Wuhu Yingri Technology Co., Ltd., Nanjing
Gaoguang Semiconductor Materials Co., Ltd., and Shaanxi Laite
Optoelectronic Materials Co., Ltd.
Represented investors in completing a C+ round of ﬁnancing with a
valuation of USD 480 million for Sensors Data, a leading big data
analysis service provider
Represented investors in the completion of an round E ﬁnancing
with a comprehensive valuation of USD 2 billion and an E2 round of
ﬁnancing with a comprehensive valuation of approximately USD
2.5 billion for Mininglamp Data, a company in the ﬁeld of big data
and artiﬁcial intelligence

Represented CITIC Industry Fund in completing a RMB 900 million
ﬁnancing of Baidu's life career group business Xiaodu Technology
and a USD 20 million round D ﬁnancing of a full service intelligent
business operation and maintenance service provider Cloudwise

Assisted WiMi in completing a pre-IPO ﬁnancing project of RMB
140 million. The investors are two China-ASEAN funds, ASEAN
China Investment Fund IV L.P. and ASEAN China Investment Fund
(US) IV L.P., leading to a post-investment valuation of 1.8 billion

Represented investors in completing an E-3 round of ﬁnancing for
the leading computer vision technology company, Yitu

Assisted Hongan Robots (Chu Xin) to complete a series round B
ﬁnancing of RMB 230 million

Represented investors in completing a D1/D2 round of ﬁnancing
with a valuation of RMB 1.5 billion for Cloudwise, a technology
company providing website monitoring and operation and
maintenance of SaaS services

Assisted Missfresh to complete a series of rounds F1/F2/F3
ﬁnancing, with domestic and foreign equity debt ﬁnancing
exceeding USD 800 million. Major investors included Tencent,
Tiger Fund, Changshu Government Guidance Fund, Qingdao
Government Guidance Fund, etc.

Represented investors in completing a RMB 300 million B+ round
of ﬁnancing for Qingteng Cloud, an adaptive cloud security service
provider
Represented investors in completing a RMB 320 million round A of
ﬁnancing for Stream Computing, a high-tech enterprise engaged in
artiﬁcial intelligence chip manufacturing and production
Represented investors in completing a pre-A round of ﬁnancing for
Youi Bot, an innovative high-tech company with a core business of
robot R&D and manufacturing
Represented Duiba (01753.HK) to complete a convertible debt
investment in Hangzhou YPLSec Information Technology Co., Ltd.
Represented 58 Co., Ltd. in its strategic investment in Guangxi
Youju Technology Group Co., Ltd., the largest real estate internet
intermediary platform in Southwest China
Represented Huatai Innovation in its RMB 100 million round D
investment in DaoCloud
Represented BOCOM International for its participation in a RMB
200 million round C ﬁnancing of Emotibot
Represented Alibaba in its participation in a RMB 300 million
ﬁnancing of SAIC Mobility
Represented Hidden Mountain Capital in its round A ﬁnancing of
Shanghai Seer Intelligent Technology Co., Ltd.
Represented Gome Capital in its investment in Meiwu 363 (Tianjin)
Technology Co., Ltd.
Represented Hangzhou Yunxi Technology Co., Ltd. in its establishment of an investment platform and its investment in Hangzhou
Longji Information Technology Co., Ltd.
Represented Lingfeng Fund in its investment in Shanghai Seassoon
Information Technology Co., Ltd.
Represented Hubble Investment in its management of a number of
domestic and foreign investment and joint venture projects in the
ﬁeld of science and technology
Assisted Pop Mart to complete an round A of ﬁnancing

Assisted Autowise.ai to complete RMB 90 million round A+
ﬁnancing. Investors included Zhongqi Dongjian, PICC Qidi, Red
Point Fund, Qianhai Fund of Funds
Assisted Shanghai Chuanglan to complete RMB 71.9 million round
B ﬁnancing. The investors were GF Investment and related funds
Assisted Beijing Zhulong Information Technology Co., Ltd. to
complete an round A ﬁnancing project of RMB 120 million
Assisted Beijing Youzhiyouxing Technology Co., Ltd. to complete an
round A ﬁnancing project of RMB 30 million
Assisted Beijing Ganzao Culture Media Co., Ltd. ("PaperClip") to
complete a USD 2 million round A of ﬁnancing. This round was led
by SIG, accompanied by FreesFund and Bilibili
Assisted Buy Quickly Network in completing RMB 494 million in
round A ﬁnancing. Investors included Sequoia Capital, Fengshion
Capital, and Batach Sophia, who increased capital in Buy Quickly
Network and received part of the old stock of Gelisi (603808.SH)
Assisted Shanghai Yibaimi Network Technology Co., Ltd. (Dingdong
MC) to complete a C1 round of ﬁnancing amounting to several
hundred millions of USD and involving well-known investors such
as General Atlantic, CMC, and Sequoia
Assisted Laiye Technology, a service company in the ﬁeld of
process automation and artiﬁcial intelligence, to complete a round
C ﬁnancing project
Assisted a leading car networking company to complete a RMB 600
million round B of ﬁnancing. Investors include Dongfeng Motor
and Xiaomi
Assisted Hangzhou Yunxi Technology Co., Ltd. to complete a RMB
200 million round B+ of ﬁnancing, with a ﬁnancing valuation of
RMB 2.5 billion
Assisted Beijing Daodi Guowei Network Technology Co., Ltd. to
complete a pre-A round of ﬁnancing
Assisted Shanghai OpsMind Information Technology Co., Ltd. to
complete an round A ﬁnancing project
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Assisted Hangzhou Xinfengwei Network Technology Co., Ltd.
(Dingding's main operating entity) in its round B and B+ round
ﬁnancing projects of RMB 70 million
Assisted Beijing Shenzhou Yunhe Data Technology Development
Co., Ltd. in a round A/A+ ﬁnancing project, separately introducing
Sequoia Capital and IDG Capital, respectively
Assisted Lupin Capital to withdraw from Beijing Xiaojiang Bolang
Technology Co., Ltd.
Assisted Beijing Maomao Gougou Technology Co., Ltd. to complete
an round A ﬁnancing
Healthcare
Represented 3H Health Investment in its participation in a 1.2
billion round B ﬁnancing of Shanghai Haihe Pharma Research and
Development Co., Ltd., in a RMB several hundred million round C
ﬁnancing project of Shanghai Shenqi Medical Technology Co., Ltd.,
and in a pre-B round ﬁnancing project of Edge Medical Robotics
Co., Ltd. of more than RMB 100 million
Represented Hillhouse Capital in the completion of over USD 350
million in round B ﬁnancing of Ruipeng Pet Group Inc. (the
operating entity of New Ruipeng Pet Medical), over RMB 175
million in B+ round ﬁnancing for Thousand Oaks Biopharmaceuticals (Haimen) Co., Ltd., over RMB 160 million in round B ﬁnancing
for Jiangsu Bestbrain Health Medical Technology Co., Ltd., and over
RMB 140 million in round B ﬁnancing for Shanghai Bestudy
Medical Technology Co., Ltd.
Represented China State-owned Capital Venture Capital Fund as
lead investor in its RMB 470 million round C2 of ﬁnancing for
Ribolia Biotech
Represented investor Rotating Boulder Capital in a USD 105 million
(about RMB 730 million) round D of ﬁnancing of Sirnaomics Inc.

Represented Guangzhou Baidu Venture Capital Artiﬁcial
Intelligence Equity Investment Partnership (Limited Partnership) to
complete a RMB 85 million investment in Jiangyin Wanzhongxing
Health Industry Development Co., Ltd. together with Fidelity,
Source Code and Ally Capital
Represented Jiangxi Jemincare Group as lead investor in a RMB 2
billion round C of ﬁnancing for a cancer pharmaceutical company,
Xunuo Pharmaceutical (Nanjing) Co., Ltd.
Represented a fund of CMB International Capital Management
(Shenzhen) Co., Ltd. in its investment in the Hengsheng Medical
Project
Represented MFund Capital and Fengwu Capital to invest RMB 17
million in Shenzhen Qianhai Maigemei Technology Co., Ltd.
Represented Huagai Capital in its B+ round investment in Beijing
Gene+ Technology Co., Ltd., in its RMB 20 million round B
investment in AccuMedical Devices (Beijing) Co., Ltd., and its round
A investment in Yiming (Beijing) Cell Biotechnology Co., Ltd.
Represented Taikang Insurance in its cross-border investment in
Cutia Therapeutics
Represented Nikko Capital in its RMB 136 million round A of
ﬁnancing of an Internet + oral invisible correction platform
Represented Lightspeed China in its round C2 of investment in the
consumer medical SaaS+ supply chain platform Linkedcare
Assisted Shanghai Bibo Pharma Co., Ltd. to complete a RMB 200
million round A of ﬁnancing with a ﬁnancing valuation of RMB 1
billion
Assisted Shanghai Nuohui Medical Technology Co., Ltd. to
complete its round A of ﬁnancing. The lead investors in this round
are Changling, Lenovo and Baidu.

Represented an investor in leading USD a million angel round of
ﬁnancing for a well-known biomedical company, adopting the
"Simple Agreement for Future Equity" (SAFE) approach

Assisted Nanjing Bioheng Biotech Co., Ltd. to complete its
convertible bond ﬁnancing, with Decheng as the investor

Represented investors in the completion of a round B of ﬁnancing of
the new biopharmaceutical company Cullgen, with a post-investment
valuation of approximately USD 150 million

Assisted Epiphany Education Inc to complete a ﬁnancing project of
RMB 25 million

Represented investors in completing an angel+ round and a pre-A
round of ﬁnancing of over RMB 100 million for startup company
METiS Pharmaceuticals, which uses artiﬁcial intelligence to drive
the optimization of pharmaceutical preparations, is committed to
optimizing the eﬃciency of new drug development and creating
low-risk, high-value preparations and new drugs
Represented Mirae Asset (a fund of South Korea's Mirae Asset) in
its USD 11 millioninvestment in Shenzhen XtalPi Technology Co.,
Ltd. and in a USD 21 million round C ﬁnancing of EpimAb Biotherapeutics, Inc.
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Other Industry Fields

Assisted Hangzhou Wenzhi Yayu Cultural Planning Group Co., Ltd.
in completing an round A of ﬁnancing of RMB 50 million
Represented CITIC Industry Fund in a USD 120 million round F
ﬁnancing of 17 Zuoye and in a USD 100 million round G-2 of
ﬁnancing of Yuanfudao
Assisted Hita EdAi Inc. to complete a foreign round A of ﬁnancing
Assisted Hangzhou Duopu Trading Co., Ltd. to complete a pre-A
round of ﬁnancing

Represented investors in completing an round E of ﬁnancing for
Huohua Siwei, a leading online children's education brand focused
on children aged 3-12
Represented Lightspeed China in its round C of investment in the
Internet personalized learning platform Lele Classroom for primary
and secondary schools
Represented a fund belonging to Joyy (NASDAQ:YY) to lead the
investment in the completion of a round C ﬁnancing project of
nearly RMB 1 billion of the community e-commerce platform
FreshLife Ltd.
Represented investors in completing a USD 100 million ﬁnancing of
VSPN, which provides comprehensive services such as commercialization, complex operations, and trendy culture IP operations of
e-sports
Represented Xiaomi and IGG in their investment of RMB 40 million
in Shanghai UQEE Network Co., Ltd. through Tianjin Jinmi
Investment Partnership (Limited Partnership) and Fuzhou
Tianmeng Digital Co., Ltd.
Represented IGG Singapore Pte. Ltd or its aﬃliate Fuzhou
Tianmeng Digital Co., Ltd. in their investment in Guangzhou
Universe Jiuzhou Technology Co., Ltd., Shenzhen Lemon
Interactive Technology Co., Ltd., Xinjian Interactive Entertainment
(Tianjin) Network Technology Co., Ltd., and Beijing Zhixing Heyi
Youwei Network Technology Co., Ltd., Beijing Zhenzhi Xinyou
Technology Co., Ltd., Shanghai Huanyu Digital Technology Co., Ltd.,
Shanghai Yinyou Network Technology Co., Ltd., etc.
Represented Dayone Capital in its RMB 240 million round D
ﬁnancing of a high-end parent-child play platform provider
Represented Orchid Asia in its B+ round of ﬁnancing of Guangzhou
Fun Pill Online Game Company
Assisted Alﬁlo in completing a USD 16 million round A ﬁnancing.
Investors included Zephyr Capital, Sequoia Capital and Two Point O
Fund
Assisted Shanghai Galleria Cultural Industry Co., Ltd. in obtaining
an round A investment from Vision Knight Capital Fund and a
round B investment from Genesis Fund
Assisted Shenzhen Manst Technology Co., Ltd. to complete a RMB
155 million pre-IPO round of ﬁnancing. The main investors include
Geely Industrial Fund, China Securities Investment Industrial Fund,
BYD related funds, etc.
Assisted Chengdu Chonghui Hantang Cultural Communication Co.,
Ltd. to complete its round A of ﬁnancing. The investors in this
round are Shaanxi Culture Industry Investment Group and Hunan
Bofu
Assisted Chery New Energy Automobile Co., Ltd. in completing an
round A ﬁnancing of RMB 1.1 billion

Assisted the gaming community platform GCores to complete an
round A2 of ﬁnancing
Assisted Crazy Doggy in completing a total of RMB 280 million in
B1\B2 rounds of ﬁnancing projects. The company's post-investment valuation was RMB 1.7 billion. Main investors include Yili
Investment, Fosun Capital, Guangdian Capital, Ares Management,
etc.
Assisted Inner Mongolia Jiutai New Materials Technology Co., Ltd.
in introducing projects from investors such as CICC Capital, Huagai
Capital, and Air Products and Chemicals Inc.
Assisted the Missfresh fund in private equity investment activities,
with successful investments in several cutting edge enterprises in
new retail areas, including Micro-Brewing Yuansu, Haowu Zhizao,
Sanliang Bai, Yi Zhi Niu, Xiao Fangui (DingDing Fresh Food), Bei'er
Food , Zaiye Technology, Reach Media and other projects. The
investment stage mainly covers angel round to round B projects
Assisted Liweijia to complete a series of private equity ﬁnancing
projects of hundreds of millions of yuan. Main investors include
the Qianhai Fund of Funds, DT Capital, Cowin Asset Management,
New Access Capital, etc.
Assisted Meixin Finance to complete tens of millions USD in Series
C ﬁnancing, led by OCBC, followed by Bertelsmann, BitRock, etc.
Assisted Beijing Lanxiong Biotechnology Co., Ltd. in completing a
RMB 13 million round A ﬁnancing project, led by SIG and followed
by Black Ant Capital
Assisted Shanghai Xinguo Technology Co., Ltd. (HotMaxx) to
complete a RMB 16 million ﬁnancing project, and introduced
investors such as Yunfeng and GSR Capital
Assisted an installment consumer ﬁnance company in Hainan to
accept investment from AP Ventures
Assisted Zking Property and Casualty Insurance Co., Ltd. to
complete RMB 3.5 billion ﬁnancing. This round of ﬁnancing
introduced Yunnan Hehe (Group) Co., Ltd., a subsidiary of China
Tobacco, as a strategic investor
Assisted Homeking 365 to complete the red-chip restructuring and
a USD 70 million round D of ﬁnancing
Represented InnoVen in providing RMB 10 million in debt ﬁnancing
to Zhongce Insurance Brokers Co., Ltd., and providing RMB 3.5
million in debt ﬁnancing to Shanghai Xinchuan Information
Technology Co., Ltd. and its aﬃliates
Assisted Shanghai Erpu Technology Co., Ltd. in obtaining angel
round ﬁnancing from K2VC Fund
Represented Sino-Ocean Capital in its convertible bond investment
in Shenzhen Shengshi Fenghua Enterprise Management Co., Ltd.
(Kangyue Technology: 300391.SZ controlling shareholder)
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Assisted Guangdong EFOR Environmental Protection Group Co.,
Ltd. to obtain pre-IPO strategic ﬁnancing from Zhongke Guangrong
Fund
Represented SDIC Venture Capital Fund and other investors in a 10
billion round D ﬁnancing of WM Motor
Assisted Beijing Xundao Tiancheng Technology Co., Ltd. to
complete an angel round of ﬁnancing

Cosmetics, to completed the acquisition and investment of a
majority equity share in Aﬁona Cosmetics together with new
investors Warburg Pincus, Tencent, Xingnahe Capital, and Huaxing
New Economic Fund
Represented Shangrao Dingxin Metal Chemical Co., Ltd. in
accepting investment from Cathay Paciﬁc Venture Capital Co., Ltd.
and SKS Blitz I Limited

Represented Black Ant Capital in its round B investment of nearly
RMB 100 million in Beijing Henjiuyiqian Food Management Co.,
Ltd. and a round C investment of tens of millions of yuan

Represented Fengnian Junhe Investment Partnership (Limited
Partnership) (Fengnian Capital) in the investment of Shenzhen
Orient Opto Component Co., Ltd. project in Ningbo Meishan Free
Trade Port Zone

Represented Dayone Capital in completing an A2 round of
ﬁnancing of RMB 107 million for a nutritional meal replacement
brand and an A+ round of ﬁnancing ofRMB 60 million for the brand
HotMaxx under Shanghai Xinguo Technology Co., Ltd.

Represented investors to participate in the seed round ﬁnancing of
Jingze Technology, a professional talent service innovation
enterprise in the hotel industry

Represented Lightspeed China in its A+ round of investment in the
plant-based meat brand Starﬁeld and a B+ round of investment in
the female consumer brand Da Yanjing Mai Mai Mai
Represented Capital Today in its B+ round of investment in the
lingerie brand Ubras
Represented investors to complete a round B of ﬁnancing for the
sports trend brand STARTER
Represented investors in completing an A+ round of ﬁnancing for
the home technology ﬁtness brand FITURE
Represented investors in completing a round D of ﬁnancing for the
leading e-cigarette brand RELX
Represented Bank of China Group Investment Co., Ltd. in its
investment in the special parallel fund of GLP International
Logistics Park
Represented Hidden Mountain Capital in its pre-IPO ﬁnancing of
Qingdao LAF Technology Co., Ltd.
Represented Orchid Asia in its round C ﬁnancing of Shanghai Zeyi
Supply Chain Management Co., Ltd.
Represented the Science Development Fund to participate in a 100
million B++ round of ﬁnancing for a commercial aerospace
company
Represented Freesfund Capital in its RMB 16 million investment in
Qinker Travel
Represented SIG in its multi-million dollar investment in the beauty
company Lovely
Represented investors in completing a round B of ﬁnancing of
Judydoll
Represented Today Capital, the previous round investor in Aﬁona
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Represented Wang Gang, a well-known angel investor, in a 20
million round A ﬁnancing of Shenzhen Jinri Rencai Information
Technology Co., Ltd.
Represented SDIC Chuangyi Industry Fund Management Co., Ltd.
in its investment project in Henan Xinlianxin Chemical Industry
Group Co., Ltd.
Represented SDIC Chuangyi Industry Fund Management Co., Ltd.
in its investment project in Shunyu Clean Energy Technology Co.,
Ltd.
Represented General Atlantic in its investment in a well-known
domestic cosmetics company
Represented MFund Capital to invest USD 4.5 millionin computer
consumables company AST
Represented Huagai Capital to participate in an round A
investment in Duichangyou Information Technology Co., Ltd. and a
round C investment in Lihe Flavor (Qingdao) Food Industry Co., Ltd.
Represented Miracle Plus in the ﬁrst phase investment in Miracle
Plus Startup Camp, including more than 50 early-stage investment
projects
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2020 has been a turbulent year. The covid epidemic has swept the
world, and mankind has encountered a severe situation that has
never been experienced in peaceful times since entering modern
civilized society. The United States has intensiﬁed its pressure on
China, and Sino-US relations have fallen to their lowest level in
decades. Many industries closely related to the commanding heights
of science and technology, especially some TMT industries, have
repeatedly become the eye of the storm in the game of big powers.
The industry is moving forward amid this historical torrent.
Moreover, storms can produce countless huge opportunities.
Among the major economies in the world, China took the lead in
eﬀectively controlling the epidemic. The huge domestic market and
solid manufacturing capabilities and systems for the entire industry
chain immediately made eﬀorts to enable the TMT industry to
maintain a stable development trend in this special year. According
to data released by the Bureau of Operation Monitoring and
Coordination of the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology, in 2020 the development of the Internet and related service
industries were stable but declining. The revenue growth of
software and information technology services was stable, and while
the year-on-year value-added growth of the electronic information
manufacturing industry increased, the year-on-year speed of growth
dropped.
As a result of external environmental factors, the following subﬁelds
in the technology industry have all maintained rapid growth: online
education, online sales platforms, online games and integrated
circuit design. With the easing of the epidemic situation in China,
capital investment in the TMT industry turned to a rapid rise after a
brief decline at the beginning of the year. 5G applications and
terminals, cloud computing, semiconductors and other industries
have broad development prospects. Development in these areas is
in line with the country's long-term strategy and is favored by the
capital markets.
Industry regulation has also exerted great power in 2020, and some
irregularities have been further cleaned up and rectiﬁed. Internet
ﬁnance has been ﬁrst to bear the brunt. Many years of P2P rectiﬁcation basically have been completed, and some Internet-related
ﬁnancial and similar services have been found to have crossed the
regulatory red line. Personal information protection, especially the
protection of personal information in the Internet environment, is
highly valued, and this trend is also in line with countries around the
world.
In terms of the domestic capital markets, the Science and Technology Innovation Board, which was launched in 2019, attracted a large
number of "hard-core" technology companies to list there in 2020.
Among the 396 newly-added A-share listed companies this year, 145
were Science and Technology Innovation Board companies; and
Science and Technology Innovation Board ﬁnancing amounted to
RMB 222.6 billion, which is far ahead of all A-share segments.
Among them, SMIC ranks ﬁrst in the annual global IPO ﬁnancing
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amount with a ﬁnancing amount of RMB 53,230 million. In June
2020, the ChiNext Board also began to implement a registration
system reform, and the domestic listing channels for technological
innovation enterprises were further expanded.
In terms of overseas capital markets, the Hong Kong capital market
is still one of the main choices for TMT companies, and most China
concept stock companies listed in the United States also regard the
Hong Kong market as the main destination for secondary listings.
Public data show that the amount of ﬁnancing in the TMT sector has
ranked ﬁrst in the Hong Kong IPO industry for three consecutive
years. Although aﬀected by the uncertainty brought about by the
Sino-US dispute, there are still many inﬂuential Chinese companies
listed on NYSE and NASDAQ. The overseas reﬁnancing transactions
of China concept stock companies are also quite active. For example,
the overseas issues of USD bonds and/or American depositary
receipts by Xiaomi Group, iQiyi, Pinduoduo, and Ctrip.com, which
have all been assisted by Jingtian & Gongcheng, have in every case
obtained a good market response.
Jingtian & Gongcheng has for many years been engaged in various
ﬁelds in TMT and the technology industry, such as e-commerce,
virtual reality, big data, integrated circuits, cloud computing, artiﬁcial
intelligence, sharing economy, mobile Internet, online video, smart
TV, Internet medical treatment, new retail, cultural entertainment,
games, smart hardware and the knowledge economy. The ﬁrm has
provided comprehensive specialized legal services for these
businesses, including in respect of investment and ﬁnancing,
restructuring (including the establishment of VIE structure), listing,
mergers and acquisitions, equity incentives, data protection, daily
operations, antimonopoly, intellectual property, regulatory
compliance, etc.
Based on its deep, specialized and practical experience accumulated
over more than 20 years, Jingtian & Gongcheng has for several
consecutive years received recommendations and awards from
Chambers Asia Paciﬁc, Asian Legal Business, China Law & Practice,
China Business Law Journal, the Legal 500, IFLR and many other
well-known legal media.
In 2020, Jingtian & Gongcheng assisted more than 100 well-known
TMT companies to complete domestic and foreign listings, bond
issues, ﬁnancings and other projects. The following are some of the
honors and awards. The Missfresh USD 495 million ﬁnancing project
was listed among the "Top 10 Financing Events in China's VC/PE
Industry." The Ming Yuan Cloud Group Holdings Hong Kong Stock
Listing was listed among the "Top 10 Chinese Enterprise Hong Kong
Stock IPO Events". TCL Technology's acquisition of Central Holding
Electronics was listed among the "Top 10 Most Inﬂuential M&A
Transactions in 2020". The dispute between Huawei and Convenson
over patent rights non-infringement conﬁrmation and standard
required patent license conditions was awarded "the One Belt One
Road·Healthy Road" award as a case of excellent legal services.
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Assisted Ming Yuan Cloud to List on the Main Board of HKEx

On 25 September 2020, MingYuan Cloud Group Holdings Ltd. (00909.HK) completed its initial public oﬀering and was listed on the Main
Board of the HKEx, raising approximately HKD 5.9 billion.
Ming Yuan Cloud's listing on the Hong Kong Main Board is China's largest software IPO in history, and China's largest technology stock IPO
since 2018. This listing has been listed among the "Top 10 Chinese Enterprise Hong Kong Stock IPO Events" released by 36Kr.
Jingtian & Gongcheng's lawyer team, as Mainland legal counsel to the sponsor and underwriter, provided a full range of legal services including Chinese law due diligence, participation in the preparation of the listing application documents and assistance in responding to
regulatory issues. The ﬁrm participated in the whole listing process.

TCL Technology (000100.SZ) Acquired 100% of the Equity of Central Holding Group
And Completed the Mixed Equity Reform Project of Central Holding Group
On 28 September 2020, TCL Technology (000100.SZ) acquired 100% equity interest in the Central Holding Group and completed the Central Holding Group's mixed equity reform project. The total transaction value exceeded RMB 12 billion.
The project will help both parties to leverage their advantages in capital, technology and experience, make breakthroughs through collaborative integration, industry landing and demand guidance, and grasp the development wave of semiconductors, clean upgrades in energy
supply, and smart networking for electrical appliances.
Jingtian & Gongcheng's lawyer team, representing TCL Technology, provided full legal services for the acquisition, including overall industry due diligence, bidding plan design, transaction document negotiation, project delivery and anti-monopoly services.

Assisted Missfresh to Complete Round F of Financing

In December 2020, Missfresh completed the third settlement of its round F of ﬁnancing. This round of domestic and foreign equity and
debt ﬁnancing exceeded USD 800 million. The main investors include Tencent, Tiger Fund, Changshu Government Guidance Fund, Qingdao Government. Guidance Fund, etc.
This ﬁnancing is the largest equity and debt portfolio ﬁnancing in the ﬁeld of online fresh food, and it has been listed among the "Top 10
Financing Events in China's VC/PE Industry" released by 36Kr.
Jingtian & Gongcheng's lawyer team, as the company's regular legal counsel and transaction legal counsel, assisted the company in completing project due diligence, transaction document review, issuance of legal opinions and settlement. Jingtian & Gongcheng has assisted
the company with nearly ten ﬁnancing projects from a round B to an round F.
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Assisted Fujian Foxit Software Development Co., Ltd. (688095.SH)
to list A shares on the Science and Technology Innovation Board
Assisted Farasis Energy (Ganzhou) Co., Ltd. (688567.SH) to list A
shares on the Science and Technology Innovation Board
Assisted Rockontrol Technology Group Co., Ltd. (688051.SH) to list
A shares on the Science and Technology Innovation Board
Assisted Guangdong Zijing Information Storage Technology Co.,
Ltd. (688086.SH) to list A shares on the Science and Technology
Innovation Board
Assisted Beijing Labtech Instruments Co., Ltd. (688056.SH) to list A
shares on the Science and Technology Innovation Board
Assisted Chengdu Zongheng Automation Technology Co., Ltd. to
list A shares on the Science and Technology Innovation Board (post
meeting)
Assisted Cathay Paciﬁc New Point Software Co., Ltd. to list A shares
on the Science and Technology Innovation Board (post meeting)
Assisted Lvji Technology Holdings Limited (01745.HK) to become
listed on the Main Board of the HKEx
Assisted Edensoft Holdings Limited (01147.HK) to become listed
on the Main Board of the HKEx
Assisted Vesync Co., Ltd. (02148.HK) to become listed on the Main
Board of the HKEx
Assisted Ming Yuan Cloud Group Holdings Ltd. (00909.HK) to
become listed on the Main Board of the HKEx
Assisted Nejoy Holdings Ltd. (02131.HK) to become listed on the
Main Board of the HKEx
Assisted Zero2IPO Ventures Holdings Ltd. (01945.HK) to become
listed on the Main Board of the HKEx
Assisted Ebang International Holdings (NASDAQ:EBON) to become
listed on NASDAQ
Assisted WIMI Hologram (NASDAQ:WIMI) to become listed on
NASDAQ
Assisted UCL Group (NASDAQ:UCL) to become listed on NASDAQ
Assisted Pinduoduo (NASDAQ:PDD) in an additional issue of shares
on NASDAQ and on an issue of USD bonds
Assisted Global Infotech Ltd. (300465.SZ) in the targeted additional
issue of A shares on the ChiNext Board

Assisted VCredit Holdings Ltd. (02003.HK) to issue USD bonds
overseas
Assisted Huawei Investment & Holding Co., Ltd. to issue the phases
1 to 4 of 2020 medium-term notes
Assist BOE Technology Group Co., Ltd. (000725.SZ) in the public
issuance of 2020 renewable corporate bonds (phases 1 to 3)
(epidemic prevention and control bonds)
Assisted Shenzhen Ping An Financial Technology Consulting Co.,
Ltd. in the non-public issuance of RMB 2 billion corporate bonds in
2020 (phases 1 to 3)
Assisted NASDAQ listed company ChaSerg to complete a business
merger with Grid Dynamics through its subsidiary, making Grid
Dynamics a wholly-owned subsidiary of ChaSerg and completing
its listing on NASDAQ. ChaSerg was renamed Grid Dynamics
Holdings, Inc. (NASDAQ:GDYN)
Assisted Hanjiao International Beijing Luji Technology Co., Ltd. and
AS Capital, Inc (OTC:ASIN) to complete a US stock listing through a
reverse merger. After the merger, AS Capital, Inc was renamed
Hanjiao Group, Inc (OTC:HJGP)
Assist Kitchen Culture Holdings Ltd. in the reorganization and
acquisition of OOWAY GROUP LTD., OOWAY TECHNOLOGY LTD. and
other big data, Internet consulting and other businesses
Represented TCL Technology (000100.SZ), as legal counsel for the
acquirer lawyer and anti-monopoly ﬁling lawyer, in its acquisition
of 100% of the equity of Central Holding Group and the mixed
equity reform project of Central Holding Group, with a total
transaction amount exceeding RMB 12 billion
Represented Newborn Town Inc. (09911.HK) in its acquisition of a
controlling interest in Beijing Mico World Technology Co., Ltd.
Represented the National Military-Civilian Integration Industry
Investment Fund Co., Ltd. in Its participation in the non-public
oﬀering of shares of Sugon (603019.SH)
Represented National Integrated Circuit Industry Fund Phase II and
Shanghai Integrated Circuit Industry Fund Phase II in their joint
increase by USD 2.25 billion of the capital of a subsidiary of SMIC
(NYSE:SMI), Southern Integrated Circuit Manufacturing Co., Ltd., a
14-nanometer production base of SMIC
Represented Shanghai Bingsheng Technology Co., Ltd. in the
reorganization of the smart parking industry's "unicorn (ETCP)"
project, involving more than 10,000 parking lots, with a total
investment of more than RMB 300 million

Assisted Baidu (NASDAQ:BIDU) to issue USD 1 billion bonds
overseas

Represented National Integrated Circuit Industry Fund Phase II,
Fujian Anxin Industry Investment Fund and China Internet
Investment Fund in their strategic investment in Smartsenstech
(Shanghai) Electronic Technology Co., Ltd. prior to its listing

Assisted Ctrip.com (NASDAQ:TCOM) to issue 500 million USD
overseas exchangeable bonds due in 2027

Represented Shanghai Sunic Capital Co., Ltd. in its acquisition of a
South Korean chip company
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security, data security and mobile security solutions
Represented investors in completing a round B ﬁnancing of Beijing
iSpace Technology Co., Ltd., a company engaged in the research
and development of commercial-use rockets and providing
systematic launch solutions, with a post-investment valuation of
approximately RMB 6.2 billion
Represented investors in completing a RMB 1.2 billion round C
ﬁnancing of LandSpace, a leading domestic commercial company
that develops and operates liquid rockets
Represented Joyy (NASDAQ:YY) in its acquisition of Hong Kong
e-commerce platform Shopline Corporation Limited
Represented a fund belonging to Joyy in its acquisition of the
cross-border e-commerce platform AjMall and in its completion as
lead investor of a nearly 1 billion round C ﬁnancing project for the
community e-commerce platform FreshLife Ltd.
Represented Eight Square Capital in its investment in the US-based
artiﬁcial intelligence system solution provider Nod
Represented China Elite Capital in its investment in a number of
domestic technology companies, including Montage Technology
(cloud computing and AI chips), Qi An Xin Technology (network
security), YUNEEC (drone), Qingsong Cloud (network security),
Integrity Tech (network security), Yuantiao Tech (traﬃc big data),
Ziyun Cloud (IoT), Meichuang Technology (data security), and QXP
Technologies (optical technology)
Represented Walden International in its RMB 1.1 billion
investment in a high-tech company Biren Technology that develops
GPU and AI computing chips

Represented Xiaomi in its RMB 15.2 million investment in Ningbo
Air Touch Intelligent Technology Co., Ltd. through Hubei Xiaomi
Yangtze River Industry Fund Partnership (Limited Partnership)
Represented Wuhu Industry Investment Fund Co., Ltd. and its
aﬃliates in completing a RMB 400 million investment project in
Shenzhen Huole Technology Development Co., Ltd.
Represented MFund Capital to complete its investment of RMB 20
million in Hibot Technology (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd.
Represented CITIC Industry Fund in completing a RMB 900 million
ﬁnancing of Baidu's life career group business Xiaodu Technology
and a USD 20 million round D ﬁnancing of a full service intelligent
business operation and maintenance service provider Cloudwise
Represented FutureX Capital in its pre-IPO round of ﬁnancing of
Smartsentech (Shanghai) Electronic Technology Co., Ltd.
Represented Intel Capital in its investment in a special gas
production company in Fujian, a power management chip research
and development company in Hangzhou, a pressure-controlled
charging chip research and development company in Shanghai,
and a smart sensor chip research and development company in
Ningbo
Represented InnoVen in providing USD 2 million in debt ﬁnancing
to the cross-border Internet payment platform Panda Remit,
providing USD 7 million in debt ﬁnancing to CassTime, and
providing USD 3 million in debt ﬁnancing to Cheche Technology
Represented Lingfeng Fund in its investment in Shanghai Seassoon
Information Technology Co., Ltd.

Represented GenBridge Capital in its RMB 33 million private equity
investment in the oﬄine retail operation company Ruidi
Interactive, incubated by Xiachufang App

Represented Duiba (01753.HK) to complete a convertible debt
investment in Hangzhou YPLSec Information Technology Co., Ltd.

Represented Lightspeed Capital in completing a new round of
investment of USD 1.7 billion in the intelligent transportation
platform Manbang Group

Represented investors in completing a C+ round of ﬁnancing with a
valuation of USD 480 million for Sensors Data, a leading big data
analysis service provider

Represented Capital Today in its round C of investment in the
self-operated fresh food platform "Dingdong MC"

Represented investors in completing an E-3 round of ﬁnancing for
the leading computer vision technology company, Yitu

Represented Lightspeed China in its round A2 investment in the
single-photon sensor chip research and development company
Adapsphotonics, its round B investment in the one-stop supply
chain platform for clothing accessories Fuliaoyi, its round B
investment in the marketing cloud company Convertible Lab, its
round B investment in the industrial mobile robot research and
development and manufacturer Standard Robots, its round C+D
investment in the human resources one-stop cloud service
provider Woqu 365, and its new round of investment of tens of
millions of USD in the wealth digital technology service platform
Beta Data

Represented SIG in completing an investment of RMB 50 million in
MLink Technology, an investment of USD 2.4 million in Han Yi Data,
and participation in a RMB 100 million ﬁnancing of a ﬁnancial big
data-based wealth digital technology service platform

Represented CETC Core Technology R&D Equity Investment Fund
(Beijing) Partnership (Limited Partnership) in its RMB 150 million
investment in Wondersoft, a leading domestic provider of intranet

Represented Tianjin Xianzhilian in its investment in the projects of
Suzhou Talant Optronics Technology Co., Ltd., Shenzhen Lowpowersemi Co., Ltd., Wuhu Yingri Technology Co., Ltd., Nanjing
Gaoguang Semiconductor Materials Co., Ltd., and Shaanxi Laite
Optoelectronic Materials Co., Ltd.
Represented investors in the completion of an round E ﬁnancing
with a comprehensive valuation of USD 2 billion and an E2 round of
ﬁnancing with a comprehensive valuation of approximately USD
2.5 billion for Mininglamp Data, a company in the ﬁeld of big data
and artiﬁcial intelligence
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Represented investors in completing a round D1/D2 of ﬁnancing
with a valuation of RMB 1.5 billion for Cloudwise, a technology
company providing website monitoring and operation and
maintenance of SaaS services
Represented investors in completing a RMB 300 million B+ round
of ﬁnancing for Qingteng Cloud, an adaptive cloud security service
provider
Representing investors in completing a RMB 320 million round A of
ﬁnancing for a high-tech company Stream Computing, a high-tech
company engaged in artiﬁcial intelligence chip manufacturing and
production
Represented investors in completing a pre-A round of ﬁnancing for
Youi Bot, an innovative high-tech company with a core business of
robot R&D and manufacturing
Represented Huatai Innovation in its RMB 100 million round D
investment in DaoCloud
Represented Gome Capital in its investment in Meiwu 365 (Tianjin)
Technology Co., Ltd.
Represented Hidden Mountain Capital in its round A ﬁnancing of
Shanghai Seer Intelligent Technology Co., Ltd.
Represented a consortium led by Wise Road Capital and the Hong
Kong listed company ASM Paciﬁc in establishing a high-tech joint
venture in Hong Kong

Assisted Autowise.ai to complete a RMB 90 million round A+ of
ﬁnancing. Investors included Zhongqi Dongjian, PICC Qidi,
Redpoint Fund and Qianhai Fund of Funds
Assisted Hongan Robots (Chu Xin) to complete a round B series of
ﬁnancing of RMB 230 million
Assisted Shanghai Chuanglan to complete a round B ﬁnancing of
71.9 million. The investors were GF Investment and related funds
Assisted Beijing Zhulong Information Technology Co., Ltd. to
complete an round A ﬁnancing project of RMB 120 million
Assisted Beijing Youzhiyouxing Technology Co., Ltd. to complete an
round A ﬁnancing project of RMB 30 million
Assisted Laiye Technology, a service company in the ﬁeld of
process automation and artiﬁcial intelligence, to complete a round
C ﬁnancing project
Assisted Shanghai Yibaimi Network Technology Co., Ltd. (Dingdong
MC) to complete a C1 round of ﬁnancing amounting to several
hundred millions of USD and involving well-known investors such
as General Atlantic, CMC, and Sequoia
Assisted Hangzhou Xinfengwei Network Technology Co., Ltd.
(Dingding's main operating entity) in its round B and B+ round
ﬁnancing projects of RMB 70 million
Assisted Shanghai OpsMind Information Technology Co., Ltd. to
complete an round A ﬁnancing project

Represented BOCOM International for its participation in a RMB
200 million round C ﬁnancing of Emotibot

Assisted a well-known Internet company in a round B ﬁnancing

Represented Alibaba in its participation in the RMB 300 million
ﬁnancing of SAIC Mobility

Assisted many listed technology companies to complete a 2020
restricted stock incentive plan, including Winlink Technology
(002642.SZ), BOE (000725.SZ), etc.

Assisted Beijing EasyDataLink Technology Development Co., Ltd. to
complete its A\A+ round of ﬁnancing, introducing Sequoia Capital
and IDG Capital as investors
Assisted Lupin Capital to withdraw from Beijing Xiaojiang Bolang
Technology Co., Ltd.
Assisted a leading car networking company to complete a RMB 600
million round B of ﬁnancing. Investors include Dongfeng Motor
and Xiaomi
Assisted WiMi in completing a RMB 140 million pre-IPO round of
ﬁnancing, with investors from two China-ASEAN funds, ASEAN
China Investment Fund IV LP and ASEAN China Investment Fund
(US) IV LP, with a post-investment valuation of RMB 1.8 billion
Assisted Buy Quickly Network in completing RMB 494 million in
round A ﬁnancing. Investors included Sequoia Capital, Fengshion
Capital, and Batach Sophia, who increased capital in Buy Quickly
Network and received part of the old stock of Gelisi (603808.SH)
Assisted Missfresh to complete rounds F1\F2\F3 of ﬁnancing, with
domestic and foreign equity debt ﬁnancing exceeding USD 800
million. Major investors include Tencent, Tiger Fund, Changshu
Government Guidance Fund, Qingdao Government Guidance
Fund, etc.
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Assisted Hangzhou Yunxi Technology Co., Ltd. to complete a RMB
200 million round B+ of ﬁnancing and represented the investment
platform that it established to invest in Hangzhou Longji Information Technology Co., Ltd.
Assisted an artiﬁcial intelligence online client service system
software development company in an angel round ﬁnancing
Media
Assisted Yalla Technology (NYSE:YALA) to become listed on NYSE
Assisted Joy Spreader Interactive Technology Limited (06988.HK)
to become listed on the Main Board of the HKEx
Assisted AdTiger Corp., Ltd. (01163.HK) to become listed on the
Main Board of the HKEx
Assisted Icon Culture Global Co., Ltd. (08500.HK) to become listed
on the GEM Board of the HKEx
Assisted iQIYI (NASDAQ:IQ) to issue foreign USD 800 million
convertible bonds maturing in 2026, and at the same time to sell
40 million American depositary shares (ADS), raising approximately
USD 700 million
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Assisted iClick (NASDAQ:ICLK) in the issuance of additional
American epdositary shares (ADS) on NASDAQ
Assisted Beijing Ganzao Culture Media Co., Ltd. ("PaperClip") to
complete a USD 2 million round A of ﬁnancing. This round was led
by SIG, accompanied by FreesFund and Bilibili
Represented the "Ceramic King" Yesheng Capital, a subsidiary of
Foshan New Pearl Ceramics Group, to receive part of the shares
held by the old shareholders of 36Kr Holdings Co., Ltd., and
completed the signing and delivery on the 36Kr (NASDAQ:KRKR)
listing date
Represented the acquired party in the acquisition of all the shares
of City-Media (Shanghai) Co., Ltd. by an indirect wholly-owned
subsidiary of CG Services Holdings Co., Ltd.
Represented ByteDance in its strategic investment, through its
wholly-owned investment platform Beijing Quantum Jump
Technology Co., Ltd., to strategically invest in China's leading
mobile reading distribution platform Palmy Technology
(603533.SH). In this transaction ByteDance acquired 45,045,046
shares of Palmy Technology, accounting for 11.23% of the total
share capital of Palmy Technology, with an investment amount
exceeding RMB 1.1 billion
Telecom
Assisted Xiaomi Group (01810.HK) to issue overseas USD 600
million of 10-year bonds maturing in 2030
Assisted Gome Communication Equipment Co., Ltd. (600898.SH) in
completing major asset sales and related transactions
Assisted Xiaomi Group (01810.HK) in the public oﬀering of USD
855 million of guaranteed convertible bonds on the HKEx through
its overseas subsidiary Xiaomi Best Time International Limited
Assisted rail transit Wi-Fi operator Huan Media to build a VIE
structure
Represented Cordiant in its acquisition of A-share listed company
Shuzhi Technology (300038.SZ), a domestic communications tower
business, by means of convertible bonds
Assisted Mirae Asset (a fund of Korea Mirae Asset) to complete its
USD 21 million investment in Beijing Ronglian Yitong Information
Technology Co., Ltd.
Assisted Sierra Wireless, a wireless communications company, in
the sale of its domestic companies and assets
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In 2020, the covid epidemic broke out. In the ﬁrst quarter, China's medical and health policies revolved around the prevention and control of the
epidemic and the resumption of work and production. 2020 was also the beginning of the new decade of the "Healthy China 2030" strategy. After
the epidemic prevention and control achieved a partial victory for this current phase, the National Health Commission ("NHC"), the National
Medical Products Administration ("NMPA") and the National Healthcare Security Administration ("NHSA") and other directly related medical and
health departments focused on deepening the great mission of the reforming the medical and health system. Relevant measures have been
introduced at all levels on medicine, medical insurance and medical care to continue to create a good medical industry development environment
and optimize medical and health services.

Major Laws in the Healthcare Field
01 June 2020

"The Basic Medical Hygiene and Health Promotion Law of the People's Republic of China" is oﬃcially in eﬀect

17 October 2020

The "Biosafety Law of the People's Republic of China" is passed by vote

26 December 2020

"Amendment to the Criminal Law of the People's Republic of China (11)" is passed by vote

Healthcare Policy
Public Health
09 May 2020

"Public Health Prevention, Control and Treatment Capacity Building Plan" was released

1 December 2020

"National Public Health Information Construction Standards and Norms (Trial)" was released

Graded Diagnosis and Treatment
09 July 2020

"Notice on Issuing Administrative Measures for Medical Consortia (Trial)" was released

31 August 2020

"Medical and Health Community Construction Evaluation Standards and Monitoring Index System for Compact Counties (Trial)" was
released

Medical Institution Examination and Assessment
13 August 2020

"Guiding Opinions on Strengthening the Performance Appraisal of Primary Medical and Health Institutions (Trial)" was released

28 December 2020

"Third-level Hospital Accreditation Standards (2020 version)" was released

Internet Healthcare
28 February 2020

"Guiding Opinions on Promoting the Development of "Internet+" Medical Insurance Services during the Period of Covid Epidemic
Prevention and Control" was released

02 November 2020

"Notice on Further Strengthening the Capacity Building of Telemedicine Networks" was released

02 November 2020

"Guiding Opinions on Actively Promoting 'Internet +' Medical Services and Medical Insurance Payments" was released
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Medical Policy
Drug Registration and Production
07 January 2020

"Guiding Principles for Drug Development and Evaluation Supported by Real World Evidence (Trial)" was released

30 March 2020

"Administrative Measures for Drug Registration" was released

30 March 2020

"Measures for the Supervision and Administration of Drug Production" was released

26 April 2020

"Pharmaceutical Clinical Trial Quality Management Standards" was released

30 June 2020

"Chemical Drug Registration Classiﬁcation and Application Information Requirements" was released

30 June 2020

"Registration Classiﬁcations and Application Information Requirements for Biological Products" was released

11 September 2020

"Implementation Measures for the Early Resolution Mechanism for Drug Patent Disputes (Trial) (Draft for Solicitation of Comments)" was
released

28 September 2020

"Registration Classiﬁcations and Application Information Requirements of Chinese Medicines" was released

Medical Representative Filing System
30 September 2020

"Administrative Measures for the Filing Application of Medical Representatives (Trial)" was released

Purchase and Sale of Drugs (Raw Materials)
16 January 2020

"Notice on Carrying out the Second Batch of National Organizations for the Centralized Procurement and Use of Drugs" was released

24 April 2020

"Notice on Printing and Distributing the National Drug Shortage List Management Measures (Trial)" was released

29 July 2020

"National Drug Centralized Procurement Document (GY-YD2020-1)" was released

13 October 2020

"Anti-Monopoly Guidelines in the Field of Active Pharmaceutical Ingredients (Draft for Solicitation of Comments)" was released

16 October 2020

"National Organization for Centralized Procurement of Coronary Stents Document" was released

30 December 2020

"Notice on Printing and Distributing the List of National Shortage Drugs" was released

Rational Drug Use
26 February 2020

"Opinion on Strengthening the Management of Pharmaceutical Aﬀairs in Medical Institutions and Promoting Rational Use of Drugs" was
released

09 June 2020

"Notice on Carrying Out Well the Management of the Clinical Application of Antimicrobial Drugs in the New Situation

30 July 2020

“Opinion on Further Strengthening the Monitoring and Evaluation System and Capacity Building of Adverse Drug Reactions” was released

Medical Insurance Policy
Medical Insurance Reform
05 March 2020

"Opinion on Deepening the Reform of the Medical Security System" was released

09 July 2020

"Guiding Opinion on Promoting the Reform of the Medical Security Fund Regulatory System" was released

17 August 2020

"2020 National Medical Insurance Drug List Adjustment Work Plan" was released

16 September 2020

"Guiding Opinion on Establishing Pharmaceutical Prices and Recruitment Credit Evaluation System" was release

20 November 2020

"Pharmaceutical Price and Recruitment Credit Evaluation Operation Speciﬁcations (2020 Edition)" was released

Medical Insurance Payment Reform
20 November 2020

"National Medical Insurance Pay-by-Disease Value (DIP) Technical Speciﬁcations" and "DIP Disease List (Version 1.0)" was released

Insurance Coverage of Internet Diagnosis and Treatment
02 November 2020

"Guiding Opinion on Actively Promoting 'Internet +' Medical Services and Medical Insurance Payments" was released

Medical Device Medical Insurance Directory
08 June 2020

"Interim Measures for the Management of Medical Consumables for Basic Medical Insurance (Draft for Solicitation of Comments)" was released
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Jingtian & Gongcheng has been active in the Chinese legal market
in the medical and life sciences for many years, and our lawyer
team has excellent service capabilities and extensive project
experience in this ﬁeld. We have timely and accurate understanding and grasp of the latest legal trends and policy environment in
the medical and life science industries. We also focus on
understanding and researching the cutting-edge issues and
international innovations in the industry. Our expertise lies in the
understanding and experience of the latest developments in the
industry that run through our legal services. Our service
experience covers major sub-industries in this ﬁeld, such as
medical services and public health, pharmaceutical industry,
biotechnology, medical equipment, testing and diagnosis, Internet
applications in the medical industry, and senior citizen and health
management industries.
Jingtian & Gongcheng, as a leading legal service organization in the
industry, provides a large number of innovative solutions to
companies in the medical and life science ﬁelds. We have
accomplished many classic examples of this, such as the ﬁrst
mainland hospital listed in Hong Kong (Phoenix Healthcare), the
simultaneous listing of Asia’s largest hospital operator IHH in
Singapore and Malaysia, the listing on the NYSE of the ﬁrst
mainland medical services company (Concord Medical Services),
and the listing in Hong Kong of the Chinese biomedical industry
unicorn WuXi Biologics, and many other major milestone projects.
In 2020, Jingtian & Gongcheng continued its eﬀorts, assisting six
companies in the industry to become listed on the HKEx and
assisting four companies in the industry to list A shares.
In 2021, Jingtian & Gongcheng will continue to provide clients with
a full range of one-stop specialized legal services, covering industry
regulation and regulatory and compliance recommendations for
the daily operations of pharmaceutical and medical enterprises,
intellectual property protection, and patent licensing and the grant
of distribution rights, data protection and management, anti-unfair
competition and anti-monopoly services, domestic and foreign
investment and ﬁnancing, Sino-foreign joint venture cooperation,
mergers and acquisitions, reorganizations, corporate restructuring, domestic and foreign listing, medical- and pharmaceutical-related dispute resolution, etc.
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Assisted Peijia Medical's Listing on the Main Board of the HKEx
On 15 May 2020, Peijia Medical Ltd. (09996.HK) completed its initial public oﬀering and was listed on the Main Board of the HKEx, becoming the ﬁrst medical device company in 2020 to be listed on the HKEx in accordance with Chapter 18A of the Listing Rules.
With this achievement, Peijia Medical has completed a magniﬁcent turn from the "star stock of medical equipment" to the "king of frozen
capital in Hong Kong stocks in 2020." In the past, big-name cornerstone investors would gather for a ritual blessing, and then there would
be a record oversubscription, attracting widespread attention in the capital market.
Jingtian & Gongcheng's lawyer team, as Mainland legal counsel to the issuer, provided assistance throughout the listing process, including
designing the reorganization structure, conducting legal due diligence, issuing legal opinions, and assisting in responding to feedback from
regulatory agencies on the listing application.

Assisted Burning Rock Biotech's Listing and Additional Issuance on NASDAQ
On 12 June 2020, Burning Rock Biotech Ltd. (NASDAQ:BNR) completed an initial public oﬀering and listed on NASDAQ in the United States.
It is the ﬁrst stock related to China's second-generation gene sequencing. Burning Rock issued an additional 2,243,000 depositary shares
(ADS) in December 2020.
Burning Rock Biotech is engaged in the research and development of tumor detection reagents and tumor detection. Its business and R&D
directions include three areas: tumor patient population detection, cancer early detection, and tumor genome big data ecosystem. It is
one of the leading second-generation cancer genetic detection companies in China.
Jingtian & Gongcheng's lawyer team, as China legal counsel to the underwriter, provided legal services throughout the whole listing and
additional issuance process, including comprehensive legal due diligence, analysis and resolution of legal issues, issuance of legal opinions
and answers to feedback from NASDAQ and other legal services.

Assisted Sinocelltech to list on the Science and Technology Innovation
Board of the Shanghai Stock Exchange
On 22 June 2020, Sinocelltech Group Ltd. (688520.SH) completed its initial public oﬀering and listed on the Science and Technology Innovation Board of the Shanghai Stock Exchange.
Sinocelltech is an innovative biopharmaceutical R&D and industrialization development company, focusing on the R&D and industrialization of biopharmaceutical products in multiple treatment and prevention ﬁelds such as malignant tumors, autoimmune diseases, infectious diseases and genetic diseases.
Jingtian & Gongcheng's lawyer team, as legal counsel to the sponsor, participated in the whole listing process. In addition to providing
solutions and opinions to the company, the ﬁrm also provided relevant materials including but not limited to the preparation of application
documents, and other documents required by the company and the sponsor.
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Assisted Immunotech Biopharm to Become Listed on the Main Board of the HKEx
On 10 July 2020, Immunotech Biopharm Ltd. (06978.HK) completed its initial public oﬀering and became listed on the Main Board of the
HKEx. The listing of Immunotech Biopharm has received recognition of both the capital markets and the industry. Many well-known funds,
investors and industry companies participated, including the Greater Bay Area Homeland Development Fund, Tasly Holdings, and China
Lesso.
Immunotech Biopharm is a leading cellular immunotherapy biomedical company in China and has been focusing on the development and
commercialization of T cell immunotherapy for the past 13 years. Jingtian & Gongcheng's lawyer team, as Mainland legal counsel to the
co-sponsor and underwriter, participated in the whole listing process, conducting a comprehensive legal due diligence on the issuer, analyzing and resolving key legal issues, etc., helping Immunotech Biopharm to successfully complete this issuance and listing.

Assisted Simcere Pharmaceutical to List on the Main Board of the HKEx
On 27 October 2020, Simcere Pharmaceutical Group Ltd. (02096.HK) completed its initial public oﬀering and became listed on the Main
Board of the HKEx. It is one of the largest pharmaceutical companies listed on the HKEx in 2020.
Simcere Pharmaceutical is China's ﬁrst biological and chemical pharmaceutical company listed on NYSE (stock code: SCR). It was privatized
in December 2013 and quickly transformed into an innovation and R&D-driven pharmaceutical company.
Jingtian & Gongcheng's lawyer team, as Mainland legal counsel to the co-sponsor, participated in the whole listing process, providing the
client with a full range of legal services including due diligence of listing laws, analysis and resolution of key legal issues, and assistance in
responding to regulatory issues.

Assisted Hillhouse Capital to Complete Multiple Investments in Healthcare
and Medical Projects
In 2020, Hillhouse Capital completed over USD 350 million in round B ﬁnancing for Ruipeng Pet Group Inc. (the main operating entity of
New Ruipeng Pet Medical), over RMB 175 million in round B+ ﬁnancing for Thousand Oaks Biopharmaceuticals (Haimen) Co., Ltd., over
RMB 160 million in round B ﬁnancing for Jiangsu Bestbrain Health Medical Technology Co., Ltd., and over RMB 140 million in round B ﬁnancing for Shanghai Bestudy Medical Technology Co., Ltd.
Hillhouse Capital is one of the largest investment funds in Asia in terms of asset management. Jingtian & Gongcheng's lawyer team performed legal due diligence on the target companies on behalf of Hillhouse Capital, participated in the design and discussion of the transaction structure, drafted transaction documents, and completed all the delivery work, providing investors with a full range of high-quality
legal services.
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Capital Markets
Assisted SinoCellTech Group Co., Ltd. (688520.SH) in listing A
shares on the Science and Technology Innovation Board
Assisted TINAVI Medical Technologies Co., Ltd. (688277.SH) in
listing A shares on the Science and Technology Innovation Board
Assisted Chemclin Diagnostics Co., Ltd. in listing A shares on the
Science and Technology Innovation Board (post meeting)
Assisted Hefei Lifeon Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd. (003020.SZ) in listing
A shares on the SME Board
Assisted Peijia Medical Ltd. (09996.HK) in listing on the Main Board
of the HKEx
Assisted Honliv Healthcare Management Group Co., Ltd.
(09906.HK) in listing on the Main Board of the HKEx
Assisted Immunotech Biopharm Ltd. (06978.HK) in listing on the
Main Board of the HKEx
Assisted Simcere Pharmaceutical Group Ltd. (02096.HK) in listing
on the Main Board of the HKEx
Assisted HBM Holdings Ltd. (02142.HK) in listing on the Main Board
of the HKEx
Assisted Raily Aesthetic Medicine International Holdings Ltd.
(02135.HK) in listing on the Main Board of the HKEx
Assisted Burning Rock Biotech (NASDAQ:BNR) in listing on NASDAQ
and additional issuance in the United States
Assisted Legend Biotech Corp. (NASDAQ:LEGN) in listing on
NASDAQ in the United States
Assisted Nanjing Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd. (600713.SH) to
successfully issue Phases I and II of 2020 medium-term notes
(epidemic prevention and control bonds), and the phases I to III of
2020 ultra-short-term ﬁnancing bonds
Investment and Mergers & Acquisitions
Represented Taikang Insurance in its cross-border investment in
Cutia Therapeutics
Represented Ikan Group by providing full legal services for the
establishment and commissioning of Sunzen Medical, including
factory site selection, company establishment, equipment and raw
material procurement negotiations, etc., as well as consulting
services such as medical device production regulatory assistance,
emergency ﬁling and registration approval, assistance with
protective equipment import and export policies and international
certiﬁcation, etc.
Represented Beijing Huatong Jizhi Medical Equipment Co., Ltd. in
cooperation with foreign experts to establish an R&D platform
project company in the United States and provided legal services
for the purchase of intellectual property rights

JINGTIAN & GONGCHENG

Represented BOE (000725.SZ) in its acquisition of the assets of the
People's Hospital of Suzhou Wujiang Economic and Technological
Development Zone
Represented Jiangsu Lianhuan Pharmaceutical Group Co., Ltd. in
its strategic investment in Jiangsu Ruiyuan Biotechnology Co., Ltd.
Represented China State-owned Capital Venture Capital Fund as
lead investor in its RMB 470 million C2 round of ﬁnancing for
Ribolia Biotech
Represented an investor in leading a million USD angel round of
ﬁnancing for a well-known biomedical company, adopting the
"Simple Agreement for Future Equity" (SAFE) approach
Represented investor Rotating Boulder Capital in a USD 105 million
(about RMB 730 million) round D of ﬁnancing of Sirnaomics Inc.
Represented 3HH Investment in completing a round B ﬁnancing of
RMB 1.2 billion in Shanghai Haihe Pharmaceutical Research and
Development Co., Ltd., a round C ﬁnancing of several hundred
million RMB in Shanghai Shenqi Medical Technology Co., Ltd., and
a pre-B round of ﬁnancing of more than RMB 100 million in Edge
Medical Robotics Co., Ltd.
Represented Hillhouse Capital in the completion of over USD 350
million in round B ﬁnancing of Ruipeng Pet Group Inc. (the
operating entity of New Ruipeng Pet Medical), over RMB 175
million in B+ round ﬁnancing for Thousand Oaks Biopharmaceuticals (Haimen) Co., Ltd., over RMB 160 million in round B ﬁnancing
for Jiangsu Bestbrain Health Medical Technology Co., Ltd., and over
RMB 140 million in round B ﬁnancing for Shanghai Bestudy
Medical Technology Co., Ltd.
Represented Guangzhou Baidu Venture Capital Artiﬁcial
Intelligence Equity Investment Partnership (Limited Partnership) to
complete an RMB 85 million investment in Jiangyin Wanzhongxing
Health Industry Development Co., Ltd. together with Fidelity,
Source Code, and Ally Capital
Represented investors in completing an angel+ round and a pre-A
round ﬁnancing of a newly founded company METiS Pharmaceuticals, which uses artiﬁcial intelligence to drive the optimization of
pharmaceutical preparations, is committed to optimizing the
eﬃciency of new drug development, and creates low-risk, high-value preparations and new drugs
Represented a fund of CMB International Capital Management
(Shenzhen) Co., Ltd. in its investment in the Hengsheng Medical
project
Represented Huagai Capital in its B+ round investment in Beijing
Gene+ Technology Co., Ltd., in its RMB 20 million round B
investment in AccuMedical Devices (Beijing) Co., Ltd., and its round
A investment in Yiming (Beijing) Cell Biotechnology Co., Ltd.
Represented investors in the completion of a round B of ﬁnancing
of the new biopharmaceutical company Cullgen, with a
post-investment valuation of approximately USD 150 million
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Represented Mirae Asset (a fund of South Korea's Mirae Assets) in
its USD 11 million investment in Shenzhen XtalPi Technology Co.,
Ltd. and its USD 21 million round C ﬁnancing of EpimAb Biotherapeutics, Inc.
Represented MFund Capital and Fengwu Capital to invest RMB 17
million in Shenzhen Qianhai Maigemei Technology Co., Ltd.
Represented Dayone Capital in its RMB 136 million round A of
ﬁnancing of an Internet + oral invisible correction platform
Represented Lightspeed China in its round C2 of investment in the
consumer medical SaaS+ supply chain platform Linkedcare
Represented Hunan Qiancheng Medical Management Co., Ltd., as
anti-monopoly ﬁling legal counsel, in applying to the State
Administration of Market Supervision and Administration's
Anti-Monopoly Bureau for a new joint venture between Hunan
Qiancheng Medical Management Co., Ltd. and SPR ESC Holdings,
L.P., which project was passed unconditionally
Assisted Huamai Tyco Medical Equipment Co., Ltd. to complete its
restructuring project
Assisted Shanghai Bibo Pharma Co., Ltd. to complete a RMB RMB
200 million round A of ﬁnancing, with a ﬁnancing valuation of RMB
1 billion
Assisted Shanghai Nuohui Medical Technology Co., Ltd. to
complete its round A of ﬁnancing. The lead investors in this round
are Changling, Lenovo and Baidu
Assisted Nanjing Bioheng Biotech Co., Ltd. to complete its
convertible bond ﬁnancing, with Decheng as the investor
Assisted a biomedical R&D company in its round A of ﬁnancing
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In 2020, some education segments, such as oﬄine training,

Jingtian & Gongcheng maintains a very high market share in the

suﬀered setbacks in business development due to the impact of

education industry. In 2020, we participated in the listing projects

the epidemic, and even some market players faced diﬃculties in

of Gench Education (01525.HK), Leader Education (01449.HK), and

survival. However, the overall education market in China

Meten Education (NASDAQ:METX). Among them, Gench Education

maintained a positive development trend, especially the online

(01525.HK) operates Shanghai's largest private university, the

training industry, which during this period developed more rapidly.

fourth largest university in the Yangtze River Delta, and the fastest
growing university in the Yangtze River Delta, Shanghai Jianqiao

In 2020, six education companies with a background in Mainland

College. Leader Education (01449.HK) operates in the Heilongjiang

China were listed in Hong Kong, and seven (including Meten

Institute of Business and Technology, which is at the forefront of

Education, which is listed by way of a SPAC), were listed in the

private universities in Northeast China and is still greatly expanding

United States. In terms of policy regulation, the Ministry of

in size. It is particularly worth noting that Meten Education

Education and ﬁve other departments issued the "Opinion on

(NASDAQ:METX), which completed the SPAC transaction closing in

Further Strengthening and Regulating the Management of

the ﬁrst quarter of 2020, is the only company in the domestic

Educational Fees" (Jiaocai [2020] No. 5), which put forward more

education ﬁeld to achieve listing through a SPAC in recent years.

normative requirements on the issue of education fees. The

Since 2020, listing in China though a SPAC is gradually becoming a

Ministry of Education announced the "Implementation Plan for

new trend. This project therefore has important reference value

Promoting the Transfer of Independent Colleges" (Jiaofa Hall

for companies in various industries to participate in SPAC

[2020] No. 2). Under this plan, if an independent college without a

transactions. In addition, Jingtian & Gongcheng represented China

social sponsor (i.e., a "school within a school") transforming into a

Kepei (01890.HK) in its full participation in the project in which

private general undergraduate university must be clearly non-prof-

China Kepei (01890.HK) acquired the equity of the host company

it. The right to host is not to be transferred to other social organiza-

of Harbin Petroleum Institute, a well-known private higher

tions or individuals in any way. On the other hand, the revised draft

education institution in Northeast China. As of December 2020,

(draft for review) announced by the government in August 2018 of

Jingtian & Gongcheng enjoyed top participation rates in Hong Kong

the "Regulations on the Implementation of the Law on the

listings of companies whose main business is preschool and

Promotion of Private Education" is still to be promulgated.

academic education services.
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Assisted Gench Education to List on the Main Board of HKEx
On 16 January 2020, Gench Education Group Ltd. (01525.HK) completed its initial public oﬀering and was listed on the Main Board of the
HKEx.
Gench Education owns the largest private university operated in Shanghai. As of 30 September 2019, Shanghai Jianqiao University oﬀers
54 majors and specializations for undergraduate courses covering multiple ﬁelds, and its vocational courses have 13 additional majors.
Jintian & Gongcheng's lawyer team, as China legal counsel for the sponsor, participated in the whole listing process and provided the client
with a full range of legal services including due diligence on Chinese laws, participation in the design of restructuring plans, assistance in
conducting third-party due diligence, and assistance in responding to regulatory issues.

Assisted EdtechX, A NASDAQ Listed Company, And Meten Education to
Complete Their Merger Transaction
On 31 March 2020 US Eastern Time, EdtechX Holdings Acquisition Corp., a NASDAQ-listed company, announced the successful completion
of its merger transaction with Meten International Education Group. After the merger, the two parties landed on NASDAQ as a new entity,
Meten EdtechX, with the stock code METX.
Meten International Education Group is committed to integrating teaching resources at home and abroad, such as National Geographic
Learning, to provide English learning education services at all stages.
Jingtian & Gongcheng's lawyer team, as China legal counsel for the listed company EdtechX, provided professional and eﬃcient Chinese
law-related legal services for this merger transaction.

Assisted China Kepei to Acquire the Harbin Petroleum Institute
On 13 January 2020, China Kepei Education Group Ltd. (01890.HK), a Hong Kong listed company, issued an announcement that it intended
to acquire the Harbin Petroleum Institute for RMB 1.45 billion.
China Kepei is a private higher education operator in southern China. The acquisition is a milestone in its ﬁrst attempt to expand the school
network and increase market penetration since its listing last year. With this acquisition, it will expand to Harbin, a strategically important
location.
Jingtian & Gongcheng's lawyer team, as legal counsel for China Kepei, provided full legal services for this transaction, including comprehensive legal due diligence, design of the transaction structure, drafting and negotiation of a complete set of transaction documents, etc.

JINGTIAN & GONGCHENG
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Assisted Gench Education Group Ltd. (01525.HK) in becoming
listed on the Main Board of the HKEx

Served as abor and employment legal consultant to the Chinese
Academy of Fiscal Sciences

Assisted Leader Education Ltd. (01449.HK) in becoming listed on
the Main Board of the HKEx

Served as labor and employment legal consultant for Beijing
Joyview Education Consulting Co., Ltd.

Assisted Meten International Education Group and EdtechX
Holdings, a NASDAQ listed company, to complete a business
merger, complete the NASDAQ listing through a SPAC, and change
its post-merger name to Meten EdtechX Education Group Ltd.
(NASDAQ:METX)

Served as labor and employment legal consultant for Xieyin
Information Consulting (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.

Assisted Guangzhou Choya Education Investment Co., Ltd. to issue
Phase I of its 2020 debt ﬁnancing instruments
Assisted Zhangjiagang Ivy Experimental School to invest in
Zhangjiagang Ailunbao Kindergarten Co., Ltd.
Assisted Ivy Education Group in acquiring a kindergarten in
Jiangbei District, Ningbo
Assisted China Kepei Education Group Ltd. (01890.HK) to acquire
the Harbin Petroleum Institute for RMB 1.45 billion
Assisted Epiphany Education Inc to complete a ﬁnancing project of
RMB 25 million
Provided specialized legal services for Chengdu Urban Investment
Education Investment Management Group Co., Ltd. for its
investment in Sichuan Wanhui Cultural Investment Co., Ltd. and its
ﬁnancing, M&A and listing matters
Assisted Hita EdAi Inc. to complete a foreign round A of ﬁnancing
Provided legal due diligence services for Shenzhou Tianli Education
Investment Co., Ltd. (01773.HK) in its acquisition of Changsha
Zhuohua Senior High School Co., Ltd.
Represented the acquired party in completing the acquisition of
Beijing Shuimuyuan Art Education Company by Cathay Media and
Education Group Inc. (01981.HK) for RMB 300 million
Represented Suzhou Weiyi Industrial Investment Development
Co., Ltd. in its acquisition of Zhejiang Dingpei Education Investment
Management Co., Ltd.
Represented investors in completing an round E of ﬁnancing for
Huohua Siwei, a leading online children's education brand focused
on children aged 3-12
Represented Lightspeed China in its round C of investment in the
Internet personalized learning platform Lele Classroom for primary
and secondary schools
Represented CITIC Industry Fund for its participation in a USD 120
million round F ﬁnancing of online education company Yiqi Zuoye
Represented CITIC Industry Fund for its participation in a USD 100
million round G-2 of ﬁnancing of Yuanfudao
Acted as the legal counsel for Core Strengths, Inc., a large online
talent training organization headquartered in the United States
and operating globally
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As one of the earliest law ﬁrms in the ﬁeld of art, entertainment
and sports law, Jingtian & Gongcheng is known for serving clients
with its superb business capabilities, deep industry experience,
and unique business understanding and insight. The "one-stop"
legal and regulatory compliance solution serves clients in the arts,
culture, entertainment, and sports industries at home and abroad,
and has successfully helped "go out" and "lead in". Relying on its
years of practical industry experience and a team of distinguished
lawyers who are excellent in business and proﬁcient in the
industry, Jingtian & Gongcheng is not only good at assisting clients
in formulating strategic plans from the macro level, but also at the
micro level providing clients with ordinary ongoing legal services
such as business operation management, sponsorship cooperation, regulatory compliance, intellectual property, corporate
governance, charity, etc., as well as specialized services such as
domestic and foreign mergers and acquisitions, investment,
ﬁnancing and listing, global authorization and distribution system
management and operations, dispute resolution, and private client
legal services for well-known artists and sports and entertainment
stars.
Aﬀected by the global covid epidemic in 2020, the arts, entertainment and sports industries have been severely impacted. Many
arts events have been postponed or canceled, movie theatres and
other entertainment venues have been required to close
completely or restrict the ﬂow of people, major sports events have
been postponed or canceled, and the operations of various
stadiums have been suspended... However, the impact of the covid
epidemic has also brought positive impacts to the industry. It has
forced the transformation and upgrading of the arts, entertainment and sports markets, as well as the rapid development of
advanced technologies such as the Internet, virtual reality (VR) and
augmented reality (AR), and the industry has shown new trends in
online and oﬄine integration development.
In the ﬁrst half of 2020, the arts industry has moved towards a
comprehensive "cloud era", and auctions, art fairs, and galleries
have made adjustments to move closer to online operations.
According to the "Impact of the Covid Epidemic on the Art Gallery
Industry" released by Art Basel and UBS, online sales accounted for
37% of the total gallery sales in the ﬁrst half of the year. 66% of
galleries believe that 2021 will usher in further growth in online
sales in the gallery industry. According to a Sotheby's auction
house announcement, online special auctions accounted for more
than 70% of the total in 2020, and the total online auction turnover
in the Asian market increased by 440% year-on-year. As large-scale
oﬄine arts events cannot be held normally, small-scale private

sales events has become one of the most important art sales
methods this year, and has achieved excellent sales performance.
Jingtian & Gongcheng's arts law team has been deeply involved in
the ﬁeld of arts law for many years, providing in-depth and
comprehensive services in various ﬁelds such as art creation, art
performance, art operation management, art trading, art
exhibition communication, art collection, art investment, art
ﬁnance, art public welfare, charity, and cultural and art IP rights. It
is well-known in the industry for providing integrated solutions for
legal compliance. Its clients include top domestic and foreign
museums, art galleries, non-proﬁt charity organizations, art
research institutions, educational institutions, operation management institutions, art performance groups, art trading institutions,
investment institutions, and cultural and art IP rights institutions,
as well as individual and corporate collectors, family oﬃces,
domestic and foreign art foundations, art funds, individual artists
and studios, galleries and art brokers, art media, cultural and
creative companies and art e-commerce companies, etc. The art
ﬁelds involved include ﬁne arts such as painting, sculpture,
installation, decorative arts, industrial design, etc., and performing
arts such as dance, music, drama, Chinese opera, opera, musicals,
symphony, etc.
As early as 2018, PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC) predicted in the
article "China's Entertainment and Media Market Outlook
(2018-2022)" that the momentum of digital development would
not decrease and that this would bring huge development
momentum to the industry. In 2020, the impact of the covid
epidemic has accelerated the continuous changes in consumer
behavior and has also prompted entertainment and media
companies to develop new business models to cater to the
changes in consumer behavior. This has led to the early arrival of a
series of digital disruptions that were originally predicted to occur
in the next few years. According to PwC's "Global Entertainment
and Media Industry Outlook 2020 to 2024" forecast, China's movie
revenue in 2020 droped by 78.1% year-on-year to approximately
USD 2.26 billion, but revenue from OTT video, online games,
Internet social networking, and live video markets has grown
signiﬁcantly. Jingtian & Gongcheng also believes that the "pan-entertainment" ﬁeld will be transformed by the integration of cloud
services + AI + 5G new technologies. Over the years, thanks to
Jingtian & Gongcheng's years of project experience, business
capabilities, talent reserves and resource accumulation in the
pan-entertainment industry's investment and ﬁnancing, capital
markets and listing, mergers and acquisitions, dispute resolution,
intellectual property and other ﬁelds, the ﬁrm is well equipped for
pan-entertainment. The ﬁrm has rich experience and developed
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unique insights in the ﬁelds of ﬁlm and television, performance,
music, games, animation, and literary legal practice, especially in
the area of commercial development and licensing of intellectual
property (IP) related to the foregoing matters and in the areas of
the Internet and technology. In the ﬁeld of entertainment law,
Jingtian & Gongcheng is committed to providing comprehensive
legal and compliance services for the various sub-industries within
pan-entertainment with its professionalism of "one specialty,
multiple expertises."
On 24 March 2020, the International Olympic Committee and the
Tokyo Olympic Organizing Committee jointly announced the
postponement of the 2020 Tokyo Olympics. Subsequently, the
Wimbledon Tennis Open Organizing Committee issued a
statement announcing the cancellation of the 2020 Wimbledon
event due to the epidemic. This was the ﬁrst cancellation of this
event since World War II. The Boston Marathon, which has been
held for 123 consecutive years, has been canceled for the ﬁrst
time. The F1 Chinese Grand Prix, which has gone through 16 years
with the FIA, was canceled, and top international sports events
such as the European Football Championship and the World
Badminton Team Championship have been postponed as well.
Although the global sports market has been hit as never before, a
lot of opportunities have also emerged from the crisis. On the one
hand, according to the comments in the "PwC Sports Industry
Survey Report 2020", many major international events in the next
three years, such as the Winter Olympics, Asian Games, and Asian
Cup, will be held in China as a result of the eﬀective control of the
epidemic in China. Sports marketing resources are expected to
further gravitate to the Chinese market. On the other hand, the
epidemic has accelerated the further development of networks
and digitization. E-sports has undoubtedly become the biggest
winner during the epidemic. Simulated sports and online ﬁtness
industries have become alternatives to traditional sports, realizing
growth despite the epidemic. Jingtian & Gongcheng has a proven
track record in legal services for the sports industry, from
investment and ﬁnancing, listing, mergers and acquisitions to
event organization and operation management, athlete (player)
transfer, sports IP (intellectual property) authorization, event
sponsorship, and event venue infrastructure, etc. The ﬁrm
provides legal services to large- sports activities and events for
undertaking, promotion, broadcasting, live broadcast, information
network communication, sports marketing, sports sponsorship
and other commercial activities, as well as related legal services for
the acquisition of sports events and professional sports teams.
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Acted as Permanent Legal Counsel for a Well-Known Private Art Museum in China
Jingtian & Gongcheng acted as the permanent legal counsel for a well-known private art museum in China, providing legal advice on the
introduction of foreign exhibitions and reviewing and revising the related package agreements.
Jingtian & Gongcheng's lawyer team provided legal advice for the client's proposed art IP authorization platform project and drafted an IP
authorization package agreement, provided legal advice on its art brokerage business, drafted art sales related agreements, provided legal
advice and recommendations on resolving disputes with third parties, drafted a series of legal documents including media declarations,
dispute resolution agreements, etc., and provided legal advice on its art auction services.

Acted as Legal Consultant for the Venue Construction Project of the Yanqing Winter Olympics

After four years of construction of venues for the Yanqing Winter Olympics, the National Alpine Ski Center, National Snowmobile and Sled
Center, the Yanqing Winter Olympic Village and the Mountain Press Center in the competition area were all completed on 29 December
2020.
The Yanqing competition area of the Winter Olympics is located in the Xiaohaituo Mountain area, with the highest point of 2198 meters
above sea level. It is the most diﬃcult to construct competition area for the Beijing 2022 Winter Olympics.
Since 2017, Jingtian & Gongcheng's lawyer team has provided legal advice for the entire venue construction project of the 2022 "Beijing-Zhangjiakou" Winter Olympics in Yanqing. The project has a static investment value of approximately USD 1.51 billion.

Assisted the Game Developer ME2ZEN to List on the Korean Stock Exchange
On 18 August 2020, ME2ZEN Technology Co., Ltd. (ME2ZEN, stock code: A950190) completed its initial public oﬀering and listed on the
Korean Stock Exchange, which has received great recognition by major domestic and foreign institutions and individual investors and has
set a subscription record for the game industry in South Korea's capital markets for this year.
ME2ZEN is a gaming company focusing on the global market and a leading game developer in the industry. Headquartered in Hong Kong,
it has set up an oﬃce in Seoul and has a mature and eﬃcient R&D team in Beijing and other places.
Jingtian & Gongcheng's lawyer team, as Chinese legal counsel to the issuer, participated through the whole listing process and provided
the client with a full range of legal services, including Chinese law due diligence, issuance of legal opinions, and assistance in responding
to regulatory issues.
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Acted as legal counsel for the construction of the alpine ski center,
bobsleigh center, media center and Olympic village in the Yanqing
location of the 2022 "Beijing-Zhangjiakou" Winter Olympics, with a
static investment of approximately USD 1.51 billion
Acted as legal adviser for the "Preparation for the Olympics"
project of the Olympic Preparation Oﬃce of the National Olympic
Committee of China
Assisted ME2ZEN Technology Co., Ltd. (stock code: A950190) to
become listed on the South Korean Growth Enterprise Market
Assisted Sino-Entertainment Technology Holdings Ltd. (06933.HK)
to become listed on the Main Board of the HKEx
Assisted China Bright Culture Group (01859.HK) to become listed
on the Main Board of the HKEx
Assisted Values Cultural Investment Ltd. (01740.HK) to become
listed on the main board of the HKEx
Assisted Pop Mart International Group Ltd. (09992.HK) to become
listed on the main board of the HKEx
Assisted iQIYI (NASDAQ:IQ) to issue foreign USD 800 million
convertible bonds maturing in 2026, and at the same time to sell
40 million American depositary shares (ADS), raising approximately
USD 700 million
Assisted China National Arts & Crafts Group Co., Ltd. to issue phase
one of 2020 medium-term notes
Assisted Alﬁlo in completing a USD 16 million round A ﬁnancing.
Investors included Zephyr Capital, Sequoia Capital and Two Point O
Fund
Assisted Beijing Ganzao Culture Media Co., Ltd. ("PaperClip") to
complete a USD 2 million round A of ﬁnancing. This round of
ﬁnancing was led by SIG, accompanied by FreesFund and Bilibili
Assisted the gaming community platform GCores to complete an
A2 round of ﬁnancing
Assisted Pop Mart to complete an round A of ﬁnancing
Assisted Hangzhou Wenzhi Yayu Cultural Planning Group Co., Ltd.
in completing an round A of ﬁnancing of RMB 50 million
Assisted Shanghai Galleria Cultural Industry Co., Ltd. in obtaining
an round A investment from Vision Knight Capital and a round B
investment from Genesis Capital
Assisted Chengdu Chonghui Hantang Cultural Communication Co.,
Ltd. to complete its round A of ﬁnancing. The investors in this
round are Shaanxi Culture Industry Investment Group and Hunan
Bofu
Represented Xiaomi and IGG in their investment of RMB 40 million
in Shanghai UQEE Network Co., Ltd. through Tianjin Jinmi
Investment Partnership (Limited Partnership) and Fuzhou
Tianmeng Digital Co., Ltd.
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Represented IGG Singapore Pte. Ltd or its aﬃliate Fuzhou
Tianmeng Digital Co., Ltd. in their investment in Guangzhou
Universe Jiuzhou Technology Co., Ltd., Shenzhen Lemon
Interactive Technology Co., Ltd., Xinjiang Interactive Entertainment
(Tianjin) Network Technology Co., Ltd., and Beijing Zhixing Heyi
Youwei Network Technology Co., Ltd., Beijing Zhenzhi Xinyou
Technology Co., Ltd., Shanghai Huanyu Digital Technology Co., Ltd.,
Shanghai Yinyou Network Technology Co., Ltd., etc.
Represented investors in completing a USD 100 million ﬁnancing of
VSPN, which provides comprehensive services such as commercialization, complex operations, and trendy culture IP operations of
e-sports
Represented Dayone Capital in its RMB 240 million round D
ﬁnancing of a high-end parent-child play platform provider
Represented Orchid Asia in its B+ round of ﬁnancing of Guangzhou
Fun Pill Online Game Company
Represented iQIYI (NASDAQ:iQIYI) in its USD 95 million investment
in a comic platform company
Represented investors in completing a round B of ﬁnancing for the
sports trend brand STARTER
Served as permanent legal counsel to Wanda Sports Group Co.,
Ltd. (NASDAQ:WSG) and the China legal counsel to the board of
directors for its privatization and delisting project
Provided permanent legal advisory services for a well-known
private art museum in China, including: legal advice on the
introduction of foreign exhibitions, review and modiﬁcation of the
related package agreements, legal advice for its proposed art IP
authorization platform project and drafting an IP authorization
package agreement, legal advice on its art brokerage business and
drafting of related art sales agreements, legal advice and
suggestions on dispute resolution matters with third parties,
drafting of a series of legal documents including media
declarations, dispute resolution agreements, etc., and legal advice
for its art auction services, etc.
Provided permanent legal advisory services for the Asia-Paciﬁc
headquarters of a top international gallery, including: reviewing,
revising and updating its standard sales terms, providing legal
advice and suggestions on privacy protection and data security,
and resolving disputes between gallery and collector clients
involving legal services such as drafting "dunning letters", seeking
recourse on behalf of others, etc.
Provided to several high net worth private clients and families in
the PRC legal services relating to art collections and art charitable
purposes, including: advice and recommendations on arts law,
pursuing world-renowned auctions to recover several works of
world-renowned artists, legal advice on art donations, communication on behalf of the client with third-party art identiﬁcation
experts, storage, logistics companies, etc.
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Represented investors in completing an A+ round of ﬁnancing for
the home technology ﬁtness brand FITURE
Provided permanent legal advisory services for several well-known
domestic and foreign artists and their families in China, including:
artist art asset management, family wealth management and
inheritance, dispute resolution related to art works, family
investment, etc.
Provided permanent legal advisory services for a well-known art
licensing agency in China, including: legal services related to its
obtaining art IP authorizations from many top foreign museums,
and related laws and compliance related to the authorization of its
art IP to many domestic authorized parties
Provided a Chinese cultural and art company with full-case legal
compliance services related to China's top cultural heritage digital
project and its overseas exhibition tours, including: project
cooperation, digital development, overseas exhibition tours, IP
ownership, authorization and development, operation management, etc.
Provided training courses in the ﬁeld of cultural and artistic legal
compliance for the Central Academy of Culture and Tourism
Management of the Ministry of Culture and Tourism, including:
"One Belt One Road" cultural and tourism industry international
cooperation legal compliance risk management, IP authorization
empowerment of creativity in the cultural and tourism industry
and other topics
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Real estate and infrastructure is one of Jingtian & Gongcheng's core businesses. Jingtian & Gongcheng's lawyer team, with a solid legal foundation,
rich practice experience, and deep understanding of clients' business demands, is committed to designing sophisticated and creative legal
frameworks and eﬃcient and feasible operation plans for its clients. While always complying with laws and regulations, we can help clients seize
business opportunities and satisfy their business requirements to the greatest extent possible. Specialized, high-quality and eﬃcient legal services
are the core competitiveness of Jingtian & Gongcheng's lawyer team. This helps Jingtian & Gongcheng stand out in the ﬁercely competitive real
estate and infrastructure legal service market and has won the ﬁrm wide acclaim in the industry.
In the ﬁeld of conventional real estate and construction, Jingtian & Gongcheng's lawyer team can provide clients with professional legal services,
including land investment, real estate development and construction, real estate ﬁnancing, real estate mergers and acquisitions, property
operation and management, etc., helping clients achieve their business purpose while as much as possible reducing their legal and compliance risks.

Our real estate and construction legal service include:
Land Investment

Construction

DevelopmentConstruction, Sale, Operation and

Land Grant and Transfer

Domestic Construction

Management of Real Estate

Land Level 1 Development

"One Belt One Road" Initiative and Overseas

Development Construction

Real Estate Financing

Construction

Commercial Housing and Aﬀordable Housing Sales

Domestic and Foreign Issuance of Shares and Bonds

PPP Projects

Property Leasing

Asset Securitization

Real Estate Mergers & Acquisitions

Property Management Services

Real Estate Funds

Equity Purchase (Including Cross Border Equity

Real Estate Company Establishment, Merger and

Real Estate Investment Trusts

Purchase)

Separation, Dissolution and Bankruptcy

Bulk Property Transactions

Real Estate Dispute Resolution

In addition to the conventional real estate economy, with the continuous deepening of the nation's reform and opening up policy and the vigorous
development of the market economy, the real estate economy has also expanded into urban renewal, park real estate, health care real estate,
large-scale conference spaces, cultural venues, sports event-linked real estate development, IDG data centre construction, and other new
business formats and categories. Jingtian & Gongcheng's real estate and infrastructure team also stays abreast with the developments of the
times, grasps the pulse of the new economy, carries out in-depth and meticulous study and research of new national laws, regulations, and
policies. With several years of experience in providing conventional real estate legal services to domestic and foreign clients, the team has also
assisted clients to continue to explore new formats and categories of real estate business. This has helped the ﬁrm to have a greater market
inﬂuence and to enjoy a good reputation in the market.
Urban Renewal

Parkland Development and Construction

Other Businesses on the Frontier of the Market

Renovation and functional transformation

Culture and Creativity

Real Estate Development Linked to Large-scale

Demolition and Reconstruction

Logistics

Conferences, Cultural Venues, and Sports Events

Shanty Town Renovation

Technology Parks

Development of Tourism, Culture and Entertainment

IDG Data Centers

Parks
Senior Care and Health Care Real Estate
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Shanghai Meilanhu Silicon Valley Center Asset Divestment Project
In 2020, Shanghai Jinluodian Development Co., Ltd. (a Level 1 developer) divested assets to Shanghai Meilanhu Real Estate Development
Co., Ltd. in the form of a company separation.
The format of the assets split oﬀ included commercial, hotel, club, and oﬃce assets. The state of the assets included existing houses and
construction in progress, both self-owned and saleable assets. The amount of the assets split oﬀ is more than 3 billion. The construction
in progress portion is the ﬁrst and only example in Shanghai of the splitting oﬀ of such type of assets.
Jingtian & Gongcheng's lawyer team provided the client with legal plans for the divestiture, participated in the design and discussion of
the separation structure throughout the whole process, drafted legal documents for the separation, communicated the separation plan
with relevant government departments, and handled the transfer registration of assets split oﬀ.

A Series of Targeted Resettlement Housing Projects, i.e., Meilinwan in Beijing Tongzhou District,
and Meilanwan and Meilunwan in Daxing District, Beijing
Targeted resettlement housing projects are a new type of government-guaranteed housing projects developed by the Beijing Municipal
Government in recent years to solve the problem of demolition and resettlement and ensure that the resettled persons have good resettlement conditions. Beijing Capital Group's Beijing Capital Economic Development Co., Ltd. used its wholly-owned subsidiary Beijing Capital Huaye as a platform, successively obtaining qualiﬁcation for the development and construction of targeted resettlement housing for
the following projects: Beijing CapitalMeilanwan (54 hectares), and Beijing Capital · Meilunwan (18 hectares), both located in Daxing District, Beijing, and Beijing Capital · Meilinwan project located in Tongzhou District, Beijing. Adhering to the concept of "building aﬀordable
housing based on the standards of commercial housing," the client has continuously improved the design and construction standards in
the construction of various projects, and equipped each project with complete supporting facilities to fulﬁll fully the social responsibility
of state-owned enterprises in the national capital in the new era.
Jingtian & Gongcheng's lawyer team acted as the legal counsel for this series of aﬀordable housing projects, providing comprehensive
legal services with respect to cooperation with the demolished and resettled units, project construction and sales.
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Beijing Xiaoying Road No. 5 Urban Renewal Project
No. 5, Xiaoying Road, North Fourth Ring Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing, was formerly known as the Sifang Building, with oﬃces, hotels,
restaurants, and long-term rental apartments. This project is a "reinvention" of an old oﬃce building. It is a residential urban renewal project built by Beijing Capital Group's wholly-owned subsidiary, Capital Urbanization. In 2020, the company went on the Asian Games Village
new housing market with fully-delivered residential products and became a model for residential urban renewal projects in Beijing.
Unlike Shenzhen, Guangzhou and other cities, Beijing's urban renewal is still in its infancy. Against a background of rising land prices, urban
renewal projects may become the next area for developers and capital to extract proﬁts.
Jingtian & Gongcheng's lawyer team, as legal counsel for the project, provided legal services throughout the process for the renovation,
construction, sales and related special issues of the project.

Beijing-Tianjin Cooperation Demonstration Zone's Future Science And Technology City Project

As a model of Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei integration, the Beijing-Tianjin Cooperation Demonstration Zone's Future Science and Technology City
project has a leadership team formed by the governments of Beijing and Tianjin under the personal leadership of the deputy mayors of
the two cities. The full implementation of the project has been entrusted to a wholly-owned subsidiary of Beijing Capital Group. This project has become a development focus of Tianjin City. The level one land development cycle in the demonstration zone is about 10-15 years,
and the estimated total investment for the level one development is about RMB 40 billion.
The demonstration zone is positioned as a "key for the relief of non-capital functions". It primarily undertakes medical, education, scientiﬁc research, state-owned enterprise and other projects to relieve Beijing's population, resource consumption, and traﬃc congestion
pressure. As for medical resource relief, 10 million people and their families are transferred to Beijing to see doctors every year. As for education and research, the zone will help Beijing to be relieved of 30,000 to 40,000 students and faculty researchers. As for industrial cooperation, it is expected that Beijing will be relieved of between 50,000 to 80,000 industrial workers.
The project covers an area of approximately 38 square kilometers, with a planned construction area of 27 million square meters, a planned
permanent population of 310,000, and an employed population of 180,000. It is an important part of Tianjin's future science and technology city. The Beijing-Tianjin Cooperation Demonstration Zone is 100 kilometers away from Beijing's Fifth Ring Road and 20 kilometers
away from the city center of Tianjin, with obvious location advantages.
Jingtian & Gongcheng's lawyer team, as legal counsel for the main entity running the development and implementation of the project, has
provided ongoing ordinary legal advice and specialized legal services, fully participating over the long term in various legal aﬀairs relating
to the development and construction of the project, the daily construction of the project, infrastructure matters, the introduction of
third-party cooperation units, land clearance and dispute resolution.
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Equity Capital Markets
Assisted Yexing Group Holdings Ltd. (01941.HK) to become listed
on the Main Board of the HKEx
Assisted Jianzhong Construction Development Ltd. (00589.HK) to
become listed on the Main Board of the HKEx
Assisted Fineland Real Estate Services Group Ltd. (09978.HK) to
transfer to the Main Board of the HKEx for listing
Assisted Redsun Services Group Ltd. (01971.HK) to become listed
on the Main Board of the HKEx
Assisted Zhenro Service Group Ltd. (06958.HK) to become listed on
the Main Board of the HKEx
Assisted Ganglong China Property Group Ltd. (06968.HK) to
become listed on the Main Board of the HKEx
Assisted Huazhu Group Ltd. (01179.HK) to become listed on the
Main Board of the HKEx
Assisted Radiance Holdings (Group) Co., Ltd. (09993.HK) to
become listed on the Main Board of the HKEx
Assisted KWG Living Group Holdings Ltd. (03913.HK) to become
listed on the Main Board of the HKEx (spin oﬀ and listing)
Assisted Sunkwan Properties Properties Group Ltd. (06900.HK) to
become listed on the Main Board of the HKEx
Assisted Shinsun Holdings (Group) Co., Ltd. (02599.HK) to become
listed on the Main Board of the HKEx
Assisted Leading Holdings Group Ltd. (06999.HK) to become listed
on the Main Board of the HKEx
Assisted KE Holdings (NYSE:BEKE) to become listed on NYSE
Assisted the Hong Kong listed company Carnival International
(00996.HK) and its Mainland core asset Qingdao Carnival in
completing its liquidation in Hong Kong and bankruptcy and
reorganization procedures on the Mainland
Assist KE Holdings (NYSE:BEKE) to issue additional ADS on NYSE for
the ﬁrst time
Assisted Sino-Ocean Service Holding Ltd. (06677.HK) to become
listed on the Main Board of the HKEx (spin oﬀ and listing)
Assisted Beijing Zhongyan Technology Co., Ltd. (003001.SZ) to list A
shares on the SME Board
Represented the business merger between Ucommune, a shared
oﬃce space operator, and Orisun Acquisition Corp., a company
listed on NASDAQ in the United States, with the listing on NASDAQ
of the merged company by means of a SPAC and its renaming as
Ucommune International Ltd. (NASDAQ:UK)
Assisted Jiayuan Services Holdings Ltd. (01153.HK) to become
listed on the Main Board of the HKEx (spin oﬀ and listing)
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Assisted China Resources MIXC Lifestyle Services Ltd. (01209.HK)
to become listed on the Main Board of the HKEx (spin oﬀ and
listing)
Assisted Datang Group Holdings Ltd. (02117.HK) to become listed
on the Main Board of the HKEx
Bond Market
Assisted China Communications Construction Co., Ltd. (601800.SH) to
issue overseas corporate bonds not exceeding USD 1.5 billion
Assisted Dexin China Holdings Co., Ltd. (02019.HK) to issue foreign
USD 200 million of senior notes
Assisted Longfor Group Holdings Ltd. (00960.HK) to issue overseas
USD 650 million investment-grade senior notes
Assisted Bengbu High-tech Investment Group Co., Ltd. to issue
credit-enhancing bonds overseas
Assisted Country Garden Holdings Co., Ltd. (02007.HK) to issue
bonds overseas, with a total issue amount of USD 3.544 billion
Assisted KWG Group Holdings Ltd. (01813.HK) to issue USD bonds
overseas, with a total issue amount of USD 1.2 billion
Assisted Agile Group (03383.HK) to issue USD bonds overseas, with
a total issue amount of USD 1.183 billion
Assisting Yida China Holdings Ltd. (03639.HK) to issue a USD bond
exchange oﬀer overseas
Assisted Zensun Enterprises Ltd. (00185.HK) to issue guaranteed
notes overseas
Assist Hangzhou Financial Investment Group Co., Ltd. to issue USD
bonds overseas
Assisted Shinsun Holdings (Group) Co., Ltd. (02599.HK) with
multiple issues of USD bonds overseas having a total issue amount
of USD 0.5 billion
Assisted Jiayuan International Group Ltd. (02768.HK) with multiple
issues of USD bonds overseas having a total issue amount of USD
650 million
Assisted China SCE Group Holdings Ltd. (01966.HK) with two issues
of USD senior notes in Hong Kong, for a total of 650 million
Assisted Dafa Properties Group Ltd. (06111.HK) with two issues of
bonds overseas, for USD 280 million
Assisted JY Grandmark Holdings Ltd. (02231.HK) to issue USD 150
million of bonds overseas
Assisted LVGEM (China) Real Estate Investment Co., Ltd.
(00095.HK) to issue USD 450 million of three-year notes in
Singapore
Assisted Yincheng International Holding Co., Ltd. (01902.HK) with a
pubic oﬀering of USD 140 million of USD bonds overseas
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Assisted Neijiang Investment Holding Group Co., Ltd. to issue
foreign USD 70 million of senior unsecured bonds
Assisted Poly Property Group Co., Ltd. (00119.HK) to issue USD
bonds overseas
Assisted Zhenro Properties Group Ltd. (06158.HK) to issue USD
senior notes foreign
Assisted Zhongliang Holdings Group Co., Ltd. (02772.HK) to issue
USD senior notes foreign
Assisted Beijing Properties Holdings Ltd. (00925.HK) with two
issues of USD secured bonds overseas
Assisted Central China Real Estate Ltd. (00832.HK) with several
issues of USD senior notes foreign
Assisted Fosun International Ltd. (00656.HK) with the foreign
issuance of USD 400 million of senior bonds due in 2025
Assisted China Fortune Land Development Co., Ltd. (600340.SH)
through its foreign subsidiary CFLD (Cayman) Investment Ltd. with
several issues of USD bonds overseas
Assisted Amber Treasure Ventures Limited, a subsidiary of Nanhai
Corporation Ltd. (00680.HK), to issue USD 350 million of bonds
Assisted Skyfame Realty (Holdings) Ltd. (00059.HK) to issue foreign
USD 87.5 million of ﬁxed-rate senior notes
Assisted Yinchuan Tonglian Capital Investment Operation Co., Ltd.
with two foreign issuances of USD bonds
Assisted Nanchang Airport Economic Zone Urban Construction
Investment Development Group Co., Ltd. to issue credit-enhancing
bonds overseas
Assisted Jiangsu Zhongnan Construction Group Co., Ltd. to issue
foreign USD 200 million of senior unsecured ﬁxed-rate bonds
through its overseas subsidiary Haimen Zhongnan Investment
Development (International) Co., Ltd.
Assisted Changde City Construction Investment Group Co., Ltd. to
issue USD bonds overseas
Assisted Taizhou Urban Construction Investment Development
Group Co., Ltd. to issue USD 500 millionof bonds overseas
Assisted Chengdu Xiangtou Group Co., Ltd. to issue 130 million
euro of bonds overseas
Assisted Tongling Development Investment Group Co., Ltd. in the
foreign issuance of US$200 million senior bonds
Assisted Taiyuan Longcheng Development Investment Group Co.,
Ltd. to issue USD 300 million of bonds overseas
Assisted Jiangsu Zhongguancun Science and Technology Industrial
Park Holding Group Co., Ltd. to issue USD bonds overseas
Assisted Jiangsu Kewei Holding Group Co., Ltd. to issue USD bonds
overseas

Assisted Nanjing Financial City Construction and Development Co.,
Ltd. in the public issuance of Phase I of its 2020 green project
income notes with an issue amount of RMB 1.2 RMB billion
Assisted Guangzhou Hejing Holding Group Co., Ltd. in the public
and non-public issue in 2020 of corporate bonds totaling RMB 4.5
billion to qualiﬁed investors
Assisted Huainan Urban Construction Investment Co., Ltd. in 2020
with the public issuance of green bonds totaling RMB 1.5 RMB, as
well as with phases I to III of ultra-short-term ﬁnancing bonds
Assisted Beijing Xingzhan Investment Holding Co., Ltd. to issue
Phase I of 2020 medium-term notes, with an issue size of RMB 1.5
RMB billion
Assisted Huainan Construction Development (Group) Holdings Co.,
Ltd. to issue 2020 Phases I, II, III interim notes, as well as Phase I
targeted debt ﬁnancing instruments
Assisted Xiamen Zhongjun Industry Co., Ltd. in the public issue of
corporate bonds on the Shenzhen Stock Exchange in 2020
Assisted Greentown Real Estate Group Co., Ltd. to issue 364-day
high-yield bonds overseas
Assisted Guangzhou Panyu Agile Realty Development Co., Ltd. in
the non-public issue of corporate bonds totaling RMB 3 RMB
billion to qualiﬁed investors in 2020
Assisted Luzhou Xinglu Investment Group Co., Ltd. in the public
issue of corporate bonds to professional investors in 2020, with a
total issue amount of not more than RMB 3.5 RMB billion
Assisted Beijing Electronic Zone High-Tech Group Co., Ltd.
(600658.SH) in 2020 with the public issue of corporate bonds not
exceeding RMB 2.5 RMB billion to qualiﬁed investors, as well as the
issue of Phase I of ultra-short-term ﬁnancing bonds
Assisted Guangdong Pearl River Investment Co., Ltd. in 2020 with
the public issue of corporate bonds with a total amount of not
more than RMB 10 RMB billion to qualiﬁed investors
Assisted Sino-Singapore Nanjing Eco High-Tech Island Investment
and Development Co., Ltd. to issue a 2020 debt ﬁnancing plan with
a size of RMB 800 million
Assisted Xiamen Special Economic Zone Real Estate Development
Group Co., Ltd. in 2020 with the public issuance of corporate
bonds with a total amount of not more than RMB 5.613 RMB
billion, and the non-public issue of corporate bonds with a total
amount of not more than RMB 4.97 RMB billion
Assisted Guangdong Liantai Group Co., Ltd. in 2020 with the public
issuance of corporate bonds with a total amount of not more than
RMB 2 RMB billion
Assisted Zhangjiakou Tongtai Holding Group Co., Ltd. as legal
counsel to the issuer in its 2019-2021 directional debt ﬁnancing
instrument issuance project
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Mergers & Acquisitions and Other Areas
Represented the seller in the transfer of its 29% equity stake in
Yangguang (000608.SZ) to Kingkey Group. After completion of the
transaction, Kingkey Group became the largest shareholder of
Yangguang
Represented Chengdu Shidi Real Estate Development Co., Ltd. in
its acquisition of Baoji Hongbo Yuanda Real Estate Co., Ltd.
Represented Jinmao Commercial in its acquisition of a commercial
complex project in Yangpu District, Shanghai
Represented Beijing Capital Urbanization to complete its project of
absorbing and merging an infrastructure company and a smart
environment company
Acted as legal counsel for the construction of the alpine ski center,
bobsleigh center, media center and Olympic village in the Yanqing
location of the 2022 "Beijing-Zhangjiakou" Winter Olympics, with a
static investment of approximately USD 1.51 billion
Represented Ningbo Credit Suisse Enterprise Management Co.,
Ltd. in the sale of the equity of the Beijing Yuexiucheng project at
an overall sale price of approximately RMB 3 RMB billion, which
was one of the largest foreign acquisitions in Beijing during the
global covid epidemic
Acted as legal counsel for the Yanqi Lake International Club Capital
Expansion Project (including the Yanbai Mountain Villa Reconstruction Project, the Yanqi Town Level One Development Project and
the Qihu Group New Project), with a total project investment of
more than RMB 6 RMB billion. The Yanbai Mountain Villa
Reconstruction Project and the Qihu Group New Project are key
construction projects of the Beijing Municipal Government in 2020

Represented 58 Co., Ltd. in its strategic investment in Guangxi
Youju Technology Group Co., Ltd., the largest real estate internet
intermediary platform in Southwest China
Represented China Orient Asset Management (International)
Holdings Co., Ltd. in its plan to withdraw from an equity investment
project with the Georgia Institute of Technology in Atlanta through
a transfer agreement
Provided specialized legal services for the shantytown renovation
project of Xihuang Village in Beijing
Assisted the German property management group Apleona Group
in carrying out legal due diligence on its subsidiaries in China for
ﬁnancing purposes
Providing conducting legal due diligence services for Lan Kwai Fong
(Chengdu) Property Management Co., Ltd. and Chengdu Tianhehui
Commercial Operation Management Co., Ltd. for the joint equity
acquisition of a project company
Provided specialized legal services for the equity integration
project of Chengdu Lan Kwai Fong Xingjin Commercial Operation
Management Co., Ltd.
Provided specialized legal services for the Beijing Xiaoying Road
No. 5, Dongsi Hutong Museum and Beijing Capital · New Metropolitan Park Urban Renewal Projects
Provided specialized legal services for the Beijing Tongzhou District
Beijing Capital · Meilinwan and the Beijing Daxing District Beijing
Capital · Meilunwan targeted resettlement housing projects
Acted as legal counsel for the entrusted management project of
Jinhai Lake Residence Hotel

Represented Sino-Ocean Capital to invest in real estate projects in
cities such as Huizhou, Zhengzhou, Jinan and Wuhan

Acted as legal counsel for the commercial housing projects of Xirui
Chunqiu, Xirui Tianzhu and Xiyue Xuefu

Represented Suzhou Qice Real Estate Co., Ltd. in its acquisition of
the "Zhongyang International Garden" project in Daxie, Ningbo for
approximately RMB 150 million

Acted as specialized legal counsel for the sale of use rights to
senior housing in Yinchuan Baofeng Health City

Represented Beijing Electronic City High-Tech Group Co., Ltd.
(600658.SH) in its acquisition of the control rights of Zhiyu Zhilian
Technology (Fujian) Co., Ltd.
Represented Beijing Electronic City High-Tech Group Co., Ltd.
(600658.SH) in cooperating with relevant parties to establish a new
company project
Represented a Chengdu investment and development limited
company in its proposed acquisition of the Chryzanow station
project owned by Andrex-Logistics-Andrzej Kononczuk in Poland by
providing legal due diligence services
Assisted 5i5j Holding Group Co., Ltd. (000560.SZ) to complete
phase I of its employee stock ownership plan
Represented New Zhongliang Real Estate Group in its acquisition of
Dingxi Oasis Town Project

JINGTIAN & GONGCHENG

Acted as legal counsel for the construction project of Beijing
Century City Real Estate Development Co., Ltd.
Acted as legal counsel for the construction project of Dongfang
Anzhen (Beijing) Hospital Management Co., Ltd.
Acted as specialized legal counsel for the sale of the Fengke Center
property project in Fengtai District by Financial Street and Vanke
Represented a large state-owned enterprise by providing full legal
services for a reclamation project in the Philippines
China Construction Factoring-Haitong Application-China Construction Second Bureau Phase IV Supply Chain Financial Asset Backed
Special Plan
China Construction Factoring-Shenwan Hongyuan-China Construction Sixth Engineering Co., Ltd. Phase III and Phase IV Supply Chain
Financial Asset Backed Special Plan

Real Estate & Infrastructure

Represented a large domestic enterprise by providing full legal
services for the construction of an Indonesian dock
Represented a central state-owned enterprise by providing legal
consulting services on matters concerning the use of a sea island
CITIC Securities-Deyuan Factoring-China Construction Eighth
Engineering Bureau Phase II Supply Chain Asset Backed Special
Plan
China Construction Factoring-Haitong-China Construction Eighth
Engineering Co., Ltd. Phase III Supply Chain Financial Asset Backed
Special Plan (ABS)
China Construction Factoring-Haitong-China Construction Eighth
Engineering Co., Ltd. Phases IV and V Supply Chain Financial Asset
Backed Special Plan
CICC-Qiantou-Hangzhou International Conference Centre Asset
Backed Special Plan
Huatai-Zhongshan-Chengdu Tianfu Software Park Innovation and
Entrepreneurship Asset Backed Special Plan
China Communications Construction Phases II, III, IV, V and VI
Supply Chain Asset Backed Special Plan
CITIC Construction Investment-Xuzhou Suning Plaza Asset Backed
Special Plan
Ping An Securities-Yifang Hengrong-KWG Supply Chain Finance
Nos. 1-15 Asset Backed Special Plan
Beijing Capital Development Co., Ltd. (600376.SH) 2020 Phase I
Asset Backed Notes
Beijing Capital Land Co., Ltd. (02868.HK) Supply Chain Asset
Backed Notes project for the issue of the last two phases
Pingyu Factoring-Guangzhou Urban Construction Asset Backed
Notes (ABN) Project
Linklogis-Guangzhou Urban Construction Asset Backed Notes
(ABN) Project
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In recent years, with the successive promulgation of various

compliance risk control system. The team's diversiﬁed profession-

national policy documents, compliance has become an inevitable

al background and rich experience in handling securities

requirement for enterprises to prevent major risks and realize

compliance cases, equal emphasis on theoretical and practical

modern governance and sustainable development. Enterprise

research, deep understanding of securities administrative

"compliance" means that the operation and management

supervision concepts, inspection methods, and penalties, and the

behavior of the enterprise and its employees comply not only

level of business is exquisite. The Jingtian & Gongcheng Securities

with laws, regulations and regulatory requirements, but also with

Compliance Team has assisted eﬀectively during the year various

relevant international treaties, industry standards, business

types of companies, including listed companies, securities

practices, ethics and the company's own articles of association

companies, accounting ﬁrms, venture capital institutions, etc. It

and rules and regulations, etc. If something does not comply with

has given great attention to and had great inﬂuence in the

the regulations, the company may be liable due to violations of

securities market in respect of the compliance matters in which it

criminal, civil and administrative law. It may even face risks such

has been involved. Active and eﬀective responses to administra-

as legal sanctions and/or regulatory penalties and loss of

tive regulatory investigations and punishment procedures for

signiﬁcant property and/or goodwill.

securities compliance cases of relevant enterprises have
reasonably safeguarded the major rights and interests of such

The trend of strong regulatory supervision for the Chinese

enterprises.

securities market continued in 2020. With the eﬀectiveness of the
new Securities Law and the State Council's enactment of the

In 2020, various laws were updated and improved. In addition,

"Opinion on Further Improving the Quality of Listed Companies",

securities regulatory agencies vied to implement strong regulato-

the China Securities Regulatory Commission has taken the

ry regulations and measures. Therefore, it is foreseeable that

opportunity to report violations of regulations, especially ﬁnancial

compliance will be an important issue for relevant securities

fraud, fraudulent issuances, insider trading, market manipulation

market participants. Compliance with the requirements can avoid

and other vicious violations of laws and regulations, repeatedly

potential legal risks and can eﬀectively achieve business goals and

using heavy punches and heavy criticisms. It has continuously

values. The Jingtian & Gongcheng securities compliance team has

made more rigorous the responsibilities of the controlling

handled many major and representative securities compliance

shareholders, actual controllers, directors, supervisors and

cases in China's capital market, participated in the revision or

intermediaries of listed companies and other market participants,

solicitation of opinions on a number of relevant laws, regulations,

and has deepened the pressure by strictly supervising, promptly

and judicial interpretations, and is able to provide clients with

inspecting and severely handling infractions. The cost of securities

time and local conditions various eﬀective securities compliance

violations has further increased. During this year, the China

solutions.

Securities Regulatory Commission investigated and handled a
number of major cases aﬀecting the entire capital market. The

In the ﬁeld of company investigation and anti-corruption,

principle of "zero tolerance" has been eﬀectively implemented,

according to the latest media statistics, the annual expenditure of

clearly reﬂecting the strict compliance requirements of regulatory

global corporate bribery is approximately USD 1.5 trillion to 2

agencies. It is evident from this that the cultivation of compliance

trillion, accounting for approximately 2% of global GDP.

awareness and the prevention of compliance risks are crucial for

Corruption is an urgent social problem for every country, including

players in the capital market, and the importance of comprehen-

China. Our country's anti-corruption eﬀorts have also been

sive compliance has risen to a new historical height.

continuously strengthened. In 2018, our country implemented
the Supervision Law and established a Discipline Inspection and

Jingtian & Gongcheng's securities compliance team is deeply

Supervision Committee to strengthen the supervision of public

involved in securities compliance, securities litigation and

oﬃcials. In 2019, our country implemented the new Anti-Unfair

compliance system construction. It is not only good at handling

Competition Law to improve the regulations on commercial

administrative investigations and administrative penalties of

bribery. Since 2020, our country has also successively promulgat-

securities regulatory agencies, but also specializing in pre-identiﬁ-

ed and implemented new anti-corruption regulations in key areas

cation of compliance risks and overall construction of the

such as ﬁnance and medicine, and has strengthened anti-corrup-
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tion regulation in key industries. Strengthening anti-corruption

Industry practice has also proved that having a high level of

eﬀorts and reducing the legal risks of corruption and bribery have

network security and data protection can help companies win

become the top priorities in the legal operation of enterprises.

more competitive advantages in the market.

Jingtian & Gongcheng's investigation and anti-corruption

Jingtian & Gongcheng's network and data law team focuses on

compliance team provides anti-corruption compliance legal

network security, data protection and related ﬁelds and has long

services for various business entities, including helping various

been committed to providing domestic and foreign companies

companies to conduct anti-corruption compliance physical

with network and data compliance system construction, product

examinations, starting construction of a compliance system,

compliance review and rectiﬁcation, privacy documents and

providing the basis for anti-corruption systems, assisting

privacy

companies in internal violations incident investigation and

compliance solutions, big data platform construction, data

handling so as to ensure compliance implementation eﬀectively

sharing and integration, data asset management, network

and systematically, assisting enterprises in facing and cooperating

security level protection consulting, specialized research on

with government investigations, clarifying legal points of the

cutting-edge issues, and legal services such as emergency

investigation and key points for clariﬁcation of the facts, handling

response, regulatory response and dispute resolution.

design

optimization,

cross-border

data

transfer

crisis incidents in a rational and legal manner, strengthening the
daily compliance consultation and training of enterprises,

In December 2020, at the Central Economic Work Conference,

clarifying the FCPA and other foreign anti-corruption anti-com-

"anti-monopoly" became one of the keywords of economic work.

mercial bribery laws and regulations, and cultivating a corporate-

For the ﬁrst time, it was proposed to strengthen anti-monopoly

anti-corruption compliance culture.

policy enforcement and prevent the disordered expansion of
capital, clearly, "improve platform enterprise monopoly identiﬁca-

In addition, Jingtian & Gongcheng's investigation and anti-corrup-

tion and data collection use management, consumer rights

tion compliance team also provides various business entities with

protection and other aspects of legal norms" and "strengthen

a full range of regulatory compliance-related legal services

regulations, enhance regulatory capabilities, and resolutely

relating to the subject matters of several regulatory authorities,

oppose monopoly and unfair competition behavior", "Financial

such as management issues involving industry and commerce,

innovation must be carried out under the premise of prudential

quality inspection, commerce, taxation, telecommunications,

regulation". At the beginning of 2020, the Standing Committee of

customs, labor, education, health, industry, etc.

the National People's Congress announced the draft revision of
the Anti-Monopoly Law, which will also become a key legislative

With the continuous emergence of new technologies and new

work in 2021. In the second half of the year, strong anti-monopoly

models, the meaning and extension of China's network security

regulation signals were released. Regulatory departments have

and data protection work are also constantly changing, and the

successively issued relevant supporting documents, urging

requirements for network and data compliance continue to

enterprises to build an anti-monopoly compliance system and

increase. On the basis of the Cyber Security Law, the newly

attach importance to domestic and foreign anti-monopoly

promulgated Civil Code in 2020 strengthens the protection of

compliance. In 2021, anti-monopoly law enforcement in key areas

personal information from the perspective of civil rights. With the

such as the Internet, ﬁnance and people's livelihood will be

appearance of important draft laws such as the Data Security Law

further strengthened. With the implementation of this anti-mo-

and the Personal Information Protection Law, and with the

nopoly legal system, anti-monopoly law enforcement and

supporting laws and national standards becoming more and more

compliance will also set oﬀ a new round of high watermarks.

complete, it is increasingly clear that the legal system of China's
cyber security and data protection has gradually been established

Jingtian & Gongcheng's anti-monopoly team has accumulated

based on China's national conditions and absorbing international

rich experience in communicating with domestic regulatory

experience. In 2020, various special governance and centralized

authorities in competition law and anti-monopoly investigation

rectiﬁcation actions initiated by cyberspace, public security,

cases, litigation and compliance services, and has provided clients

industry, information technology, market regulation departments,

with compliance opinions, investigation and response, anti-mo-

as well as ﬁnancial, medical, education and other industry

nopoly litigation and other services. It embodies a solid

authorities, deepened. This demonstrated great usefulness in

professionalism in anti-monopoly compliance and the ability to

protecting the sovereignty and security of cyberspace, safeguard-

identify and control risks.

ing the public interest and protecting the legal rights and interest
of individuals and organizations. The privacy awareness of
ordinary people has further increased, and public opinion has
paid more attention to negative incidents such as data leaks.
These have led to higher compliance requirements for
Internet-related companies. The concept of "compliance creates
value" is recognized and accepted by more and more companies.
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Kangde Xin Administrative Penalty Hearing Project
Jingtian & Gongcheng's team of compliance lawyers represented Kangde Xin Composite Materials Group Co., Ltd. (002450.SZ), participating in the administrative penalty hearings organized by the China Securities Regulatory Commission for alleged violations of information
disclosure.
In this case, the China Securities Regulatory Commission determined that Kangde Xin was suspected of ﬁnancial fraud and other information disclosure violations. The hearing of this case was the ﬁrst administrative penalty hearing in the history of the China Securities Regulatory Commission that provided live broadcast channels to small and medium investors and news media.
After the ﬁrst hearing of this case, the China Securities Regulatory Commission reissued the advance notice of administrative penalty,
while the second hearing reduced the amount of ﬁnancial fraud it identiﬁed and reduced the types of illegal acts found proven. The case
was listed as the ﬁrst of the 20 typical cases of the China Securities Regulatory Commission in 2020.

Valin Xingma Administrative Punishment Hearing Project
Jingtian & Gongcheng's compliance lawyer team represented the then secretary to the board of directors and senior executives of Valin
Xingma Automobile (Group) Co., Ltd. (600375.SH), participating in administrative penalty hearings organized by the China Securities Regulatory Commission for suspected insider trading.
Administrative penalties were proposed to be imposed on the secretary to the board and senior executives for suspected insider trading
relating to share value reductions. The total amount of the proposed ﬁnes and forfeitures exceeded RMB 160million, as was broadcast on
the hourly news of Central Channel 2.
After the ﬁrst hearing of this case, the China Securities Regulatory Commission in the end made a decision not to impose penalties. This
case is one of the very few cases where the China Securities Regulatory Commission did not impose penalties on the basis that the circumstances were minor, and it was also the only insider trading case in recent years not penalized on such basis.

A Listed Company's Actual Controlling Party And Board Secretary Administrative
Penalty Hearing Project

Jingtian & Gongcheng's compliance lawyer team represented the actual controlling party of a listed company and the then secretary to
the board of directors by participating in administrative penalty hearings organized by the China Securities Regulatory Commission for suspected market manipulation.
The amount of ﬁnes and conﬁscations in this case is the highest administrative penalty for market manipulation by the China Securities
Regulatory Commission in the past year.
After the ﬁrst hearing of this case, the China Securities Regulatory Commission issued two additional advance notices. The ﬁrm participated in the hearings many times and issued defense opinions. The ﬁnal administrative penalty decided to reduce the ﬁnes and conﬁscations
in the case by more than RMB one billion, and reduced the market banning period for the parties.
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A Vehicle Networking Data Compliance Project for A Leading Vehicle Networking Company
Due to the complex industrial chain of the leading Internet of Vehicles company, its network and data conditions are diﬀerent from those
of general Internet companies. Jingtian & Gongcheng's network and data law team provided a leading vehicle networking company with
vehicle networking data compliance services. In the process of compliance review and rectiﬁcation, a series of new issues were discovered
that needed to be solved.
Based on in-depth research on the Internet of Vehicles industry, we put forward a legal analysis framework based on data roles, solved
issues in data analysis methods, and provided the company with specialized legal services related to private equity ﬁnancing post-investment data compliance, including due diligence, rectiﬁcation suggestions, issuing data compliance certiﬁcates, value-added telecommunications business license consultation, etc., and in the end, assisted the company to meet ﬁnancing conditions.

Administrative Investigation And Criminal Procedure Consulting Project of A Leading
Venture Capital Institution
Jingtian & Gongcheng's compliance lawyer team assisted a leading domestic venture capital institution to provide advice on administrative
investigation projects and related criminal procedures.
The ﬁrm represented a leading venture capital institution in a series of disputes with the original actual controlling party of the target company and the listed company due to major asset restructuring matters. The case actually involved multiple cases in areas such as securities
compliance, economic crimes, the intersection of criminal and civil law, etc., as well as many complex and inter-departmental legal issues.
After the ﬁrm's eﬀective responses, all civil, administrative and criminal risks of the client have been eliminated.

An Internal Investigation Project of A Leading Company in the Technology Industry
Jingtian & Gongcheng's compliance lawyer team provided relevant legal services for a leading company in the technology industry to conduct internal investigations.
In this case, the original management team of the client company was suspected of white-collar crime and other potential violations in its
daily operations.
After our comprehensive investigation, we issued an investigation report on this case and follow-up handling suggestions to the client, all
to its satisfaction.

JINGTIAN & GONGCHENG
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Assisted several IP authorization permanent legal counsel clients
by providing overall compliance legal services related to IP
authorization, intellectual property, conﬂict of interest, antitrust
and anti-unfair competition, anti-bribery and anti-corruption,
anti-fraud compliance, etc., including providing consultant
opinions and recommendations, issuing legal opinions, drafting
legal documents, handling compliance-related dispute resolution,
etc.
Provided a Chinese cultural and art company with full-case legal
compliance services related to China's top cultural heritage digital
project and its overseas exhibition tours, including: project
cooperation, digital development, overseas exhibition tours, IP
ownership, authorization and development, operation management, etc.
Provided training courses in legal compliance in the ﬁelds of
culture, tourism and the arts for the Central Academy of Culture
and Tourism Management of the Ministry of Culture and Tourism,
including the "Belt and Road" cultural and tourism industry
international cooperation legal compliance risk management and
IP authorization to empower the creativity of the cultural and
tourism industries, etc.
Assisted a well-known European automobile company by
providing ongoing overall compliance legal services related to its
operation management, especially automobile distribution, and
labor and employment issues, including automobile antitrust
compliance, labor and employment compliance, intellectual
property compliance, advertising and marketing compliance, etc.
Assisted a European jewelry and luxury watch company by
providing comprehensive legal services to comply with the legal
and compliance requirements for marketing, promotion, publicity,
advertising and other activities in China, including reviewing and
modifying all the content of its oﬃcial website, providing opinions
and recommendations on individual cases, etc.
Assisted a Chinese group by providing legal services on compliance
related to sanctions imposed by an international ﬁnancial
organization, including providing legal opinions and recommendations, drafting legal documents, assisting in formulating
compliance systems and related systems, rules, and procedures,
and providing specialized services on speciﬁc matters
Assisted a famous chip design company in China by providing legal
services related to US sanctions, including assisting the company in
sorting out and determining whether its products were subject to
US export controls and sanctions compliance requirements,
providing solutions based on such eﬀorts and handling the matter
Assisted a well-known water treatment company in the United
States by providing overall compliance legal services related to the
operation and management of its invested enterprises in China,
including labor and employment compliance, supplier and
third-party compliance, compliance-related dispute resolution,
etc.
Provided legal consulting services for a securities company's false
statement litigation and recovery dispute cases

Assisted a world-leading European measuring instrument
company to conduct compliance investigations on its two Chinese
subsidiaries
Provided anti-monopoly analysis legal services for a fund's
acquisition of equity in a target company engaged in the food
industry
Assisted a leading European train facility manufacturing group
company to conduct a compliance investigation on its Chinese
subsidiary
Assisted Taikang Asset in identifying inside information involved in
its business activities and daily operations and management as
well as the length of the sensitive period of such information.
Provided Taikang Asset also with legal services such as insider
trading risk prevention and control solutions and abnormal
transaction control plans
Represented Kangde Xin Composites Group Co., Ltd. (002450.SZ)
by participating in administrative penalty hearings organized by
the China Securities Regulatory Commission for the company's
alleged violations of information disclosure requirements. The ﬁrm
ultimately reduced the amount of ﬁnancial fraud identiﬁed by the
Securities Regulatory Commission and reduced the number of
identiﬁed types of violation behavior
Represented the actual controlling party of a listed company and
the then secretary to the board of directors by participating in the
China Securities Regulatory Commission's administrative penalty
hearings regarding its suspected market manipulation. In the end,
the Securities Regulatory Commission reduced the amount of ﬁnes
and conﬁscations by hundreds of millions of yuan and reduced the
number of years the parties were banned from the market
Represented a client in an administrative penalty hearing
procedure organized by the Guangdong Securities Regulatory
Bureau for suspected insider trading. The case involved the
discussion of professional issues such as the determination of
secondary transmission in insider trading cases. The Guangdong
Securities Regulatory Bureau in the end agreed with the legal
opinion of the ﬁrm and exempted the client from administrative
penalties
Represented a listed company's then secretary of the board and
senior executives in an administrative penalty hearing for suspected organized insider trading related to a reduction in its stock
price. The total amount of ﬁnes and conﬁscations proposed in this
case exceeded RMB 160 million. After hearing the defense
statement of the ﬁrm's lawyer team before the China Securities
Regulatory Commission, the ﬁnal decision was that the clients not
to be punished
Provided comprehensive and specialized compliance management
eﬀectiveness evaluation services for a securities company,
covering its business areas, the compliance management
environment of its departments and subsidiaries, the performance
of compliance management responsibilities, the construction and
operation of management systems and mechanisms, etc.
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Represented the current director of a listed company in a hearing
procedure for an administrative penalty before the China
Securities Regulatory Commission, relating to an alleged failure to
perform diligently. In the end, the director was exempted from the
administrative penalty

Provided private equity ﬁnancing and post-investment data
compliance specialized legal services for a leading automobile
network company, including due diligence, rectiﬁcation
suggestions, issuance of data compliance certiﬁcates, value-added
telecommunications business licensing consultation, etc.

Represented a well-known public fund manager in an administrative penalty hearing procedure organized by the China Securities
Regulatory Commission for suspected insider trading. This case is
one of the ﬁrst group of cases ﬁled against public funds for
suspected insider trading. After our ﬁrm's eﬀorts, the China
Securities Regulatory Commission in the end issued a notice
closing the case, and the manager was not punished

Provided legal services for Tributario Deiure/Dompé Farmaceutici's
China compliance project

Provided legal services for the prevention and control of insider
trading compliance risks of mainland and Hong Kong listed
companies under China Merchants Group
Represented a large accounting ﬁrm in an administrative penalty
hearing organized by the China Securities Regulatory Commission
for alleged failure to perform due diligence in the audit of a listed
company's annual report. The case is ongoing
Provided a multi-party data mining project compliance review
service for a leading Internet company, advising how they could
fully mine the value of data while still protecting users' personal
information, and issuing legal opinions on solving data circulation
issues
Represented CICC Qianhai (Shenzhen) Private Equity Fund
Management Co., Ltd. in an administrative review procedure of the
China Securities Regulatory Commission. The case involved the
question of whether "expected yield" represents a guarantee of
capital and proﬁt. This is a front-line issue in the ﬁeld of private
equity funds, and there is much controversy on the topic in the
areas of administrative law enforcement and justice administration
Provided a listed company and its more than 30 directors,
supervisors and senior executives with a securities exchange
disciplinary action-related hearing consultation and initial risk
treatment compliance advisory services. The exchange intended to
take a disciplinary action decision against the listed company and
its more than 30 directors, supervisors and senior executives. We
provided compliance consulting services for the aforementioned
subject disciplinary hearings and provided preliminary compliance
consulting services for risk treatment projects that may be involved
Provided data compliance veriﬁcation and rectiﬁcation services for
a credit investigation company under a telecom operator, including
data upstream and downstream and partner risk investigation,
product compliance review, system construction, data legal
documentation improvement, data compliance training, etc.
Provided a famous European automobile company with legal
services related to the government's proposed on-site cyber
security and personal information protection inspections,
including providing legal opinions and recommendations on cyber
security compliance, personal information protection compliance,
information security level protection, etc., and drafting relevant
documents
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Provided consulting services for legal risk management of the asset
management business of State Grid Yingda International Holdings
Group Co., Ltd.
Provided legal services for a compliance guidelines project of
Norinco International Cooperation Ltd. (000065.SZ), Asia Development Bank and the World Bank
Provided data compliance veriﬁcation and rectiﬁcation services for
a smart sales service provider and well-known CRM software
developer, including product compliance review, system construction, data legal documentation improvement, data compliance
training, drafting data compliance statements, etc.
Provided a Chinese group company with overall legal services
related to the legal and compliance matters involved in its personal
information management for recruitment and employment,
including drafting the "Group Employment-related Personal
Information Collection Authorization Letter", "Group Cross-border
Personal Information Related to Employment "Transmission
Agreement", and "Chinese Employee Information Management
Requirements", and providing legal opinions, recommendations,
etc.
Provided an A-share listed entertainment industry group with
specialized services involving the compliance review of web
crawler projects and issuance of a compliance review report
Provided a Chinese digital industrial product service platform with
legal services relating to legal and compliance issues of
e-commerce platforms involved in the proposed SaaS shop
opening service, including providing oral consultation opinions and
recommendations, issuing formal legal memoranda, etc.
Provided a well-known interior decoration SaaS software service
provider with data compliance veriﬁcation and rectiﬁcation
services, including data compliance veriﬁcation, privacy documents
and product design optimization, data localization storage and data
cross-border compliance, data-related agreement drafting or
review, data compliance system construction, implementation of
compliance training, etc.
Provide full legal services for a ﬁnancial central enterprise group's
institutional client data integration project, including compliance
discussion, plan design, document drafting, communication and
negotiation
Provided China and overseas data compliance services for an Internet
of Vehicles company, including data compliance system construction,
data export, data compliance training and daily consultation
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Provided GDPR compliance services for a leading educational SaaS
platform service provider, including compliance audits, gap
analysis, compliance rectiﬁcation, data legal documents improvement, etc.
Provided data compliance services for a start-up educational SaaS
platform company in China, the European Union and the United
States, including data legal document drafting, data export, daily
consultation, etc.
Provided comprehensive services for network and data
compliance in the private equity ﬁnancing stage for a smart rescue
platform service provider and gene and health big data service
provider
On behalf of ByteDance, conducted a data compliance due
diligence investigation on Palmy Technology, and issued a data
compliance due diligence report
Represented a leading Internet company in conducting a data
compliance due diligence investigation on a certain Internet +
human society + people's livelihood service project in which it
plans to invest
Represented a smart sales service provider and a well-known CRM
software developer to conduct due diligence for its proposed
acquisition of a data company, and issued network and data
security compliance recommendations
Provided data compliance due diligence services for a container
cloud platform service provider equity investment project
Provided a well-known garden tool manufacturer with cross-border data transmission compliance veriﬁcation and rectiﬁcation
services, including data compliance inspection, privacy document
drafting, data storage localization and data cross-border
compliance, etc.
Provided China Merchants Renhe Life with compliance legal
services, including drafting and revising business agreements
related to insurance business, Internet insurance sales, etc.
Provided an insurance technology company with compliance legal
services including assessing the compliance of its insurance
technology software, and drafting and revising related software
and business agreements
Provided legal services on data compliance due diligence for an
insurance technology company's equity investment
Provided a famous Japanese car manufacturer legal investigation
services for Internet of Vehicles business data compliance and
wrote investigation reports

Provided a well-known German car manufacturer with legal
advisory services related to the Internet of Vehicles
Provided a well-known OCR identiﬁcation and corporate information service provider with network and data compliance legal
advisory services
Provided a ﬁnancial data service provider legal advisory services on
network and data compliance
Provided a ﬁnancial information technology company with
network and data compliance legal advisory services
Provided a smart commercial terminal manufacturer with network
and data compliance legal advisory services
Provided a city's state-owned big data group ongoing compliance
legal advisory services
Represented a hair plant company in Guangzhou in connection
with an anti-corruption investigation and criminal report on
suspected professional embezzlement by its senior executives
Assisted a large listed technology company in the criminal
investigation of its senior vice president, who was suspected of
corruption, including assisting in auditing accounts, analyzing and
guiding the scope and direction of the investigation, assisting and
guiding evidence collection, and assisting the company to
cooperate with public security organs in their investigation after
the case was ﬁled, etc.
Assisted a medium-sized private oil company to conduct an investigation into a suspected criminal corruption case involving the head of
its procurement department, guiding and assisting the company in
adopting corresponding measures, urging the person responsible to
surrender to the company and return the millions of yuan obtained
by corruption, guiding and assisting the client to complete evidence
collection, provision of relevant legal opinions, etc.
Assisted an equity investment fund to conduct an investigation into
suspected criminal corruption cases involving the principals of a
target company in which the client had invested hundreds of
millions of yuan, analyzed possible crimes and determined the
investigation direction, guided and assisted the company in
collecting evidence, and communicated and analyzed with
externally hired auditors problems found in the audit, assisted and
guided the communication between the company and public
security organs, etc.
Represented a large company in Beijing in an anti-corruption
investigation and criminal report on suspected embezzlement by
its executives

Provided a logistics company compliance legal services for the
cross-border transfer of personal information of employees

Provided services for the internal investigation of suspected
white-collar crimes by the original management team of an
industry-leading company

Provided a leading third-party mobile big data service company
platform ongoing compliance legal advisory services

Entrusted by a central enterprise to provide legal consulting
services on its compliance with the right to use a sea island

Provided a state-owned listed automobile manufacturer with
network and data compliance legal advisory services

Entrusted by a large state-owned enterprise to provide compliance
legal advice on trade control compliance issues
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Participated in the preparation work of the national standard titled
"Information Security Technology-Personal Information Consent
Guide"
Provided A-share listed company Vantone Real Estate (600246.SH)
with an anti-fraud compliance investigation for an M&A project
Advised a leading domestic venture capital institution on administrative investigation projects and related criminal proceedings. The
case involved a series of disputes arising from major asset
restructuring issues between a leading venture capital institution
and the original actual controlling party of the target company and
a listed company. The case actually consisted of multiple interconnected cases involving securities compliance, economic crimes,
the intersection of criminal and civil law, as well as many other
complex and cross-departmental legal issues. Our ﬁrm's lawyer
team has eﬀectively handled the case. At present, all civil, administrative and criminal risk to our clients has been excluded
Entrusted by Shenzhen Bosheng Optoelectronics Technology Co.,
Ltd. to assist in handling customs and tax compliance issues for its
imported chips
Participated in the preparation of a group standard titled "Trusted
Data Service- Multi-Party Data Value Mining System Framework"
Participated in the preparation of the national standard titled
"Information Security Technology-Network Audio and Video
Service Data Security Requirements"
Entrusted by the Institute of Modern Culture Co., Ltd. to provide
legal advice on the list of relevant US entities
Entrusted by Hyundai Oil Bank Co., Ltd. to assist in consulting on
tax compliance issues under Chinese law
Participated in the preparation of the national standard titled
"Information Security Technology-Online Automobile Service Data
Security Guidelines"
Participated in the preparation of the Shanghai local standard
titled "De-identiﬁcation Data Circulation and Utilization Speciﬁcations"
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On 28 January 2020, the State Intellectual Property Oﬃce released the main statistics on intellectual property rights for 2020, showing that the
reform and development of our country's intellectual property industry have not been adversely aﬀected by the epidemic, and the development
has reached a new level. In 2020, there were 5.761 million trademark registrations in China, with 1,052 companies approved to use geographical
indication special signs, 765 registered geographical indication trademarks, and 14,375 applications for registration of integrated circuit layout
designs in China (a year-on-year increase of 72.8%). The National Intellectual Property System in 2020 issued 42,000 administrative rulings
disposing of patent infringement disputes, and the social satisfaction score of intellectual property protection reached 80.05%. The number of
patent and trademark pledge ﬁnancing projects reached 12,039, an increase of 43.8% year-on-year, and the total amount of pledge ﬁnancing
reached RMB 218 billion, a year-on-year increase of 43.9 %.
In order vigorously to promote the development of intellectual property rights, various types of intellectual property regulations and policies in
our country emerged in an endless stream in 2020.
March 2020

The State Intellectual Property Bureau publicly solicits opinions on the "Measures for the Protection of Oﬃcial Marks (Draft for Solicitation of
Comments)"

April 2020

Announcement of the State Intellectual Property Oﬃce on Issuing the "Administrative Measures for the Use of Special Geographical
Indications (Trial)"
Notice of the Supreme People's Court on Issuing the Top 10 Intellectual Property Cases and 50 Typical Intellectual Property Cases in Chinese
Courts in 2019

May 2020

The State Intellectual Property Oﬃce "Provisions on Registration Procedures for Pledge of Exclusive Use of Registered Trademarks"
Notice of the Copyright Bureau on Regulating the Copyright Order of Photographic Works
The State Intellectual Property Oﬃce publicly solicits opinions on the "Guidelines for Administrative Reconsideration and Response to Patent
Enforcement (Draft for Solicitation of Comments)"

June 2020

The State Intellectual Property Oﬃce releases the "Trademark Infringement Judgment Standard"
The State Bureau of Intellectual Property issues "Relevant Matters Concerning the Modiﬁcation of Three Types of Mailing Address in
Trademark Application Forms"
Notice of the Ministry of Natural Resources and the Bureau of Conﬁdentiality on Issuing the "Provisions on the Scope of State Secrets in the
Management of Surveying and Mapping Geographic Information"
China Auction Industry Association issues "Intellectual Property (Patent) Auction Regulations"

July 2020

The State Bureau of Intellectual Property issues "Administrative Measures for Local Sub-Centers of the National Overseas Intellectual Property
Dispute Response Guidance Centre (Trial)" and "Work Evaluation Rules (Trial)"
The State Intellectual Property Oﬃce issues the "Guidelines for Handling Patent Dispute Administrative Mediation Cases", "Guidelines for
Investigating and Handling Patent Counterfeiting and Irregular Patent Marking Cases" and "Guidelines for Patent Administrative Protection
Reconsideration and Response to Lawsuits"
The Ministry of Science and Technology issues the "Interim Provisions on the Handling of Violations in Scientiﬁc and Technological Activities"
Notice of the Standardization Committee on Soliciting Opinions on 9 National Standard Projects including the "Patent Navigation Guide Part 1:
General Provisions"
The Municipal Supervision Bureau publicly solicits opinions on the "Measures for the Supervision and Administration of Food Labeling (Draft
for Solicitation of Comments)"
The Press and Publication Administration publicly solicits opinions on the "Administrative Measures for Press and Publication (Copyright)
Standardization (Draft for Solicitation of Comments)"
The Supreme People's Procuratorate and the Ministry of Public Security publicly solicit opinions on the "Supplementary Provisions on the
Prosecution Standards for the Prosecution of Criminal Cases Under the Jurisdiction of Public Security Organs (2) of the Supreme People's
Procuratorate and Ministry of Public Security (2)" (Public Draft for Solicitation of Comments)
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August 2020

The State Intellectual Property Oﬃce issues the "Administrative Measures for Trademark Registration Files"
The Copyright Bureau publicly solicits opinions on the "Notice on the Examination and Determination of Evidence in Copyright Administrative
Enforcement Work (Draft for Solicitation of Comments)"
The Ministry of Justice public solicits opinions on the "Guiding Opinion on Strengthening the Protection of Commercial Secrets and Conﬁdential
Business Information in the Process of Administrative Licensing (Draft for Solicitation of Comments)"

September 2020

The Supreme People's Procuratorate and the Ministry of Public Security issues the "Decision on Revising the Prosecution Standards for Criminal
Cases of Commercial Secret Infringement"
The Supreme People's Court and the Supreme People's Procuratorate issues the "Interpretation on Several Issues Concerning the Speciﬁc
Application of Law in Handling Criminal Cases of Infringement of Intellectual Property Rights (3)"
The Supreme People's Court issues the "Opinion on Strengthening the Punishment of Intellectual Property Infringements in accordance with the
Law"
The Supreme People's Court issues the "Response to Several Legal Application Issues in Internet Intellectual Property Infringement Disputes"
The Supreme People's Court issues the "Guiding Opinion on the Trial of Civil Cases Involving Intellectual Property Rights of E-commerce Platforms"
The Supreme People's Court issues the "Provisions on Several Issues Concerning the Application of Law in the Trial of Civil Cases of Infringement of
Commercial Secrets"
The Supreme People's Court promulgates the "Provisions on Several Issues Concerning the Application of Law in the Trial of Administrative Cases
for Patent Authorization and Conﬁrmation (1)"
The State Intellectual Property Oﬃce public consultation on the "Administrative Measures for Trademark Agency (Draft for Solicitation of
Comments)"
The State Intellectual Property Bureau publicly solicits opinions on the "Provisions on the Protection of Geographical Indications (Draft for
Solicitation of Comments)"
The National Food and Drug Administration and the State Intellectual Property Oﬃce solicit public comments on the "Implementation Measures
of the Early Resolution Mechanism for Drug Patent Disputes (Trial) (Draft for Solicitation of Comments)"
The Municipal Supervision Bureau publicly solicits opinions on the "Provisions on the Protection of Commercial Secrets (Draft for Solicitation of
Comments)"

October 2020

The Standing Committee of the National People's Congress issues the "Patent Law of the People's Republic of China (2020 Revision)"
The State Council promulgates the "Regulations on National Science and Technology Awards (2020 Revision)"
Notice of the State Intellectual Property Bureau and the Ministry of Education on Determining the National Intellectual Property Pilot
Demonstration University in 2020
Notice of the Ministry of Human Resources and Social Security on Issuing the "Administrative Measures for the Logo of the Vocational Skills
Competition of the People's Republic of China (Trial)"
Provisions of the Municipal Supervision Bureau on Prohibiting the Abuse of Intellectual Property Rights to Exclude and Restrict Competition
(revised in 2020)
Provisions of the Municipal Supervision Bureau on the Priority of First Applications ﬁled in the Intellectual Property Department of the Hong Kong
Special Administrative Region (2020 revision)
The Municipal Supervision Bureau issues the "Administrative Measures for the Printing of Trademarks (2020 Revision)"
The Supreme People's Court publicly solicits opinions on the "Provisions on Several Issues Concerning the Application of Law in the Trial of Civil
Cases Involving Drug Marketing Review and Approval of Patent" (Draft for Solicitation of Comment)
The Municipal Supervision Bureau publicly solicits opinions on the "Measures for the Supervision and Administration of Online Transactions (Draft
for Solicitation of Comments)"
The Oﬃce of Cyberspace Administration of China public consultation on the "Provisions on the Management of Internet User Public Account
Information Services (Revised Draft for Solicitation of Comments)"

November 2020

The Standing Committee of the National People's Congress issues the "Copyright Law of the People's Republic of China (2020 Revision)"
The Supreme People's Court issues the "Provisions on Evidence in Civil Litigation of Intellectual Property Rights"
The State Intellectual Property Oﬃce issues the "Implementation Measures for the Recordal of National Intellectual Property Information Public
Service Networks"
The State Intellectual Property Oﬃce releases the "Patent Navigation Guidelines" (GB/T39551-2020) series of recommended national standards
The State Administration of Radio, Film and Television publishes ﬁve industry standards for broadcast, television and network audiovisual industry
including the "Digital Rights Management of Audiovisual Content Distribution" and "Digital Rights Management System Integration of Cable Digital
TV"
The State Administration of Radio, Film and Television issues the "Administrative Measures for the Information Database of Basic Units of Radio,
Television and Network Audiovisual Statistics"
The Municipal Supervision Bureau issues eight national standards including the "E-commerce Platform Intellectual Property Protection
Management"
Notice of the State Intellectual Property Oﬃce on Public Consultation on the "Proposals for Amendments to the Implementation Rules of the
Patent Law (Draft for Solicitation of Comments)"
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December 2020

Decision of the Standing Committee of the National People's Congress on the Establishment of the Hainan Free Trade Port Intellectual Property
Court
The Standing Committee of the National People's Congress issues the "Amendment to the Criminal Law of the People's Republic of China (11)"
on the revision of intellectual property rights related matters
The Supreme People's Court revises the "Interpretation of the Supreme People's Court on Several Issues Concerning the Application of Law in
the Trial of Patent Infringement Disputes (2)" and eighteen other intellectual property judicial interpretations
The Supreme People's Court issues the "Implementation Plan for the Enforcement of Intellectual Property Judgments" and the "Guidelines for
the Enforcement of Intellectual Property Judgments"
Notice of the State Intellectual Property Oﬃce on Trademark Objection, Registered Trademark Invalidation, and Revocation of the Online
Application Function for Non-Use of Registered Trademarks for Three Consecutive Years
Reply of the State Intellectual Property Oﬃce on Supporting the Construction of the Intellectual Property Operation Centre of the New
Materials Industry
Letter of the State Intellectual Property Oﬃce on Agreeing to Carry Out the Pilot Work related to the Opening of Patent Agencies in Some
Areas of Beijing and Jiangsu
Notice of the State Intellectual Property Oﬃce on Announcement of the Approval of the Renewal Examinations of the Fifth Group and the
Second Group of National-level Intellectual Property Protection Standardized Markets
Notice of the State Intellectual Property Oﬃce on Issuing the First Group of Guiding Cases for Administrative Enforcement of Intellectual
Property Rights
Announcement of the State Intellectual Property Oﬃce on Revising the "Patent Examination Guidelines" (2020)
The State Intellectual Property Oﬃce's Public Consultation on the "Guidelines for the Development of Intellectual Property-Related Terms of
Industry-University-Research Institute Cooperation Agreements (Draft for Solicitation of Comments)" and its use guidelines

The business scope of Jingtian & Gongcheng's intellectual property lawyer team covers patents, copyrights, trademarks, unfair competition
involving intellectual property rights and anti-monopoly ﬁelds. In recent years, it has been involved in many precedent-setting cases with social
inﬂuence and has represented a number of large leading technology companies, Internet companies, entertainment companies, etc. by providing
specialized legal services for intellectual property rights. It has had outstanding performance in such ﬁelds as Internet unfair competition disputes,
standard-essential patent disputes, anti-monopoly disputes, etc., such as representing Huawei in a standard-essential patent dispute with
Convenson. This case was the ﬁrst "injunction" ruling in the ﬁeld of intellectual property rights in China. The ﬁrm also represented Huawei and
InterDigital in a dispute over abuse of market dominance and won the case, represented Sinogrid against Zhiheng Wangan in a computer software
copyright dispute and won the case, and represented Sina Weibo against Maimai in an unfair competition dispute, the ﬁrst case of Internet big
data unfair competition.
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Huawei And Convenson Confirmed Non-Infringement of Patent Rights And
Resolved the Appeal Case In Their Standard Essential Patent Licensing Dispute

Jingtian & Gongcheng's lawyer team represented Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd. ("Huawei") in its appeal against Convenson Wireless Licensing Co., Ltd. ("Convenson") in a standard-essential patent licensing dispute to conﬁrm non-infringement of patent rights. This case is
the ﬁrst "injunction" ruling in the ﬁeld of intellectual property rights in China.
Huawei ﬁled the ﬁrst-instance lawsuit in the Nanjing Intermediate People's Court in early 2018, and subsequently Convenson ﬁled a lawsuit for infringement of standard-critical patent rights in the Higher Regional Court of Düsseldor, Germany. During the appeal trial of this
case, the German court issued a ﬁrst instance injunction. On 28 August 2020, the Intellectual Property Court of the Supreme People's
Court issued a civil ruling temporarily barring Convenson from applying for enforcement of the ﬁrst-instance cessation of infringement
judgment made by the German court on 27 August 2020 and maintained the ruling in a subsequent reconsideration proceeding. The two
parties reached a settlement in October 2020.

IMECAS And Intel Infringement And Patent Invalidation Series of Disputes
Jingtian & Gongcheng's lawyer team represented Intel (China) Co., Ltd. ("Intel") in a series of disputes over semiconductor patent infringements and patent invalidations with the Institute of Microelectronics of the Chinese Academy of Sciences ("IMECAS"). This infringement
case had the highest claim amount so far in the domestic semiconductor ﬁeld.
From 2018 to 2019, IMECAS successively ﬁled three patent infringement lawsuits against Intel, Dell and Lenovo on two semiconductor patents. Intel subsequently ﬁled multiple rounds of invalidation claims relating to the two patents and successfully invalidated an important
product claim on one of the patents. During this period, the two sides conducted multiple rounds of negotiations. Jingtian & Gongcheng
worked closely with Intel's US legal counsel to build a global strategy for clients to deal with disputes in court litigation and administrative
procedures in China and the United States. The case is still proceeding.

Sinogrid v. Zhiheng Wangan Infringement of Computer Software Copyright
Jingtian & Gongcheng's lawyer team represented Beijing Sinogrid Software Systems Ltd. ("Sinogrid") in its case against Beijing Zhiheng
Wangan Technology Co., Ltd. ("Zhiheng Wangan") for infringement of computer software copyright and won the case.
Sinogrid is a leading domestic application delivery company that focuses on providing secure and optimized application delivery solutions
for enterprise customers' data centers and cloud computing. It sued in the Beijing Intellectual Property Court in 2018, alleging that its peer
competitor, Zhiheng Wangan, was misappropriating its product technology and infringing the software copyright and other intellectual
property rights for its product "Huimin Application Delivery Gateway".
Jingtian & Gongcheng's lawyer team represented Sinogrid in the case, assisting the client in completing the technical comparison of the
products involved in the case, formulating a comprehensive litigation plan for the client, and ﬁnally winning the case. This case is of great
signiﬁcance to the protection of intellectual property rights in the software industry.
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Non-Litigation
Represented a subsidiary of a US-listed company in a trademark
infringement lawsuit between it and a technology company
Represented Weibo Vision in responding to the "Youxizhibo"
copyright infringement and unfair competition dispute case ﬁled
by Tencent. The case is still proceeding
Provided HBM Holdings Ltd. (02142.HK) with patent legal due
diligence services for its Hong Kong Main Board listing project
Provided a large state-owned enterprise in the high-end manufacturing industry with US and Australian patent infringement analysis
Provided Tac Fintech trade secret protection services in response
to employee resignation
Represented SD-3C Co., Ltd. by handling all its legal aﬀairs in China,
especially matters related to brand protection
Provided ongoing legal advisory services for a well-known private
art museum in China, including providing legal opinions on the
introduction of foreign exhibitions and reviewing and modifying
related package agreements, providing legal opinions for its
proposed art IP licensing platform project and drafting IP licensing
package agreements, etc.
Provided ongoing legal advisory services for a well-known art
licensing institution in China, including legal services related to its
obtaining art IP authorization from many leading foreignmuseums,
and legal and compliance services related to the authorization of
their art IP to many domestic authorized parties, etc.
Provided a Chinese cultural and art company with complete legal
compliance services related to a leading cultural heritage digital
project in China and its overseas exhibition tours, including related
project cooperation, digital development, overseas exhibition
tours, intellectual property ownership, authorization, development, operation management, etc.
Provided training courses in the ﬁeld of culture, tourism and art
legal compliance for the Central Academy of Culture and Tourism
Management of the Ministry of Culture and Tourism, including
"One Belt One e Road" cultural and tourism industry international
cooperation legal compliance risk management, IP authorization
to empower the creativity of the culture and tourism industries
and other topics

Represented OPPO in responding to a standard patent infringement dispute case ﬁled by HD Codec Technology Co., Ltd. The case
is still proceeding
Represented a media company in a dispute over a copyright
licensing contract with a ﬁlm and television company, involving an
amount of more than RMB 19 million
Represented a ﬁlm and television company in a dispute over a
copyright license contract between it and a network technology
company for two ﬁlms, involving a total amount of approximately
RMB 14 million
Represented Heineken against Wujiang Heineken Machinery
Factory and Jinjiang Dayou Machinery Co., Ltd. in anti-unfair
competition and trademark infringement cases. The Guangzhou
Intellectual Property Court supported all the claims of our client.
The case is currently on appeal
Represented Weibo Vision in responding to the "Youxizhibo"
copyright infringement and unfair competition dispute case ﬁled
by Tencent. The case is still proceeding
Represented a client in a trademark infringement case ﬁled by
Chateau Laﬁte Rothschild in France. The ﬁrst-instance judgment
rejected 90% of the plaintiﬀ's claim. The case is currently on appeal
Represented China Duty Free (Group) Co., Ltd. in its suit against
Nanjing Gangzhong Travel E-Commerce Co., Ltd. and its aﬃliates
for disputes over trademark rights infringement and unfair
competition, and obtained a winning judgment
Represented the founder of a start-up beverage company in
handling disputes related to the ownership of the company's core
trademarks
Represented OPPO in Sharp's standard patent license dispute case
and obtained a lawsuit injunction against Sharp. The case is still
proceeding
Represented Hytera in its patent infringement dispute with
Motorola Systems (China) Co., Ltd. The case is still proceeding
Represented CATL in its patent infringement disputes with Jiangsu
Tafel New Energy Technology Co., Ltd. and other companies. The
case is still proceeding

Dispute Resolution

Represented Xin'an Century in responding to a series of patent
infringement dispute lawsuits ﬁled by Feitian Technologies. The
case is still proceeding

Represented Huawei in its dispute with Convenson Wireless
Licensing Co., Ltd. on the conﬁrmation of patent non-infringement
and standard-essential patent licensing fees, and helped the client
obtain China's ﬁrst lawsuit injunction

Represented Xin'an Century in invalidating patents related to
secret key equipment and methods owned by Feitian Technologies. The case is still proceeding. at the State Intellectual Property
Oﬃce

Represented Sinogrid in its computer software copyright infringement dispute against Zhiheng Wangan and won the case

Represented an architectural design company in an unfair
competition dispute case with competitors in the same industry

Represented a subsidiary of a US-listed company in a trademark
infringement lawsuit between it and a technology company

Represented Intel China Co., Ltd. in responding to a patent
infringement lawsuit ﬁled by Song Jianwen. The case is still
proceeding
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Representing CCD in handling patent contract disputes and patent
infringement disputes. The case is still in process
Represented an industry-leading auto parts company in an
international arbitration case managed by the International
Chamber of Commerce Arbitration Court (ICC) with Switzerland as
the seat of arbitration. The case is still proceeding
Represented a well-known semiconductor intelligent manufacturing equipment company in a trade secret infringement dispute in
the Shanghai Intellectual Property Court
Represented an Italian company in its domain name dispute with a
Chinese company. After a four-year trial, it won back the domain
name rights for the client
Represented a Chinese subsidiary of a Spanish multinational company
in an anti-unfair competition case, and assisted the client to reach an
out-of-court settlement, with the other party changing the company
name and accepting most of our client's claims
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2020 was a diﬃcult year for everyone, and the sudden covid

law ﬁrms. The lawyer team also works closely with Jingtian &

epidemic brought great challenges to business operations. Jingtian

Gongcheng lawyers in other ﬁelds and can provide companies

& Gongcheng's labor and employment business team has worked

with high commercial value one-stop legal service solutions from

hand in hand with society and clients to move forward and face the

the perspectives of diﬀerent legal ﬁelds, such as capital markets,

challenges of the past year.

corporate governance, ﬁnance, taxation, intellectual property and
trade secret protection.

During the 2020 Spring Festival holiday, when the epidemic was
at its most severe, Jingtian & Gongcheng's labor and employment

The continuous and rapid development of the labor and

business team gave up rest helping clients to absorb national

employment business group has also won multiple awards and

epidemic policies, writing a series of public welfare articles such

recommendations from the market and authoritative media organi-

as one on human resource management and cost optimization

zations, including but not limited to the China Law & Practice 2020

during the epidemic, organizing public welfare seminars addressing

Outstanding Labor Law Law Firm Award, a Benchmark Litigation

human resources challenges caused by the epidemic, helping

2020 Asia-Paciﬁc Dispute Resolution Law Firm Recommendation

companies in distress to arrange employee placement and labor

(Labor and Employment Practice Area), the naming of Lawyer Liu

cost optimization, representing companies in labor negotiations

Qi as a 2020 Leading Business Lawyer in China (Labor Law Practice

with employees and labor unions, and dealing with related labor

Area) by Who's Who Legal (WWL), and the naming of Lawyer Yu

disputes and labor inspections. The labor and employment business

Xin as a recommended lawyer in the labor law business on LEGAL

team helped clients successfully navigate diﬃcult times.

BAND's 2020 Top Lawyers in China list.

In the past year, the strength of Jingtian & Gongcheng's labor and

Forging ahead, true to our original intent! In 2021, companies

employment lawyer team has also been greatly enhanced. Attorney

will still face challenges such as economic uncertainty brought

Zhao Yulai, former senior legal expert of Alibaba and partner of

about by the post-epidemic era. Jingtian & Gongcheng's labor and

River Delta Law Firm, joined the Beijing oﬃce as a partner. Partner

employment business team will continue to work together with

Yu Xin was promoted to equity partner. Attorney Xian Wujie,

clients and partners to create a better future.

deputy director of the Labor Committee of the Shenzhen Lawyers
Association and part-time arbitrator, joined the Shenzhen oﬃce
as a partner. Zhao Xiao, a member of the Labor Committee of the
Beijing Lawyers Association, was promoted internally to a partner
in the Guangzhou oﬃce. Duan Lingna, a former legal counsel at a
Japanese law ﬁrm, joined the Shanghai oﬃce.
Jingtian & Gongcheng's labor and employment business team has
built successfully an industry-leading diversiﬁed lawyer team, with
seven partners and more than 20 lawyers in four oﬃces (Beijing,
Shanghai, Shenzhen and Guangzhou), and Chinese, English,
German and Japanese as the working languages. The lawyer team
has diverse and complementary backgrounds, with legal experience
in Fortune 500 companies, ﬁnancial institutions and technology
giants, as well as experience as part-time arbitrators and foreign
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Assisted A World-Renowned Nutrition Health Products Company to
Complete A Staff Reorganization
In early-to-mid 2020, a company prepared to reorganize the human resources structure of more than 30 oﬃces in China, involving more
than 400 staﬀ memebers. The core work of this project was to ensure that the company could still operate normally and in an orderly
manner despite large-scale personnel adjustments.
The project involved the diﬀerent business conditions of the company's oﬃces in many provinces and cities in China, as well as the actual
needs of employees in diﬀerent departments. The geographical span was large, the personnel requirements were complex, and the covid
epidemic also added a layer of diﬃculties in completing the project.
Jingtian & Gongcheng's lawyer team helped the company formulate an eﬀective restructuring plan, and completed the reorganization of
all the company's personnel in China within three weeks, ensuring the eﬃcient and smooth adjustment and orderly transition of the company's business model and personnel structure.

Assisted in Human Resources Integration And Risk Prevention for A Pet Medical Institution
In 2020, our ﬁrm assisted a pet medical institution in eﬀectively integrating human resources and preventing risks in a high-frequency
store acquisition project so as to avoid human resource legal problems and risks such as ineﬃcient management and staﬀ instability afterward.
When conducting this commercial merger and acquisition, it was necessary to have a business mentality and give full play to professional
human resource management. In particular, there were many complicated legacy issues, such as social insurance premium payments, unreasonable labor management, and strained employee relations in the frequent acquisition of stores.
According to the progress of the acquisition project, Jingtian & Gongcheng's lawyer team gave timely and eﬃcient human resource integration plans and recommendations, assisted the company in anticipating human resource risks, and increased the bargaining power of
the company with regard to its employees.

Assisted A Technology Company to Deploy A Competition Restriction System
The core work of this project was to solve the problem of employment candidates who were obligated to agree to non-competition restrictions before entering a job, and to form plans and procedures for reporting, investigation, and accountability for the monitoring of
competition restrictions on employees who have left.
For candidates who were obligated to agree to non-competition restrictions before entering a job, a plan for anticipation and control of
risk was formed. For employees who were obligated to agree to non-competition restrictions after resignation, a plan for declaration and
investigation was established, solutions for breach of contract was sorted out, and the burden of proof rules improved.
Jingtian & Gongcheng's lawyer team analyzed a large number of cases, researched legal rules, helped the company deploy plans corresponding to both entry and resignation, and assisted the company in furtherer grasping the initiative in the battle for talent.
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Assisted A State-Owned Listed Company in the Medical Field to Establish A Comprehensive
Human Resource Management Compliance System
At the end of 2020, when a listed company in the medical ﬁeld reviewed its internal compliance issues for the year, it found that there
were a large number of compliance risk issues in human resource management and that the compliance system needed to be sorted out
and rectiﬁed.
The diﬃculty of this project lay in the need to sort out the labor laws and regulations of the locations of the listed company's branches and
the regions where the companies in which it was invested, combined with consideration of the business characteristics of each branch and
invested company, all in order to establish a compliance system meeting the needs of the company.
Jingtian & Gongcheng's lawyer team looked into the background facts, developed an understanding of the client's risk and pain points in
human resource management, drew upon its judicial practice experience, and issued legal proposal memoranda to assist the client in
completing the sorting out and rectiﬁcation of the human resource compliance system.

Assisted A Taiwan-Funded Enterprise to Solve A Strike Problem And Resume Production
In July 2020, a workshop worker of a Taiwanese-funded enterprise in Shenzhen expressed dissatisfaction with the company's welfare and
the reduction in wages due to the impact of the epidemic. Under the leadership of the team leader, 62 workers went on strike, and the
production line of the whole workshop came to a standstill, which seriously aﬀected the normal operation of the enterprise.
The diﬃculty of this project lied in maintaining the stability of the company and society, coordinating communication with relevant government departments, and persuading and negotiating with the employees.
Jingtian & Gongcheng's lawyer team assisted the company in communicating with police, social security departments, the provident fund
management center, labor departments, and street oﬃces, helping the company design a work resumption plan, resume workshop production, and win all relevant labor arbitration cases.

Assisted A World-Renowned Luxury Hotel to Achieve Victory in A Complex
Collective Labor Dispute
In mid-2020, a hotel unilaterally terminated the labor contracts of more than 20 employees due to the covid epidemic and business model
adjustments. The employees ﬁled a collective labor dispute claim and insisted on claiming a large economic compensation from the hotel.
The diﬃculty of this case was that it involved a large number of people and a large amount of money, and it was easy to cause other employees to follow suit. At the same time, in view of the outbreak of the covid epidemic in 2020, the pressure to maintain social stability in
this case was relatively high.
Jingtian & Gongcheng's lawyer team assisted the client in sorting out the main points of risk in the case, ﬁrst quickly settling one of the
cases with a high risk of illegality at a very low cost, and then formulating a rigorous and thorough litigation strategy for the other cases,
and ﬁnally won a complete victory for the client.
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Non-Litigation
Provided legal services for a Japanese-owned automobile
company on items such as employee dismissal, epidemic consultation, labor supervision and handling, and a labor union chairman
dispute
Provided legal services for Beijing Technicolor Enterprise Management Co., Ltd. on employee transfer, employee placement,
investigation and dismissal of illegal employees, etc.
Provided legal services for a ﬁnancial leasing company's employee
placement and property share repurchase projects
Provided legal services for Legrand (Shanghai) Management Co.,
Ltd.'s Beijing on an employee placement project
Provided legal services for Nokia Communication System Technology (Beijing) Co., Ltd. on an employee placement project
Provided legal services for Beijing Sensoro Technology Co., Ltd.
onan employee placement project
Provided legal services for Beijing Rising International Software
Co., Ltd. on an employee placement project
Provided legal services for Zhejiang Jollychic Information Technology Co., Ltd. on an employee placement project
Provided legal services for Beijing Intengine Technology Co., Ltd. on
an employee placement project
Provided legal services for Hangzhou Yunlvwudong Technology
Co., Ltd. on an employee placement project
Provided legal services for a Beijing technology enterprise talent
competition project
Provided legal services for a well-known domestic Internet
company's talent competition project
Provided legal services for a Beijing ﬁnancial technology company's
talent competition project
Provided legal services for a Beijing education enterprise talent
competition project
Provided legal services for Hangzhou Jinyuan Biaoju Technology
Co., Ltd., a human resources company, on a business compliance
project
Provided legal services for Qisheng (Tianjin) Pet Hospital Management Co., Ltd. on a human resources integration project
Provided human resources due diligence legal services for the
investment project of a well-known investment company
Provided legal services for SDIC Xin Kaishui Environmental
Investment Co., Ltd. on a human resources compliance project
Assisted a leading European train facility manufacturing group
company to conduct a compliance investigation of its Chinese
subsidiary and dismiss its Chinese executives
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Provided legal services for a Zhejiang fund company's human
resources compliance project
Represented an executive from a Spanish multinational apparel
brand company in resignation negotiations and tax planning
Assisted a well-known European pharmaceutical group in
dismissing its China sales director
Assisted a world-leading European measuring instrument
company in dismissing all the core executives of a Chinese
subsidiary
Assisted a world-leading pharmaceutical and life sciences group in
the design, drafting and implementation of a collective consultation system, employee representative system and performance
bonus system of its Chinese subsidiary
Provided a Singapore an industrial group with legal services related
to the labor and employment of its invested enterprises in China,
including providing written legal opinions and recommendations
on issues raised by the client, and drafting relevant legal
documents
Provided legal services for a Japanese trading company on an
employee dismissal project
Provided legal services for Meihong Footwear Co., Ltd. on an
executive dismissal project
Advised the co-founder of a technology company in Beijing on a
share repurchase project
Provided legal services for China Investment & Financing
Guarantee Co., Ltd. on its Attendance System Review Project
Provided legal services for the co-founder of a Beijing technology
company to dispose of the project
Provided legal services for a well-known consulting company on an
employee resignation and a trade secret protection project
Provided legal services for Beijing Tianying Haikuo Technology Co.,
Ltd. on personnel and cost optimization projects
Provided legal services for a state-owned listed company in the
medical ﬁeld on labor and personnel disputes and system process
combing projects
Provided labor law compliance services for GigaDevice Semiconductor (Beijing) Inc. (603986.SH) on its employee equity incentive
plan
Provided labor and employment ongoing legal advisory services
for the Chinese Academy of Fiscal Sciences
Provided labor and employment ongoing advisory services for
Beijing Joyview Education Consulting Co., Ltd.
Assisted a well-known North American food additive production
group to modify, improve, integrate and implement a complete
personnel management system for its Chinese subsidiary
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Provided labor and employment ongoing legal advisory services
for Xieying Information Consulting (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.

Represented a Beijing technology company in its dispute case with
a headhunting company

Provided labor and employment ongoing legal advisory services
for Rokid Corporation Ltd.

Represented a Shanghai luxury company's Beijing branch in
handling a labor dispute case involving its sales manager

Provided labor and employment ongoing legal advisory services
for Beijing Shenglangma Magnetic Separation Technology Co., Ltd.

Represented a Beijing infant education company in its employee
labor dispute arbitration case

Provided labor and employment ongoing legal advisory services
for Beijing Asia Paciﬁc Finance Consulting Co., Ltd.

Represented CITIC M&A Fund Management Co., Ltd. in its
employee bonus dispute case

Dispute Resolution

Represented a Beijing media company in its employee labor
dispute arbitration case

Represented a leading global pharmaceutical and life sciences
group in a labor arbitration case with its former employees, and
obtained a winning ruling
Represented a world-renowned luxury hotel in a collective labor
arbitration with more than 20 former employees, and obtained a
winning arbitration award and a ﬁrst-instance judgment
Represented a leading Chinese company providing smart location
services in a labor dispute litigation with its former employees (ﬁrst
instance)
Represented a leading global semiconductor company in a labor
dispute litigation with its former employees (second instance)
Represented a well-known Internet company in a series of labor
dispute cases between it and its employees
Represented an auto parts manufacturing company in Beijing in
handling disputes over its employees' put on furlough
Represented a Japanese-owned automobile company in handling
labor dispute arbitration cases such as dismissal disputes and
transfers of employees
Represented an educational technology company in its employee
dismissal dispute litigation
Represented an insurance sales company in handling disputes over
employee transfers and salaries
Represented a Beijing technology company in its employee bonus
dispute litigation
Represented an education company in Beijing in handling its
Guangdong general manager's labor dispute litigation
Represented a technology company in Beijing in handling dispute
arbitration and litigation cases regarding its dismissal of employees
Represented a ﬁnancial company in an arbitration case concerning
a dispute over an employee's transfer for incompetence in the
position and salary adjustment
Represented a technology company in an arbitration case concerning its employees' overtime wage disputes
Represented a gaming company in Sichuan in handling its
employee labor dispute arbitration case

Represented an entertainment company in Beijing in its labor
dispute arbitration case
Represented a well-known domestic network security software
company in its employee dismissal dispute arbitration case
Represented a Beijing technology company in its labor dispute
arbitration case
Represented an e-commerce company in Beijing in its employee
labor dispute arbitration case
Represented a Japanese-owned trading company in its employee
dismissal dispute arbitration case
Represented a pet hospital in Tianjin in handling the labor dispute
arbitration case of its employees
Represented a well-known medical investment company in Beijing
in handling a labor dispute with former employee Li
Represented a well-known listed real estate brokerage company in
Beijing in handling labor dispute cases with nearly 30 employees,
so that employees can be properly placed
Represented a technology company in handling a labor dispute
arbitration case with former employee Li
Represented a well-known medical company in Zhengzhou in
handling labor dispute litigation with senior executive Liu, and won
the judgment in both the ﬁrst instance and second instance
Represented a well-known domestic map and navigation company
in handling arbitration and litigation cases of its employees'
non-competition restriction disputes
Represented a Hong Kong-listed company in a labor dispute case
with former employee Zhang, involving intersecting criminal and
civil law issues
Represented an investment company well-known in the industry in
handling a labor dispute arbitration case with former employee
Fan
Represented a well-known technology company in a labuor
dispute with former employee Fan, and all litigation demands from
the other party were rejected
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Represented a marine technology company in a labor dispute
arbitration case with former employee Liu
Represented a Beijing technology company in a labor dispute case
with former employee Cui
Represented a leading network technology company in handling
labor disputes with former employees Xiao and Li, obtaining a
winning judgment in both the ﬁrst instance and second instance
Represented a well-known cultural media company in handling a
performing arts broker labor contract dispute with a Mr. Chen
Represented a Beijing technology company in a labor dispute case
with former executive Guo
Assisted Beijing Xudong Online Information Technology Co., Ltd. in
handling two labor arbitration cases, and in the end settled the
case
Represented a technology company in Zhejiang in handling its
employees' non-competition restriction litigation
Represented a world-renowned communications company in its
employees' non-competition restriction litigation
Represented a media company in Beijing in its employees'
improper conduct and unfair competition lawsuits
Represented a listed company in a dispute over stock repurchase
restrictions between it and its former employee
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LITIGATION

Litigation business is one of Jingtian & Gongcheng's core business
areas. Jingtian & Gongcheng has been nominated or selected as
the "Best Dispute Resolution Law Firm" in China many times by
well-known domestic and foreign media and organizations. Many
lawyers in Jingtian & Gongcheng's litigation team have been
nominated by world-renowned commercial lawyer rating organizations such as Chambers and Partners, Legal 500, China Law &
Practice, Asian Law, Asian Legal Business, Asialaw Proﬁles,
LEGALBAND, Benchmark and China Business Law Journal.
In the ﬁeld of litigation, Jingtian & Gongcheng's litigation team can
provide practical and eﬀective solutions for domestic and overseas
clients. Jingtian & Gongcheng's litigation team lawyers have
profound theoretical and academic foundations. In respect of the
resolution of complex disputes, they have profound understanding,
multiple methods to hand and rich experience.
Jingtian & Gongcheng maintains a long-term and close cooperative
relationship with many international law ﬁrms. It is good at
coordination and joint representation in litigation cases at home
and abroad and providing eﬀective dispute resolution services for
domestic and overseas clients.
Jingtian & Gongcheng's litigation and arbitration business covers
the main areas of civil, commercial and criminal matters, including
but not limited to: trade, investment, company and shareholder
rights, real estate, construction projects, ﬁnance and insurance,
intellectual property, product liability, infringement, criminal
defense, marriage, inheritance, enforcement and other related
types of disputes.
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A Series of Contract Disputes Involving A Municipal State-Owned Company
Jingtian & Gongcheng's lawyer team represented a Beijing-based state-owned company in a series of disputes over entrusted loan contracts with a certain location's real estate development company.
While representing the client, the eﬀorts of our lawyers successfully prompted the court to combine the cases and assisted the client to
complete the oﬀ-site preservation under the special circumstances of the epidemic. The case was heard by the Beijing Higher People's
Court, and the amount involved was approximately RMB 500 million.
In the end, with the joint eﬀorts of our lawyer team and the client, the entire amount of compensation claimed by the client, including attorney fees, preservation fees, insurance costs, etc., was entirely supported by the court of ﬁrst instance.

A Series of Disputes Involving A Well-Known State-Owned Shipping Company
in Guangdong Province Due to Shipment Without Bills
Jingtian & Gongcheng's lawyer team was entrusted by a well-known state-owned shipping company in Guangdong Province to handle a
series of domestic and foreign litigation and arbitration cases involving trade ﬁnancing, letters of credit, guarantee contracts and bill of
lading disputes caused relating to cargo carriage by its ships.
The case involved multiple parties, multiple legal relationships, and laws and litigation/arbitration procedures in diﬀerent regions. The ﬁrm
had full authority to conduct uniﬁed planning and management of the cases on behalf of the client, and coordinated with lawyers from
diﬀerent regions to assist the client in handling litigation/arbitration disputes in the relevant regions.

A Real Estate Transfer Dispute Case of A Leading Domestic Real Estate Fund

Jingtian & Gongcheng's lawyer team represented a leading domestic real estate fund investment project company in a series of complex
dispute litigation cases involving the transfer of industrial real estate and has won in the ﬁrst instance court. The value of the disputed real
estate is approximately RMB 300 million.
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A Well-Known Accounting Firm's False Statement Litigation Case

Jingtian & Gongcheng's lawyer team represented a well-known accounting ﬁrm in responding to a civil compensation lawsuit ﬁled by investors for misrepresentation. In this case, it was not fully clear whether the preliminary procedure for the false statement case was cancelled, and it is rare for the court to accept a case and enter the substantive trial without that pre-condition met. The case was quite
unique among cases of this subject matter.
In this case, Jingtian & Gongcheng's lawyer team sorted out relevant laws, regulations and jurisprudence, and actively and eﬀectively put
forward a number of defenses. At present, the court has rejected the investor's litigation claims against the accounting ﬁrm.

A Trust Company's Application for Contract Enforcement
Jingtian & Gongcheng's lawyer team represented a trust company in applying for enforcement of a trust loan contract in a dispute case
with an energy technology company and a steel technology company, and successfully assisted the client in recovering all the enforcement
case funds, with a total amount of RMB 150 million.
The case was originally a ﬁnal enforcement case. After the lawyers of our ﬁrm participated in the representation, they assisted in investigating clues about the subject's important debt receivables, and urged the enforcement court to issue notices to the debtor to perform
on the debts due and take other enforcement measures. They successfully helped the client to obtain full repayment.

Bankruptcy And Reorganization of A Leading Domestic High-Tech Company

In a complex bankruptcy reorganization project involving a leading domestic high-tech company, Jingtian & Gongcheng's lawyer team represented an investment company under a large central enterprise, participated in the whole bankruptcy reorganization process and provided specialist legal services. The total amount of reorganized assets was approximately RMB 1 billion.
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Contractual Disputes
Represented client Hebei Huatong Wire & Cable Group Co., Ltd.
(the respondent in a retrial) in the Supreme People's Court against
Tangshan Tonghua Real Estate Development Co., Ltd. (the
applicant in the retrial) and Cao Guoliang in the retrial of the
contract dispute in the Supreme People's Court. The court in the
end rejected the other party's (i.e., the retrial applicant's)
application for retrial
Represented a Beijing-based state-owned company in a series of
entrusted loan contract disputes with a certain location real estate
development company, and successfully pleaded the merger of
multiple trials and oﬀ-site preservation. The case was heard by the
Beijing Higher People's Court, and the subject matter was about
500 million, the entire amount of compensation ﬁnally requested
by the client, including attorney fees, preservation fees, and
insurance costs. All of the compensation amount was supported by
the court of ﬁrst instance
Represented a group limited company and its subsidiaries in three
loan contract disputes with a consulting company in Guangdong, a
Mr. Chen and a Mr. Cai. The case was heard by the Beijing Third
Intermediate People's Court, and the total amount involved was
about 570 million. The client has already obtained a ﬁrst-instance
judgment win
Represented a fund in a dispute over a creditor's rights assignment
contract with an investment management company. The case was
heard by Tianjin Third Intermediate People's Court. The case
involved more than 400 million. The ﬁrst-instance judgment
rejected the other party's application claim for conﬁrmation of the
contract's invalidity
Represented a well-known domestic real estate brokerage
company (defendant) in an overseas house purchase dispute with
a natural person (plaintiﬀ). The People's Court rejected all the
plaintiﬀ's claims after trial
Represented a real estate development company (defendant) in a
private lending dispute with Hongling Venture Capital E-commerce
Co., Ltd. In the end, the court adopted our point of view,
determined that the plaintiﬀ's actions were illegal fund-raising and
loan issuing, and rejected the plaintiﬀ's claims
Represented a real estate development company in a group
litigation case involving disputes over commercial housing pre-sale
contracts with more than 150 owners. The court ultimately
recognized that the plaintiﬀs' demand for compensation for the
decoration costs had no contractual basis and rejected all of the
plaintiﬀs' claims
Represented a real estate development company in handling a
construction project contract dispute with Shanghai Yunfeng
Construction Co., Ltd. Our view that the interest on progress
payments should not be paid and that the delay in performance
should be subject to the statute of limitations system was supported by the court, and the ﬁnal judgment was 32 million less than the
original request by the plaintiﬀ, avoiding huge liquidated damages
for the client

Represented a real estate development company in a group
litigation case involving disputes over the sale of commercial
housing contracts with more than 200 owners. In the end, we
successfully proved that the client had fulﬁlled the obligation of
issuing certiﬁcates in accordance with the contract, and all the
plaintiﬀs' claims were rejected
Represented a technology company and natural person in a
dispute litigation among them and a listed media company over an
advertising business contract, and helped the client to be found
exempt from a guarantee liability of more than 200 million
Represented Shenzhen Sunwin Intelligent Co., Ltd. in the litigation
of a dispute over construction costs with Shenzhen Kaida'er
Technology Industry Co., Ltd. Our ﬁrm ﬁled a counterclaim in the
case on behalf of the client and obtained support in the judgment
of the ﬁrst instance
Represented Yang Hong in handling a loan dispute litigation with
Shenzhen Lixinda Trading Co., Ltd., Shenzhen Qianhai Jinxin Equity
Investment Co., Ltd., Xiao Jing, Shenzhen Qianhai Rongxin Venture
Capital Financial Services Co., Ltd., Shenzhen Qianhai Rongxin
Industrial Development Group Co., Ltd. , Zhang Jiaxuan, and
Shenzhen Wansheng Hengchuang Trading Co., Ltd. In this case,
what was really a loan was called a fund investment. The ﬁrm
obtained a ﬁrst-instance judgment in the case
Represented Zhejiang Talent Film and Television Co., Ltd. in its
performance contract dispute with Gao Yunxiang and Beijing
Yixuan Culture Brokerage Co., Ltd. involving more than 60 million in
dispute
Represented a trust company in a contract dispute with a real
estate company and other entities, involving a dispute amount of
nearly RMB 1 billion
Represented an insurance company in a contract dispute with an
asset management company, involving approximately 100 million
Represented four state-owned enterprises in a series of litigation
cases involving contract disputes with a food management
company, involving more than RMB 10 million.
Represented an investment company and its shareholders and
creditors in a litigation case involving a liability dispute between
shareholders were accused of infringing on the company's
creditors' interests, involving an amount exceeding RMB ten
million
Represented a well-known cost consulting company in a service
contract dispute with a real estate development company. The
case was ﬁnally settled through mediation
Represented a well-known insurance company in an insurance
contract dispute with a business service company, involving nearly
RMB two million in dispute
Represented a private entrepreneur in a contract dispute with a
furniture company involving nearly RMB ﬁve million
Represented Chengdu Railway Chuanzhiwei Travel Service Co., Ltd.
in a dispute regarding a house and equipment lease contract
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Represented a well-known early education institution in a
franchise contract dispute with its franchisees, involving an
amount of nearly RMB four million
Represented a securities brokerage Hong Kong company in a
dispute over a guarantee contract with a domestic natural person
involving more than RMB 30 million. Our ﬁrm in the end obtained
a favorable judgment for our client
Represented a Mr. Guan in a housing sales contract dispute with a
Mr. Yan and a Mr. Liu, involving approximately RMB 2.6 million
Represented the Jianyang Branch of Sichuan Yihe Real Estate Co.,
Ltd. in a dispute with Hongta Real Estate Development Company,
Jianyang City, Sichuan Province over a commercial house sales
contract
Represented Sichuan Chengdu Railway International Business
Travel Group Co., Ltd. in a lease contract dispute with Dazhou Jiacai
Trading Co., Ltd.
Represented Chongqing Heavy Railway Logistics Co., Ltd. in
handling a dispute with Chongqing Zhengji Fuel Co., Ltd. concerning the cancellation of creditor's rights transfer and personality
confusion
Represented Jianyang Huacheng Real Estate Consulting Co., Ltd. in
a loan contract dispute with Ningxia Qing'an Cemetery Co., Ltd.
and Ningxia Yancheng Law Firm
Represented Meishan Rural Commercial Bank Co., Ltd. in its
dispute with Sichuan Hengfeng Printing Co., Ltd. over a ﬁnancial
loan contract
Represented a client regarding a dispute arising from an entrusted
import trade contract by ﬁling suit against two enterprises located
in Zhejiang and Jiangsu, respectively, and obtained a favorable
ﬁrst-instance judgment. The case is currently on appeal
Represented a client regarding a dispute arising from the cooperative operation of the Food Service Centre in the Beijing Expo Park
by ﬁling suit against the partner and obtained a favorable
ﬁrst-instance judgment. The case is currently on appeal
Represented a fund management company in a dispute over a
ﬁnancial entrusted wealth management contract with its investors
Represented a technology company in a contract dispute litigation
case with a supplier
Represented an international trading company in a contract
dispute litigation case with a number of suppliers
Represented a former senior executive of a ﬁnancial services
company in responding to a guarantee liability lawsuit initiated by
the company and was able to shut down the case with the plaintiﬀ
withdrawing
Assisted a well-known Internet company in handling service
agreement litigation, which was ultimately settled out of court
Represented Petropars/IPMI/OIEC in a supply agreement dispute
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Assisted Hejin Online (Beijing) Technology Co., Ltd. in handling
service contract litigation, and in the end the case was settled
Acted for Bear Grylls Ventures in a celebrity endorsement agency
contract dispute case
Corporate and Equity Disputes
Represented a Beijing-based state-owned company in its equity
transfer dispute with a Hainan development company and its
actual controlling party. The case was heard by the Hainan Higher
People's Court and involved more than RMB 5.2 billion. The case is
still proceeding
Represented a project company invested by a leading domestic
real estate fund in a series of complex dispute litigation cases
involving the transfer of industrial real estate and won the ﬁrst
instance. The value of the disputed real estate is approximately
RMB 300 million
Entrusted by a Korean law ﬁrm to deal with a dispute over a Korean
fund company's corporate control over a Chinese investment
company
Entrusted by a large domestic real estate company to handle
equity-related lawsuits between shareholders and the company in
Singapore and Cambodia
Represented a private entrepreneur in a shareholder qualiﬁcation
conﬁrmation dispute with other shareholders. The case ended
with the plaintiﬀ's withdrawing the lawsuit
Represented a state-owned listed medical industry company in
handling the ﬁrst dispute in China arising from the IOT agreement
of a non-proﬁt medical institution (won in the ﬁrst instance, an
appeal is in progress)
Represented two well-known funds in the medical industry in
handling disputes related to an investment project involving the
jurisdictions of Mainland China, Hong Kong, the United States,
Cayman Islands and other jurisdictions
Represented Jianyang Sancha Lake Tourism Express Channel
Investment Co., Ltd. and Chengdu DBS Real Estate Consulting Co.,
Ltd. in handling equity transfer disputes with Sichuan Tongwei Real
Estate Co., Ltd. and Sichuan Haitian Investment Co., Ltd.
Represented a company client and its executive directors and
supervisors in handling disputes over liability for damage to the
company's interests brought by some natural-person shareholders, and won in the ﬁrst instance. The case is currently on appeal
Represented a leading company in the community group buying
industry in a litigation case with multiple merged / acquired
companies
Represented a well-known industrial fund in handling gambling
dispute litigation cases with multiple invested companies, and won
the judgment
Represented a sports investment company in its investment
dispute with an invested company and its actual controlling party
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Represented a partnership in ﬁling a company dissolution lawsuit
against a Sino-foreign joint venture company that it has invested in
Represented an investment company in an investment cooperation dispute with a hospital
Represented a well-known accounting ﬁrm in response to litigation
ﬁled by the company's shareholders. After full explanation and
analysis by the ﬁrm's lawyers, they believe the ﬁrm's client has
been suﬃciently prudent and diligent and is not at fault. At
present, the court has made a ﬁrst-instance judgment and
dismissed all claims of the plaintiﬀ
Represented an online celebrity Taobao shopkeeper in initiating a
lawsuit against its partner regarding their control over the
company, and successfully won and closed the case
Represented a hospital management company aﬃliated to a
well-known electrical appliance company in a dispute over an
equity transfer, and ultimately brought about a settlement
between the plaintiﬀ and the defendant, which reduced the
client's accounts payable by more than RMB 15 million
Maritime Disputes
Entrusted by a well-known central state enterprise to handle a
dispute between it and a Japanese shipowner over a large-scale
container ship's maritime rescue and salvage contract
Represented CMA CGM Group in its cargo damage disputes with
Nanyang (International) Shipping Co., Ltd. and Guangdong
Sinotrans Dongjiang Warehouse Terminal Co., Ltd. The case is
currently on appeal
Entrusted by a well-known state-owned shipping company in
Guangdong Province to handle a series of domestic and foreign
litigation cases involving trade ﬁnancing, letters of credit,
guarantee contracts and bill of lading disputes caused by its ship
transportation by its subordinates
Entrusted by a well-known state-owned shipping company in
Guangzhou to handle a series of freight forwarding disputes
between it and other domestic freight forwarding companies
Represented CMA CGM in a dispute over cargo damage liability
between it and AIU Property and Casualty Insurance Company. An
appeal is currently in progress

Represented CMA CGM Group in its cargo transportation disputes
with Guangdong Heying Cold and Fresh Food Co., Ltd., Honghai
Food Co., Ltd., and Shenzhen Tusheng International Freight
Forwarding Co., Ltd., currently awaiting the judgment of the
appeals court
Entrusted by a Hong Kong shipping company to handle maritime
cargo infringement disputes with a domestic enterprise, won the
ﬁrst instance, and an appeal is in progress
Represented Sunco International Freight Forwarding (Shanghai)
Co., Ltd. and Sunco International Freight Forwarding (Shanghai)
Co., Ltd. Shenzhen Branch in handling disputes over a maritime
cargo transportation contract with Shenzhen Bestton Freight
Forwarding Co., Ltd.
Represented a multinational logistics company in its dispute with
the Guangdong branch of Panalpina China Limited on a maritime
and sea cargo transportation contract, assisted the client in a
successful defense, and in the end the court rejected all the
plaintiﬀ's claims
Tort Disputes
Representing a well-known international automotive company in a
product liability dispute with an industrial company
Represented a large state-owned insurance company in a dispute
over liability for damage caused by an application for property
preservation with a media company and a technology company
Personality Rights Disputes
Represented a well-known short video Internet platform in
handling a sensitive personal privacy infringement dispute
Represented a well-known medical group in its reputation infringement dispute case with a Hong Kong listed company
Marriage and Family Disputes
Entrusted by a client to handle a dispute between his family and
others relating to property ownership
Represented a private entrepreneur in a divorce dispute involving
tens of millions of yuan in property
Bankruptcy and Liquidation

Represented CMA CGM Group in its cargo transportation disputes
with Guangzhou Goodway International Freight Forwarders Co.,
Ltd., Zhejiang Ibrahim International Freight Forwarders Co., Ltd.,
and Shenzhen Hongmao International Freight Forwarders Co., Ltd.

Represented Fujian Strait Investment Co., Ltd. in handling civil
mediation procedures with Fujian Huazhan Real Estate Co., Ltd.
and other cases concerning the application for the bankruptcy of
Huazhan Company

Entrusted by Intergis Co. Ltd. to assist in the distribution procedure
of the Avlemon ship auction funds

In a complex bankruptcy and reorganization project involving a
leading domestic high-tech enterprise, provided legal advice to an
investment company aﬃliated to a large central enterprise. The
total amount of reorganized assets was approximately RMB 1
billion

Represented CMA CGM Group in its cargo transportation dispute
with Shanghai Qi'an International Freight Forwarding Co., Ltd.,
won the ﬁrst instance and the case is currently on appeal
Represented a client in a series of domestic disputes over maritime
cargo transportation contracts and freight forwarding contracts

Appointed by JP Morgan Chase & Co. to participate in the
bankruptcy reorganization proceedings of a business in East China
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Represented an asset management company in its bankruptcy
reorganization and arbitration with a well-known school chain,
involving an amount of approximately RMB 1.7 billion
Represented a private entrepreneur in a dispute over liquidation
liability between him and his creditors, involving an amount of
more than RMB 2 million
Represented a top private equity fund in a complex dispute arising
from a transfer of equity, the subject matter of the dispute was
approximately RMB 1 billion
Represented a large overseas company in its application for
compulsory liquidation of its investment company and two
branches in China, and successfully completed the liquidation and
cancellation of the company in China through the compulsory
liquidation procedure
Represented a wholly foreign-owned enterprise and its branches
in ﬁling for bankruptcy and liquidation, and safeguarding
shareholders' rights and interests in the bankruptcy proceedings.
The case involved more than a dozen branch companies and
thousands of creditors and debtors
Represented a foreign shareholder of a Chinese-foreign cooperative enterprise to overcome legacy issues and ﬁnally complete the
cancellation of the Chinese-foreign cooperative enterprise through
self-liquidation
Represented a key state-owned enterprise in handling the
liquidation and bankruptcy issues of many of its subsidiaries
Enforcement
Represented a foreign company in the recognition and enforcement of a Hong Kong arbitration award, involving an amount of
more than RMB 50 million
Represented China Railway Trust Co., Ltd. in handling compulsory
enforcement cases relating to debt disputes with Sichuan Rongxin
Group Co., Ltd., Zigong Rongxin Construction Engineering Co., Ltd.,
Sichuan Rongxin Real Estate Development Co., Ltd., Hubei Rongxin
Renbang Real Estate Co., Ltd., and Chengdu Feimex Hotel
Investment Co., Ltd.
Represented a trust company in its application for mandatory
enforcement of a trust loan contract dispute clauses involving an
energy technology company and a steel technology company, and
successfully enforced the payment of funds in the amount of RMB
150 million
Criminal Defense, Securities Compliance, Etc.
Represented a well-known accounting ﬁrm in responding to a civil
compensation lawsuit brought by investors for false statements,
fully sorted out relevant legal regulations and judicial practice, and
actively and eﬀectively put forward a number of defenses. At
present, the court has rejected the investor's lawsuit against the
accounting ﬁrm
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Provided criminal defense for a certain Mr. Yang, a large company
executive suspected of professional embezzlement
Acted for Rongyu Group Co., Ltd. (002622.SZ) in responding to civil
compensation litigation for false statements, assisting a listed
company in actively responding to shareholder lawsuits,
successfully reaching a settlement plan, and eﬀectively mitigating
risks
Represented CITIC Securities Co., Ltd. (600030.SH) as a third party
in the administrative litigation ﬁled by an investor with the China
Securities Regulatory Commission for government information
disclosure issues. The court has made a ﬁrst-instance judgment to
reject the investor's suit
Provided criminal defense for a large listed company suspected of
fraudulent issuance of stocks and bonds, illegal disclosure, and
non-disclosure of important information
Provided ﬁrst-instance criminal defense for a certain Mr. Guo, an
employee of a listed company, relating to suspected theft
Provided criminal defense for a certain Mr. He, the chairman of a
large aquatic products company in Zhanjiang, suspected of
smuggling general goods. The public prosecution agency prosecuted the suspected tax evasion for nearly RMB 400 million
Provided criminal defense for a certain Mr. Liu, the owner of a
private enterprise, suspected of oﬀering and accepting bribes
Provided criminal defense for the former member of the Standing
Committee of Meizhou City, Guangdong Province, suspected of
bribery and corruption. Our lawyer team's defense viewpoint was
that most of the bribe amounts did not constitute bribery, and this
admissive defense viewpoint was adopted
Provided ﬁrst-instance criminal defense for a certain Mr. Zhao
suspected of smuggling general goods, and the public prosecution
agency prosecuted the suspected tax evasion of nearly RMB 100
millionProvided criminal defense for a certain Mr. Wang suspected
of smuggling general goods, which is the largest case of smuggling
important gemstones found by the national customer anti
smuggling department in recent years
Provided criminal defense for a certain Mr. He for the crime of
smuggling general cargo, accepted the commission during the
investigation stage, and successfully released the party on bail
pending trial after arrest
Provided second-instance criminal defense for a certain Mr. Liu,
the owner of a private enterprise suspected of bribery

Dispute Resolution

Arbitration

Arbitration is one of Jingtian & Gongcheng's traditional core business
areas, and the ﬁrm has always been a leader in the ﬁeld.
Jingtian & Gongcheng has extensive experience in complex commercial
arbitration cases and has worked with major arbitration institutions in
China and abroad, such as the China International Economic and Trade
Arbitration Commission (CIETAC), Beijing Arbitration Commission/Beijing International Arbitration Center (BAC), Shanghai International
Economic and Trade Arbitration Commission, Shenzhen Court of
International Arbitration (SCIA), Hong Kong International Arbitration
Centre (HKIAC), Singapore International Arbitration Centre (SIAC), and
International Chamber of Commerce International Court of Arbitration
(ICC-ICA), have helped clients handle a large number of domestic and
international arbitration cases related to mergers and acquisitions,
investment and ﬁnancing, joint ventures, banking, securities, trusts,
real estate, infrastructure, construction and engineering, energy,
international trade, intellectual property rights, recreation and sports,
etc. Many of these are major cases that relate to the rise and fall of
enterprises. Jingtian & Gongcheng lawyers also handle a large number
of judicial proceedings relating to arbitration, including applications
for the preservation of property in connection with arbitration,
injunctions, applications for recognition and enforcement of overseas
arbitral awards, etc.
Jingtian & Gongcheng has a well-known arbitration team widely recognized in the industry. Our lawyers are all graduates from prestigious law
schools in China and abroad, and have solid and profound academic
merit and practical experience, as well as broad international vision,
experience and networks. In the ﬁrst International Arbitration Chinese
Language Tournament hosted by HKIAC in 2019, the Jingtian &
Gongcheng team won the Beijing Tournament District Championship
and was the national runner-up.

Many of Jingtian & Gongcheng's partners are arbitrators for arbitration
bodies such as CIETAC, BAC, SCIA and HKIAC, and are appointed or
selected as arbitrators in dozens of cases each year, which makes them
familiar with the perspective and thinking of arbitrators in hearing and
deciding cases.
Jingtian & Gongcheng's arbitration team provides strong legal support
to clients in arbitration disputes with high-amounts in controversy, high
risk, and complex case details, as well as helping customers successfully
achieve their business goals while eﬀectively resolving disputes. The
ﬁrm has long been highly recognized by clients and others in the ﬁeld.
Thanks to the appreciation and love of our clients, Jingtian & Gongcheng
has repeatedly been recommended as a leading law ﬁrm in the ﬁelds
of dispute resolution and arbitration by well-known law rating agencies
such as Chambers and Partners, Legal 500, China Law & Practice, Asian
Legal Business, Asialaw Proﬁles, LEGALBAND and Benchmark. The ﬁrm
has won the CLP's "China Dispute Resolution Law Firm of the Year"
and GAR's "Outstanding China Arbitration Team," and many partners
have long received recognition by being on the list of recommended
arbitration lawyers.
After the establishment of Jingtian & Gongcheng's Hong Kong Branch,
a number of senior dispute resolution lawyers from Hong Kong joined
Jingtian & Gongcheng, which further enhanced the competitive edge of
its dispute resolution team in conducting parallel litigation or arbitration
on the Mainland and in Hong Kong. In addition, Jingtian & Gongcheng
maintains a long-term and close cooperative relationship with many
international law ﬁrms, and is good at coordinating cooperation and
engaging in joint representation of complex cross-border arbitration
cases, providing proper dispute resolution for domestic and foreign
clients.

Our arbitration services include:
• Legal Advice On Arbitration Cases

• Representation In Conciliation Proceedings And Other Alternative

• Written Legal Analysis And Memoranda Related To Arbitration Cases

Dispute Resolution Proceedings Relating To Arbitration Cases

• Full Representation Or Joint Representation With Foreign Law Firms

• Expert Advice As A Chinese Legal Expert In Overseas Arbitration

In Domestic And Foreign Arbitration Cases, Including Formulating

• Representation In Cases Seeking The Setting Aside of Arbitral Awards,

Arbitration Strategies, Drafting And Submitting Arbitration Documents,

And In Cases Involving The Enforcement/non-enforcement of Arbitral

Collecting And Determining Evidence, And Attending Court Hearings

Awards

• Representation In Protection Proceedings Relating To Arbitration

• Representation In Cases Involving The Recognition And Enforcement

Cases

of Overseas Arbitral Awards
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A NYSE Listed Company VIE Investment Agreement Arbitration Case
Jingtian & Gongcheng's lawyer team represented the founders and investors of a listed music entertainment company in a certain city by
handling an arbitration dispute with others resulting from a VIE agreement.
The amount in dispute in the case exceeded RMB 12 billion. The parties involved in the arbitration involved companies registered in the
Cayman Islands, the British Virgin Islands, Hong Kong, China and other places. The case is complicated and will have great impact in society.
The case is currently in progress.

Zhongwei Technology Co., Ltd. Offshore Wind Power Installation Vessel
Construction Contract Dispute Case
Jingtian & Gongcheng's lawyer team represented Zhongwei Technology Co., Ltd. in its dispute with the seller/shipyard on the construction
of an oﬀshore wind power installation vessel, represented the client for the arbitration in the Hong Kong International Arbitration Centre,
and in the end convinced the client and the other party to reach a settlement before the hearing.
The case was a dispute over a contract for the construction of an oﬀshore wind power installation vessel and involved many factual witnesses and technical experts, and both the factual and the technical issues were complicated. We independently assisted the client in
overseas arbitration, completed various arbitration procedures before the hearing, successfully applied to reject the other party's two applications for a fees guarantee, and facilitated the ﬁnal settlement between the client and the other party.

An Insurance Contract Dispute Case of A Large Construction State-Owned Enterprise

Jingtian & Gongcheng's lawyer team was entrusted by a state-owned enterprise undertaking large construction projects to handle an insurance dispute with the People's Insurance Company of China in Guangdong Province regarding the Shantou East Coast New City Project,
and represented the client in the Beijing Arbitration Commission.
This case was a coastal water conservancy project insurance contract dispute, involving the speciﬁc construction engineering ﬁeld of land
reclamation and waterway dredging, which is quite complex and specialized. We served the client with litigation representation services
covering the whole process of court litigation, jurisdiction opposition and arbitration, involving multiple witness testimonies, expert reports and other complex engineering documents.

JINGTIAN & GONGCHENG

Dispute Resolution

Arbitration of Stock Repurchase Rights of A Listed Real Estate Company
Jingtian & Gongcheng's lawyer team represented a listed real estate company in parallel arbitration cases in the Hong Kong International
Arbitration Centre and the CIETAC Arbitration Commission involving repurchase rights disputes with foreign investors. The bilingual arbitrations were held in Chinese and English. The dispute amount in this case exceeded USD 200 million.
This case involved multiple parties at home and abroad, and the focus of the dispute included the parallel jurisdiction of the CIETAC Arbitration Commission and the Hong Kong International Arbitration Centre. In the end, our lawyer team worked closely with the international
law ﬁrm team to help the client reach a settlement with favorable business conditions.

Arbitration of An Industrial Gas Company's Sales Contract Dispute

Jingtian & Gongcheng's lawyer team represented an industrial gas company in an arbitration case involving a long-term gas transaction
dispute with a listed company in China. The subject matter of the case amounted to RMB 1.5 billion. The arbitration institution in this case
was the CIETAC Arbitration Commission, and the arbitration language was English.
In the end, with the joint eﬀorts of our lawyer team and the client, our arbitration claim of nearly RMB 100 million was supported by the
arbitration tribunal, and the counter-claim of RMB 430 millionmade by the other party in the dispute was rejected.
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Contractual Disputes
Represented Zhongwei Technology Co., Ltd. in its oﬀshore wind
power installation vessel construction contract dispute with the
seller/shipyard, represented the client in arbitration at the Hong
Kong International Arbitration Centre, and ﬁnally facilitated the
client and the other party in reaching a settlement before the
hearing
Represented an industrial gas company in its long-term gas
purchase and sale dispute arbitration case with a Chinese listed
company at the CIETAC Arbitration Commission. The subject
matter of the case reached RMB 1.5 billion. In the end, the client
made an arbitration claim of nearly RMB 100 million, which was
supported by the arbitration tribunal. The counter-claim from the
other party in the dispute for compensation of RMB 430 million
was rejected
Represented a listed company in South Korea in an arbitration case
at the CIETAC Arbitration Commission involving a dispute over a
cross-border purchase and sale of equipment between the client
and a subsidiary of a listed company in China. The subject matter
of the case amounted to USD 8 million. The ﬁnal arbitration claims
from the client included compensation for contract price losses of
USD 6.88 million, storage fees, transportation fees, interest losses,
and legal expenses, which claims were all supported by the
arbitration tribunal
Entrusted by a well-known state-owned shipping company in
Guangdong Province to handle a series of domestic and foreign
arbitration cases involving trade ﬁnancing, letters of credit,
guarantee contracts, and bill of lading disputes arising from the
transportation of three of its ships
Represented a well-known design consulting company in the
arbitration of a design service contract dispute with a cultural
development company. The case was settled before arbitration
Represented a well-known media company in an arbitration case
of a performance contract dispute with its artists, involving an
amount of more than RMB 13 million
Represented a textile and chemical company in a number of
installation and construction contract dispute arbitration cases
with an installation and construction company, involving
approximately RMB nine million in dispute
Represented a textile and chemical company in an installation and
construction contract dispute arbitration case with an installation
and construction company, and part of the client's arbitration
counter-claims were supported
Represented a national oil company in an international arbitration
of an oﬀshore oil and gas development contract dispute conducted
in accordance with the UNCITRAL arbitration rules, and assisted
the client in obtaining an overall victory
Represented a ﬁlm and television brokerage company in handling
brokerage contract arbitration disputes with artists, and won a
conclusive victory in the case

JINGTIAN & GONGCHENG

Represented an investment company aﬃliated with a state-owned
asset management company in a dispute over an entrusted loan
contract with a heavy industry company
Represented a leading Chinese state-owned aircraft leasing
company in an aircraft leasing contract arbitration dispute with an
airline (case in progress)
Represented a trading company aﬃliated with a large Chinese
state-owned enterprise in a SIAC arbitration to settle an
international trade contract dispute. The case ended with the
applicant's withdrawing the arbitration application
Represented a well-known Internet company in the sports industry
in China in handling a dispute arbitration before the Court of
Arbitration for Sport (CAS) with an international sports media
company over a sports event broadcast rights contract. The case
ended in a settlement
Represented Union Sun International Group Co., Ltd. and Jianyang
Sanchahu Tourism Express Channel Investment Co., Ltd. in an
arbitration case with the Jianyang Municipal People's Government
Represented an international fresh fruit supplier to initiate
arbitration at the CIETAC Arbitration Commission against a fruit
and vegetable trading company, and in the end settled the case,
the amount in dispute being RMB three million
Represented a subsidiary of a Fortune 500 company in its procurement contract arbitration dispute with Shanxi Yangmei Chemical
Machinery (Group) Co., Ltd. The arbitration tribunal in the end
supported our arbitration claim after the hearing
Represented a subsidiary of a Fortune 500 company in its coal
purchase and sales contract arbitration dispute with Hebei Local
Coal Industry Company and Jiexiu Xuanjie Coal Chemical Co., Ltd.
After the trial. The arbitration tribunal in the end supported our
arbitration claim
Represented EMPHOR FZCO in a contract dispute with Guangdong
Yuexin Ocean Shipbuilding
Represented Holtec and Haisingtech in a trade contract dispute
case
Investment and Financing Disputes
Represented a listed real estate company in parallel arbitration
cases at the Hong Kong International Arbitration Centre and the
CIETAC Arbitration Commission concerning repurchase rights
disputes with foreign investors. The bilingual arbitrations were
held in Chinese and English. The amount in dispute in the case
exceeded USD 200 million. Our ﬁrm assisted the client in reaching
a comprehensive settlement
Represented a media company in an arbitration dispute with a
public institution due to an equity transfer contract, and obtained
a winning arbitration award. The case involved a ruling that the
parties to the arbitration should perform their obligations to those
outside the case, and the disputed amount exceeded RMB 100
million

Dispute Resolution

Entrusted by a large domestic real estate company to handle
equity disputes in Singapore and Cambodia, currently in the
procedure preparation stage at the Hong Kong International
Arbitration Centre and the Singapore court
Represented the founder and investor of a music entertainment
listed company in a city in a dispute arbitration arising out of the
VIE agreement with other parties, the subject matter of the
dispute being more than RMB 12 billion. The parties to the
arbitration were companies registered in the Cayman Islands,
British Virgin Islands, the United States Virgin Islands, the United
States, the United States, Hong Kong, China, Mainland China and
other places. The case was complicated and will have enormous
impact in society. The case is currently in progress

Insurance Disputes
Entrusted by a large state-owned shipping enterprise to handle an
insurance dispute with the Guangdong Branch of the People's
Insurance Company of China on the Shantou East Coast New City
Project, and represented the client in arbitration before the Beijing
Arbitration Commission
Entrusted by a large-scale construction project state-owned
enterprise to handle an insurance dispute between the People's
Insurance Company of China in Guangdong Province on the
Shantou East Coast New City Project, and represented the client in
arbitration before the Beijing Arbitration Commission

Represented the largest private medical group in Shandong
Province in a dispute arbitration with a large textile company
resulting from the acquisition of a hospital
Represented a fund in its investment disputes with a Mr. Jiang, an
environmental protection company, and a partnership, involving
approximately RMB 450 million
Represented a state-owned enterprise in responding in a trade
arbitration case ﬁled by a Jiangxi private enterprise over a
shareholder dispute. Despite unfavorable rulings in previous cases,
in this case, the arbitration tribunal rejected most of the other
party's arbitration requests and ruled that the other party bear
most of the attorney's fees paid by our client
In a series of arbitration disputes resulting from P2P investment, in
the arbitration cases brought by the P2P platform company against
investors, the investors' arbitration claims against the P2P platform
were successfully rejected
Represented a leading company in the community group buying
industry in arbitration cases with multiple merged/acquired
companies
Represented a well-known industrial fund in the arbitration of
gambling disputes with multiple invested companies, and won the
lawsuit
Represented a well-known medical group in the arbitration of
disputes over cooperation agreements with foreign partners
Represented a well-known fund in an investment dispute
arbitration case with an invested company
Represented a well-known fund in the arbitration of a gambling
dispute with an invested company
Represented a sports investment company in its investment
dispute arbitration case with an invested company and the actual
controlling party
Represented a real estate investment fund in the CIETAC
Arbitration Commission to initiate an equity repurchase arbitration
with its investment target company and the founder of the target
company, and in the end settled the case, which had a disputed
subject matter of RMB 50 million
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